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PREFACE

This report, is in partial fulfillment of NCES contract-3OO-78-0208

and is made to the. National Center for Educatioh Statistics and the Office

of Evaluation and Dissemination, Department of'EducationThe work

statement called for this report is folloWs:
. .

. ,
The first task will be a review of the existing literature on
postsecondary educational plans, both 'by high school: students
and by their parentsp.and preparation Of-a conceptual design
based on this review.

This report, accordingly, is in two parts. The first part.is

a review of the literature on'fattors affecting the postsecondary

decision-making. process, with special emphasis on parents' .and stu nts

characteristics and attitudes. This review; however, looks at research

On

on factors beyond simply the parents,and.students, looking at' the influence

,

on choices -for past'-high school activities of schof9s and of the alter

natives available to a student after hig4'school. Theseffactors from

...:!utside the family will condition the decisions that agiven individual

makes about seeking training and employment after high"school. The link

between,theSe. conditions and the family'decLidn-Making is the knowledge

about the available opportunities held.by studenta.and their patents.

The little research on this link is also reviewed.

This' iterature review suggests research that would'Use data

frOui all parts of the'Hi4h School and Beyond surveys and thus complements

the Inceptual design for the student sury.ey,(Coleman et al. 1979) 'rd
I .

tor-the Rispanic'suppleMent (Nielsen 1980).. It is used lierp in the

second part of the report to develop a onceptual design for the analysis

s.
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of'the parents survey'data. This second part of the report suggestbf

the 'ways in which the parents data might be analyzed to fill in the'gapa

.im our knowledge about family decision making concerning poitsecondar);

,echication, focusing or the ways the parents' aspirations and expectations

'for their child are developed and affect their child's plans, on the-

parents' knowledge of postsecondary education,pptions, on their willing'

to'pay and their' planning for financing of their child's further edu-
.

,cation, and on their ability to make the contributions to their child's

.postsecondary eduCation expected under different methods of needs assess-

ment for financial aid.

I gratefully acknowledge the research'assistance of Lorayn ()non,

Thomas Reif, and Gladys Epting, as well as the assistance of Patrick,

Hove, the National Opinion Research Center librarian, Susan Campbell,

#

the NORC.edi,tor,and Toshi Takahashi, Chris, LOnn,,Irene Edwards, And

Jane Martin of the NORC Word-Processing Center, I thank also James
'1

Hearn, of American College Testing Program,'for thoughtful:comments

and suggestions. .

e
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PAT I. REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION PLANS AND CHOICES ti

0 1. Introduction -

These are many goals that could idide.government.policies that

affect who goes on in school after high school°. -One goal is that all

students have the chance to goon, regardless4 of.ability or finacial

circumstances. Underlying such a .goal might be a concern for insuring

that equalityis prevalent in a societrp.for, redistributing income (since
,..

.

.

at .a given time, those with Higher education usually receive higher income)

0 .

or for guaranteeing that there is in the anciety an educated citizenry.

capable of exercising the increasingly.complex sighs and responsibilities

of a democracy (Orwig, 1971). To achieve this goal, governments at various

levels might subsidize education. Today>in the Unite& States there is
.ftt

the goal that all children should have equal access to at least primary

and secondary schooling, and governments contribute to thisschooling

accordingly. Another goal with respect to who continues in school after

high school might bethat those who merit going an have access to further.

schooling, that there_be equality of opportunity/ rather than.equality

of access. The idea that meritodratic selecaon resqlts in the post

effective allocation of resources and in the greatest productivity (see

Davis and Moore, 1946) might lead a government to choose this goal and

to provide scholarships based oia evildence.of the promise of doing well

)

in school or to simply subsidize the postsecondary educe on oftall who

qualifytfor lit. In th ory, the latter policy is applied today in the

. ,

U.S.S.R.,,,(athough there is evidence that the actual 30ecti6n of students



for postsecondary"education,involves more than merit considerations).

Still another goal directing policy could be that those.who want an education

pay. for it. The justification for havingthis goal could be a belief

that education is like other consumer 'goods, having benefits that accrue

to those who buy it Educatfonkl policy then would involve not subsidizing ,

education. With respect to education generally, this is indeed the attitude
.

that prevailed in the United States before the late nineteenth century.

In actuality, of course, it is not always clear what goals are

guiding policy. In part this is bebause a combination. of goals (and

even sometimes contradictory ones) are behind policy. In the U.S. today,

for example, governments have as a goal increasing equality of access

to higher educationk.' At 'the` same time, there is a' belief that parents

and students, have a respoAsibility to pay what they can since there is

the perception that at least some of the benefits of postsegondary education

are individual rather than social. Also, one needs to keep in mind that

decisions ,concerning who goei on to postsecondary education involve actors
. . .

other than govefnments. Postsecondary schools usually impose at least

.,minimal. criteria for admission. Students and their parents Choole among

alternatives using 'their perceptions of opportunities, costs, and-benefits.

Testing.the extent to which educational policies have been effective
.

in achieving different goals and determining the extent to which gi.ven,
, .

''types bf policies can be effective, given the'other actors in the equation,

require a careful analysis of the factors behind students' decisions

as to what to do after high school..

The following review of.the literature on postsecondary education

plans and choices focuses on' the characteristics, attitudes, and behaviors

of the student and his/her parents as they affect the nature of Ehe student's

9



post-high school activities. Studefit characte5istics are expected to

be importantgiven meritocratic"selection, students' ability and school

performance'would influenae their postsecondary education plans'and behavior.
A

One would expect also that family characteristics are importintsome

Q__
of the student s characteristics will have been shaped by the family

(e.g./ aspirations for, the Student may affect' the student's plans),.and

the financial position of the -family could be a factor in decisions abOut

what to do after high school, given that parents have responsibility

for paying for their child's further education. However' the influences

on the student' decisions extend outside the family, to peers, teachers,
,

the schpol structure, and the community. The structure of opportunity

also affects postsecondary education plans: the type, location; and

number of pleesecondary institutions; job opportunities as alternatives

to further education; linancial.aidj general economic and political'con-

ditions.

Opportunities which are available but about whiah nothing is

known are effecitively none stent. Knowledge of the "opportunity struc

ture modifies the range of available opportunity. The type of knowledge

a student and his/her parents possess may well be affected by student

and family, and by school and community characteristics. This review'

will look at Student and family characteristics'and at the effects of

opportunity characteristics, including the extent to which 'there is

adequate knowledge about the nature of post-high school opportunity.

Only by examinidf the whole constellation of factors involved in the

postsecondary education choice process can effective policy be formed.'

An important point must be kept in mind in reading this review:

the effects 'of student and family characteristics upOn postsecondary



educkLion plans and,behavidrS cannot be understood'simply.by looking

at that exists at ere end of high,schbol. TheSe effects are peit of

''a process. To the extent

through encouragement

that. parents affect ther-child deCi's$.1:118

o

this encouragement deVelops and-is-in response

to the child ~a aspirations and ability. In cases where financial, prep-

aration is needed, it Often mist begin before 12th grade, !and may affect

the decision made .at the end of 12th grodt-about whether to coati

-
on'in school. Plans.may affect information gathering by both stud

and parents, and the information gathered may affect plane, Further,.

the decision to continue schooling is not one but a series of decisions

(see, for example, Mare 1977): whether to continue in secondary school'

and, if so, what courses to take; whether toff get a high achool diploma;.

whether to plan on going to -college at all; Whether. to go right after

high school or wait (as more students are doing today);,what sort of

institution to choose;- whether to transfer or drop out for owhile,.having.,

entered some college; whether to attend full- or part-time; whether to

continue in college or other schooling until graduation. Family and

student characteristics may have ad effect at all stages of the decision-
,

making processjsetting the conditions--along exogeneous factors--
:1"

for deci&ions,atthe deXt, stage. Only by looking at the process, as

well as at the factors within and outside the family that affect post,"

secondary dificisiens, can policy be effective-in achieving educational

goals. In most studies reviewed here",high school students, usually

seniors, provided thp data. Therefore, for them, the. end of high school

had been reached.and the dec

and how' to continue schoolln

isions to be made were primarily whether,,

g, after receiving. .e high iithool
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Student and Family Characteristics

2.1. Ability'
r 4

Sociologists h'ave tended to focus on student and ftaily charac,-

teristics, as exemplified and reinforced by their relianoe on survey ,,,t(

of students and (occasionally) parents: In assessing equality of oppor-

tunity for higher education, they are often 'interested in comparing the

effects of student ability with ttie -effects, of other variables. In a

Strictly, meritacratic soci:ety, ability to do well, in school would be

a prime factor in predicting liostselondary plans and behavior. One

consistent finding iS, in fact, that ability, as measured by scores,'

other te'st acores-, grades,' or actasS rank,..'dnits lave a large effeCt on

whether 'and where, a student continues formal education , after high school.

Many sttplies have "produaed evidehce of the effect of.ability

on postsecondary plans and attendance. Thomas and her co= authors' (1979f

151), using the*19,72 'National Longitudinal Survey of High School Seniors

(NLS72), concluded that "academic crecle

of Callege."acCess for all groups .'!
.

from a survey of Wisconsin high sch

were the major d ermina-nts

and' Shah (1957), usi udata

eniors in 1957 (the WisEonsin

study)j -round that scholastic. ability. had direct D'effects"..on planning

to go- to college, on actuiilyattendihg college, a,nd,on college .'granu

atioit. Fore example 12.2 percent of .this..males and 10..5 percent of the
.

. ,

-females in the ?Arale planned to .go to college, cbmpared
.

with 05.2 'percent of the males acid 53.kpercent of the females in the

high-ability' qu'artile:1":.,tia correlation.S Hof mental ability, with college

piles ,,attandance,, graduation,. !and general educational, attairmaant _i.tedra

.43, .45, tor men "and .35, .35, .33 :37 lor (see also



Sewell arid Rause- I) Reporting,ting on resuits of-sprveys of 1956-'7'975

Arkenias aid. 1955 Indiana high 'school stiKtents, as krell as theyisconsiri...0 V

laiculy, 'Reefer and Hjelm (19611) mienctiori'effects of. mental ability, and

eta*" rankAkita/4K across sure ya. With the SCOPE'date on 1066 high

school seta° Kohn-and his col eagaes (1974) showid that the probabil-'
;

-

.3.ty"-of admissioa tOtiven st ent to a given college:goes up.morioton-%

S -scoie4 and..cl =ss r nk These two vatiables interact,
,} ,s .

and , there griater!-ricire effect for students with lower class standing.
,

'1 - 25' .

Inereiaents-iltr_SAT score's h' a greattir. effect on admisions. when the
.

studerit is betoW .the crillege's aiediari.SAT. Data from the .National

tudinal..Survey of 'tabor Market' Experience (Parties survey) of women 14
-

to 24 years cOf age in 1968 likewise iilustiate the eifects of'Meastired
.

I.Q on. college plans, and attendance.. r example, the prepkrtion of .

young; white' women 'frail. families with -annual 'Incomeo of 113,000 who have,1
I'.Q.4 of 90 desiring to go to college, expecting to gO .to college and

4,ctual4y. going to college was -.66, .64, and .43, while for those with

I.Q.s of. 110., it Wag .97, .913 and .77 (Sandell 'and Johnson 1977). Uding

the NLS72,^jackson (1977) fowla that the Educational Teiting Service

(ETS) cognitive scores and ETS summarY of class ranic, percentile, and

course grades (from school recordO explained 14 percent of the variance

in application..arid 29 percent of the variance in attendance, more than

. .

any other set -of variables except college plans. In terms of the process

by which - "ability" effects educational. plans and achie3rement, merital

ability (as measured by I.Q. and o r such teats) tendo be-.mediated

(though not entirely) by academic per =sacs and by others- and self-
-

'assessment of ability) which in turn- affect plans and achievement (see -

-discussion in MacKinnon and Anise



Mental ability grades, and other academic credikatials 'also

affect where a personl goes to School after high school. Sandell and

. Johnson (1977) found that. for white women a higher I.Q. led* to a better

quality (with!,qUalit

expensive c011ege.

in a $62 increase

defined .using a variety .of indicators) and more

example, a 10 point increase. in I.Q. resulEed-
.

tuition paid.' Feng and associates (1977), in. their

review of results of the NL§72, found thee' J.owe k ,stiadents were

more likely to go to two-year' rather than four-year, colleges.

There have I however, been -changes .t)4eriltim

between ability, and college attendance. (1977) note that;
*, 1

although. it is true that lOw ab4ity students in 1972 43 were more likely:,

go to two-year colleges the increase in attendance at such schools
,

Setween 1961 and 1973 came from thole of middle ability. :Further, the

pioportion of highly ,able Students going bri to fdur-year colleges during

the same period went down-,--id 1961, 70 percent bf posie in the top ability

quarter of their high school classes went on to four-year col leges ;

, 1972, 54 percent did. Thomas and 'others (1979) t- in comparing the effects

of academia, credentials -relative to other factors, suggested that changes

. in _admission policies ever the last 25 years had made these credentials

more important for later cohorts, than earlier ones, since :admission Co

many universities and colleges had become more selective by the mid-.

1970s. This is consistent with the incre*ie in community college' atten--

dance by those :with middle ability.- lloweier, :in the short run at -least,

other factors may be involved. Sandell and Johnson (1977) noted that
.he impOrtanceof I.Q.: for college attendanCe declined for seniors of

1968, 19694 and 1970 net of other factors. Given the decrease_ in the

population of, 18 to 24 year olds) the traditional attenders of colleges



and universities, it may indeed be case in the.future tha insti-

tutions eager for students will be less

Ability, then has an effect.°

great an effect it should have is that of open admissions. AsStanley .

(19,71) points out things sui as SAT scores do have predictive power

with respect to performs e and completion of"college. Astin (1977).

argues that mostcolleges are nat able to' meet needs of students who

1
are not well ,prepared. In his analysis he' found high grade, point average

1

(GPA) and participation in an honors program' in college are best pre-

dActed by the student's high school GPA. It may be preferable to equal-J4

ize access to postsecondary schooling by improving test scores rather

than by changing. ae/ection procedures. Further., Jencks' and his assoc

late/ (1972) argue for providing alternative services and opportunities
. ,

I:

for those who will noebenefit fro%higher education rather than pushIng
, i 4 Igir l f

equality of educational consumption.

'2.2. Aspirations, Expectations, Motivation.

Another set of individual-level characteriitics that has been

examined for possible effecls on higher education is that of aspirations

leptations, and motivation. Aspirations refer to What.sameone'would

like to do, expectations to what the /Arson expects to do, and motivation

to both of the preceding terms as well as to >other psychological.con-

structs: pothesis hehind the inclusion of such variables in models

of educational a tainment and college attendance that what people

want to oi plan t' 'de"Should affect what they actually do, net of other.

4

factors:- A'number tddies cited above have,also found effects of

aspirations. and expectations 'on the extent of schooling after high sChool.

.,



Jackson (1977), using the NLS72 data, fgund that 14-percent of the vari-
.

ance in application to college and 31 percent of the variance in atten-
.,

dance was explained by the ,response to a question on how Many years of

education "beyond high school the seudeng would like. Sewell. and Hauser

(1975), using the Wisconsin data for 1957 high school seniors and the

follOwup surveys, report a correlationof .66 between educational attain-

ment and college plans and of .51 between educationai-ittainment\and

occupational aspirations.' dtto and Haller (1979), comparing 1957 Lenawe

.Ooanty, Michigan, results with those froii the 1957' Wisconsin study nd

the Explorations inXqual of Opportunity,(EEO) study, conclude

aspirations have substantial net effects on educational attainment.

In an extensive review 'of the research on "achievement
.

ivation"(with

the meaning covering aspirationb and expehations) Spenner and Featherman\

(1978:56) conclude:,

the total amount'of schooling an individual eventually ob-
tains, educational aipiiations 'during high school hold modest
predictive power. Evidence from longitudinal surveN, using
simple recursive specifications, shows that about 10 percent
of the variation in educational attainment is attributable to
the net impact of aspirations among white ma es. . . . Occu-
pational aspirations have a small direct.eff t on educational
attainment (beta approximately .03 to .19).

0

It must be kept in mind, of course, that
4
goals and expectations are formed

I.,)before 12th grade, and that these are revealed in,the 'students' choice

of classes throughout the high school years.

Race .`a d Sex

CI course not all able and as firing students have the same chance

to go to college or other" type' of post econdary educational_institution.

Attendance has varied by race and sex. .Further, ability as it is Usually

measured) and aspirations are affected by non-meritocraiic characttristics

and -family social. position.
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,

Differences by sex and race have bee; decreasing. Peng and

others (1977) report that the percentage difference between the sexes

for those attending two- and four-year colleges went from 9.4 percentage

points in 1961 to 3.7 percentage points in 1972. The net effects of

sex on. college applidation or attendance found with the 1972 NLS ata

disappeared when aspirations were controlled 'Jackson 1977). By 19

-

.

the college enrollment rates of men and women, were the same (Suter 1978,

using Census*Bureau data), and a 1570 ACE report concluded that, "Generr

ally, more college-age women than men are now enrolling in college"

(Henderson and Plummer 1978:iii). There are still some differehcei in

attendance by race. :As of 1977, blacks were less likely 'to attehd some

type of higher education than whites, but college enrollment of blacks

had increased from 6 percent of all college students in 1967 to 11 per-

cent in 1977 (Suter 1978). With ability ior famly income controlled,

1-black high school graduates were about as likely to,enroll'in college

as whites (see also Rice 1576). However; blacks are. still less likely

to remain in college, as compared Aith Ohites. (Other studies, though,

fail to find differences in'withd 1 rates by race. See Kohn et al.

1976; ITOES'1977.) Alsolblacks tend to go to schools oe lower

as measured by a scale developed by Astin (1965) (which may be

in pirt an artifact of the:ranking.given to black colleges): 71 percent.

re going'of the blacks in 1972 compared with 49 percent 'o

to less selective institutions (Peng et al.'1977)-. In the area of over-

,all amount of education received, Hauser and. Featherman (19#5);demon
-

atrate tha for men, -the gative effect on 'educational attainment of

being black became positive over ,the birth'' cohorts hip 1b07111 to 1947-

51. On t = subject of aspirations, Howell and Frese (1979) present results



from a study of five southern states showing that. -race differencee are

due to socioeconomic status composition differeces rather than "innate"
. A .

. .

race difference. (However, see also Kerckhoff and Campbell 19772 for

a discusiion of other differences by race in the process of developing

aspirations.) There is some evidence that race and ethnicity effects

are stronger with respect to earIiet decisions, ssuCh as whether to con

tine in high school than with respect to the decision of whether to

gd on in school after finishing high school (see Nielsen 1980).

I

2.4. Family Background

Ia general, sex. and race effects tend to be much amaller than

effects of family socioeconomic status. There is some'evidenCe that

the effects of socioeconomic background on educational attainment have

also been declining over the years. (Hauser and Featherman 1975). Using

the Occupational Change in.a Generation II (OCGII) data on°U.S: males

20 to 64 years of age, Hauser and Featherman found decreasing effects

of father's occupation and education, of being in a broken family and

of farm background (see Mare 1977, for a methodological discussion oft

this trend). Still, the effects of socioeconomic background are large.

In 1977, 28 percent of persons of college age were attending or had

completed some college in families Witb incomes of less than $10,000,
.

while the figure for families with incomes'of $20,000 Or over was 66

percetit (Suter 1978). Using the NLS7.2.data, Thomas et al. (1979) found

that students whose fathers had completed college were two' and one-half

times more likely, to attend-college-than those whose fathers had-not--

completed high school. Hogan (1979); using the. OCGII data, has shown

that parental social Position also affeAs how long it takes to fipish

a given leveloychooling,aftevhigh school.

A:
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Family socialposition and background can be measured by a vari7

ety of indicIors, as already, shown here. One way of getting a sense

-of how much educational difference is due to all the forces within the

family is to correlate data on siblings. Doing ,this, Hauser. and Feather-
.

man (1975) concluded that perhaps as much as two-thirds of the variance

in length of schooling among U.S. men is due in some way to family influ-

ences.- Jencks and associates- t1972:143), after separating out the genetic
.

,influence of'the fami/ (something mot doneby Hauser and Featherman),

suggest that family social position and, background accounts for nearly

half,of the variation in educational attainment:

f

To getsa sense of the relative importante of academic ability

and.socioecpnamic background, we turn again to Sewell and Shah (19677.

They measured intelligence with the Henmon-Nelson Test of. Mental, Miaturityl

.

,administered in the :junior year, and. socioeconomic status (SES) by a

"weighted 'combination of father's otcwation, father's forRal'education'
.

.

.

;

level, mother's. formal education level, an estimate Of funds the fend*,

could provide If' the student were to attend, college, the'degree of sacri=

fice this would entail:for the family, and the approximate wealth and

income, status of the student's family" (1967: 1). They found approxis

-mately equal-effects of SES and intelligence on college plans and atten-

dance (net of the other variable) for males, and higher eflects 9f SE

relative to intelligence on plans and attendance for feniales. (See

Thomas At dl. 1979 for comparisons by sex and race including "more vari-

ables.A1For whites Thomas and her associates found greater effects of

SES ;hap of

ulum and ale-,

.of both sexes;

ity for both males and females, contiolling-fat turric

n

and greater effects of aptitude than SES for,blacks

cdntrolling for curriculum and 'class rank.') For.

thoseattending college, however, Sewell and Shah show that far both
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men and women; SES has only aboutehalf tbe relative effect (standardized

'.coefficient) ofj.ntelligence on college "Once students are
. .

.. '

in college the effect of SES tends to decline and ability becomeTtinore

,important in finishing college, but the effect of SES. does,not disappear.

Another way to look at this is in terms/ f varianci explained in educa=

tional attainment.' Again using the Wisconsin data, but-only for meles

of non-farm origin, Sewell and Hauser (1972:856) report that "When aca-

demid ability 'is added to the model (including' ,father's education, mother's

education, father s occupation, and average parental income), the explained

- variance in educational attainment almost doubles, rping from .15 to

28 percent." -Using data fram a cohort of seniots fifteen years later
. ,

(the NLS72), Thames and others (1979) found,that SES (a composite of

.

father's, education, Mother'v edudationlifatherocCUPitionel status

and a household item index) explained 12.7 percent Otthe. Variande idY.
, .

college. attendance among white dalee.rencrthat academitoredentials

(alass rank, curriculm4, and a: measure'of scholastic aptitude formed

from verbal, math, reading, and letter groups test results) explained

an additional 21.1 percent of thg variance.

Sewell and Shah (1967:22) conclude,' "Fran all of this evidence

it seems clear that although intelligence plays-an:important role is

determininewhich.students will,be selected for higher education, socio-

economic; status ne ertheless-seems to be as important factor is deter-,

mining who shall bi eliminated fram the contest for higher, education

in .this cohort of.WiscOnsin youth." From the'evidence in other studies:

,

it seems that their conclusion can generalized widely.-

The nature of family influence is complex... Hauser and Featherman

(1975:37), for example, found that only about 55 percent of the correlation



between the schooling of brothers could be explained by ,fether's

cation father's occupation, nt4mber of siblings, broken family, farm

origin, Southern birth, Spanish origin? and race. The remaining 45 per-

cent was unexplaineeL There seem to 'be at least four typekof influences

thlt. the family might have: (1) genetic; (2) general cultural values

.
and role modeling, which would give a child the values and skills necessary

_

to aspire' to higher education and do' well in school; (3) direct encourage-
.,

ment; and (4) financial assistance and planning. The general conclusion, .

. ,

from research on family of cts:is diet the'inflnence of the.,familY defi-
4

nitely comes from more than just 'financial factors.

2.4.1. Genetic Influences

Some of the effect of family background on a child's attainment'

shows up_ a, an effect on scholastic ability, which in turn affects. college

\ attendance.. Thomas and others (1979), for example, found that about

one- third of the class effect on college attendance is through an effect

on scholastic aptitude, whi includes I.Q.; academic credentials are

important, "but' are -affect by family backgroUnd (see klso Sewell and

Hauser 1975). Hot./ever., Jencks and associates (1972:138-4139):'suggest

that, less than\I0. percent of the overall

educational attaitmenit comes 'through I.Q.

measure of 'ability; " :which may represent

influence of family SES on

I.Q. is only one convenient

either 'innate or 'learned"

factorsor both. (Sca.rr and Weinberg 1978 and papers in Sociology of

Education, vol.' 52, July 1979 sun:fort the "innate" interpretation...See

also Williams 1976 for *a discussion of "innate .abilaity, and family environ-

meat.). Genetic influences may be transmitted through other, lese,well'

studied factois as well.



2.4.2. Values and Role Models

Another way, in which the family might eventually

student's post-high-school plans and behavior' is. through theoeneral

values add culture of the.faAily, through attitudes toward work. Ad

School, and through rrole modeling. The continued small direct effectS

of parental education and occupation on childrensf 'educational attain-.

meat, even after controlling for income ability, grades encouragement,

and aspirations .(e.g. Sewell and Hauser 1975) might-be-interpreted a

evidence of role modeling. In particular, the larger effects of mother

educ'ation on daughter's perception of parental encpurageMeat, aspiratiOds

and expectations might be considefed support for this (Sewell et

1979; see also discuision in Rosenfetd 1978). Krauss (1964) it searching

for "sources of educationallaspirations among working bless youth" (using
%

1959 data on Bay Area high school seniOrs), fouad that the father

having high occupational steps within the working class and having

completed high school_were associlted with the child having 'college

aspirations. In ireview the'Hationsl:Aanpower Institute (1978),

studies are described'in which it was reported that for b14k male youths

the availability-et aft,adult male, role model (not necessarily the father)

was positively. correlated with high self-es

i --
and aspirations.

teem, school pertorim4ci,-

Motivation to "work

SES differences'in values

hard" migh be thought of as a way inwhic4

show.themselve but those with the same test

IQ. tend to get the same grades regardless of SES. "Thus, the higher

academic ability

'accounts for the

.

modest affect of the baCkgroUnd Var ables on grades4



At the same time, .ability has a very ;large eifect-on'grades, most of

which is independent of background" (Sewell and

Bowles (1910 has hypothesized that parents' work osktion

affect a chiles future attainment by -P1Fding emphasis on self-direction

(for those with middle-class jobs) versus conformity (for those from

the working class). By passing a/ong these.work-related values children

from a gilien class wqdd tend, to get only enough education,to end up

in the same class as their parents. Kerplchoff (1971) indeed found class-

refated differences:in parental values with respect to conformity and

self-direction. Morgan, Alwin and Griffin (19794 using 1.973 data one

:

Le*ington ltentucky v12th gtudentand their mothers, lookeddi4rectl

at the effects of par6ta1 self-direction versus COnformity. They failid

t9 find an effect Ofmaternal values on, grades, academic self-esteem,

or educational expectations but found significant ,effe ts f more Common

indicators of socioeconomic status such as parents' occupations and

family'stability. One major problem with their work is that conformitys

and self-direction might both facilitate-academic achievement in high

school.

Lane (1972) suggests'ehat the part of parental infldence 4e-

lated to values might work through perceived ability to plan for the

future. Fot someone from a home in which employment ofthe head .o

household is intermittent, immediate gains might seem Siore reliable than

gains in the future. Going to college might seem lesL sensible that

getting a ,job,now (jobs as an , alternative to college-Oi.ng will bedis.--

cuired in a laliter section). Kerkhoff and Campbell

"fataIismq"'or ability to control the environment. Using data,froM 196

(1471). Fried'''C:9111A4411

Ft. Indiana, .L2th ;they fOund'.moderately:strongcor-

,

relationsiof fatalism with parents' education 4pr .whites but almost no



'correlation for b acks. For both whites ayld blacks, the correlations

of fatalism with ability and GPA were stron"ger. Net of the other Vari-

ables Fparental education, ability, *Ad GPA1, fatalism had significant

effects on education expectld for both whites and blacks,. AlthOUgh hare

"fatalism ie_seemed more of a companion to abaity than to SES, one could

argue that other _unmeasured_ SES _factors _do_Atit.latt___affectta_telism, which

in turn affects educational expect tiona., Looking:at planning by social;

class might hint at such values.

Mole than just the work position of the parents seems involved.

Krauss also found that downward mobility of the, family (e.c., a grand-

father who held a nonmanual position while the father :held.a manual one

and ftatus diacrepancy (e..g.,"where the mother heldrna nonmanual job or

, ,
had some college trarnChg in contrast to grlather in the wo?king class)

.

were 'associated with college aspirations. Such discrepancies could give

clues as to the eling_s parents have about' their socioeconomit position.
, . ,

As:Jennings an semi. (1974) point out ,the affectitve structure of the

°family affects imitative ,proesses. The .National Manpower Institute

report (1978) quotes Rosenthal as, saying that parents' satisfaction with

their-own live and with their Occupational positions constituted bet ter

predictors of 39n occupatiOnal aspirations,:and expecta,tiona tllin. the,

parents! current income and occupation. The-effects of -workingmothers

.

on r:heir daughters' aspirations: and careers have also been found. to

interact with the mothers' satisfaction with th.eir lives (Rosenfeld 1978).

-*Social class difierencbs in, values have often :been= studied through .-
1 .

art exadraation of variations in educational and occnpational expectations,
- .

4

versus' aspirations: Sart), (1965)., for example, inttextrata class differences

in disparities oetwe,en leportect occupational . aspirations 'and expectations
'4

r ,



)as su pott for class differences in,velues resultini perhape frowdif-
.

.

ferences.in perception of acaessibilityl or frowaike differenctis ih

evaluation of the.occupational str4Otn;e:-

DellatFave (1974), using date on white males from four MAssa-'

'chusetts communities, found class differences in preferences I0 for various
, .

,
' 'F

educational levels, in' terms of expectations_and in terms ofjtolerance________

for given loitest options. However, there was considerable overlap. in-

aspirations from class to class. The.relatioh.ships between social class

%nd educaticnal preference and tolerance, although moderate were less

than that between educational expectations and social 'class with social

class measured by an index based on father's occupation and education.

Kerckhoff and Campbell (1977:712) have suggested' that some :of;

the family effects not captured by other measures might, represent' degree

of knowledge about the educational system. Corwin and Kent- (1978:61)

review Tolle as finding-a correlation between parental involvement
( ,

in school,(e.g., visiting the school) and the child's achievement.

dence on the influence of:knowledgeof post-high-school alternatives -

on a student's decision-making will be treated again in a. later section.

2.4.3. y, Direct Encouragement and'Parents' Aspirations and Expectation

When parents are asked about their aspirations and expectations

or theie;hildren, it appears that virtually all parents, regardless

of education; occupation, or income, would like their children to go

on to oollege., AroundcWorld War II, 'about 81 1-percent otepArents,aaid

they would like their children to go on to college; in 1960, 97 percent

said they. wOuld. Large proportions intended (expected) to send

children to college in 19,5.9:.0 percent of thette with oite or two, children

and 66 percent of those git

r'

arger families 'rroportions of _parents
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desiring their children to continue school were larger than the propOr'

tion.of,the'SOdents themselves who say they plan to io on.: (See ale°

pareshoff 1971.) -However, wheverente were ,asked whether they thouOt'
,

their.child,actUally wpUld go'oU to.colfege, large differences.h.Y ine°4%
,st7

.appeered'(Jaff and ..d'azia 1964).

SO

Parental encoOragement and aspiratfons:fcrAheir'-chltdren_ha41.

been studied directly, as itifluences on the child's ,plans for after.4hi

.

school Question and found to be iigniffcanf,c In ageview of studies'

done in the late 1950s (including the Wisconsin .study), Beezer and

9 point to the attitudes' of parents with resieet to edilege as
of

important:,, An attitude of indifference oz dis0Ouratement on the,par

of rents in regard to going to hollge is extremely difficult for a

student to oOltopme."-.4ell(1963) discusses: a soci41PsYchelOgidel mede

of aspirations that also Includes perceived parental encouragement:

he tests it using'clata'irma 1961 BOuldei male high school sstudents.

He also finds a relationship between the encouragemvt'parents are seen

as giving and high educational aspirations. The encouragement parents,

are 'seen to give is not unrelated, to socioeconomic position, though.

Again.using the 1.957 Wisconsin data Sewell and Shah (1968) show that
46

.SES has agreater effect am'perceived. Parental encouragement to go to

;college than /.(1., and that perceived parental encouragement has' a gre tet.

relative effeet,on college plans le that o? either SES or T.Q. The

_'same tortsof results occur idthin more elaborate models using educe-
.

tional attainment as the dependent variable. Comparisons of sociak
.

psychological modelis,of achievement (whi4 include, encouragement -from

significant others,.iricluding parents, as important variables) .14ing,

the Wisconsin,' .Lenawee County, Michigan, Explorations in equality of

Opportunity, and Youth in Transition (i/T) data'kelleie preiented in
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BasicallyT/the results'from the first three
4

diktat sets arelairly similar, while the:Youth in Transition ,results ". are

"

somewhat at odds with the others, Perhaps because-o measurement differ-.

ences. AlecItinnon and Anisef (1979) further discuss the differences .

between the YIT and other results. In, their own social psychological

model of educational attainment using-Canadian data,;they found SES

affected both the family's enconragenentof the student-and dm student's

self-concept of his/her academic ability and that self-concept bad the
--

. .
.

greatest relative effect on educational plane-,.,followed by family encour-
,

agement, then grades and non-famity encoRagement. SES did not.directly

e"..
affect plans;

In a study of 1969sixth, ninth; and twelfth grademales in the

Ft.'Wayne, Indiana, schools, Kerckhqff (1971) also found that perceived

encouragement was a powerful predictor of educational expectations.

In his models, parental encouragement was gredicted by I.Q. and,gtades

Aid to a lesser extent,by SES. Having found the strong effect of parental

encouragement; Rerokboff went on to hypothesize (1971.:112) that

The probability, parental influence in the setting of educe-
iraffal and occu ational should-depend.tde considerable
extent on the ature of-the relationship between the boy and
his parents

His analysis, kowevef, did not offer strong support for this hypothesiA.

The extent 66 which a boy reported 'feeling close-to his parents did not

affect the level of his expectation nor the way in:which he feased his

plans. The extent to which a boy perceived his,parents as interested

in his school work had some effect on educational ispizations-foc older
og

boys, although it 'heft the rest of tne model, relatively unchanged. 'The
.

relatively low agreement between'the boys and their permits' on the'hature
..

of their relationship. however, casts doubt on the validity. of these,
.
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Further,. the degree. of agreemeht was lower for blacks and.

for parents who valued conformity more. Thus the degree of invalidity

was associatedcwith race' and class.

In both Sewell and Shah's. work and in other studies, however,

there -continue-to be- effects -of socioeconomic status that are not accounted

for by parental enbouragement im rtant as it is. For exampie,

Jackson (1027) found that alms all of the. effects of family background,

on application to college were dieted through ability, aspirations,

perceived parental encouragesient, and:so oh, he found 18' percent of f

background effect on eventual college attendance unmediated. MacKinnon

and Anisef

background

occupation

(1979) fotpd that the.!voirjectiii';'....fact9g-,k:of .socioeconomic

(as fineasured by7 a scale based on five inclicitorefather 's

mother's occupation,:father's edUCation; m4her'4: edhCatibn,..

and par'-ental income), continued to have someeffect orVieduCatiortat'aittainme
.

.
after controlling for th "subjective" variebtes of encourageent; Bel

acincept, and aspirations and the "objective" variable, grades. One problem

,maY-be thlt parental encouragement is often measured as a characteristic

of the'studedtthe student'a perception of endouragement ether
. .

as,a characteristic _of the parent, which4Fight be even more strong

associated, with'the family's social position than the siudent's s
't

of what his/her parents hope he/she will do. Aa Kerckhoff (

there is lels than perfect agieement between parents and the

in their. perceptions °067.. other ' hoPes for the child. Thy

data will include both students' perceptions of their p aspir-

971) sh

chi14#en

NLS88

ations and expectations and the parents' own attitudeii But, of course,

as alresidy indicated, °family position may represent 'a whole host of values

-
and attipdes other dhan those directly related to postsecondary schooling.
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Economists hive traditionally iodeled.demand as a functiow:of

prices, incomes, and tastes. With respect to education, Campbell and

Siegal (1967) have'followed thismodel to discover that 87,percent of
.

variation-in aggregate enrollment in four-year schools by eligible 18

to -24 ieariolds, (1919-1964) could be explained by differences in dii-
,

posahle income and-.tuition costs: The'conclusion_is that income is an

important: factor in access to college. However, results at-the aggregate

level should not. be assumed to talc' for the individual.- And indeed,

with respect to consumption of higher education, individual -levei anal-
1 f

ysis leads to results very different from those obtained from aggregate

analysis.

The-nature of relationship at the individual ieyel 'between post7

,secondary education and parental income ia. important. 'Universities and

the various governmental agencies expect parents-to contribute to.finan-
. ,

:

cing their children' s' postsecondary
,

'education making the decision about
...

attending am.intergenerational Omer. Further, parental.indbme is a &ctar

in college and other sdhooling decisions that the federal and State gOvern-:

ments can manipulate through formulae for calculating expectedp*rental

contribution and through tax rebates and, deductions::Ipiher aspects.of
-

family'socioeconomic status are not as accessible to policy Oinges.

The effects of parental income at vari4ns Stages in educackonal.

decision-thaking and behivior-have been found to be small. Jencks 'and..

his colleagues, (:1972;139) say, 7we would be surprised if money', per se

explained More-than 110 or 15 percent of the overall.difference,in attain-
.

meat between students from different class backgroundes."
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Much of the effect of family in ome occurs through effects on

mental ability, academic performanct, signficant other's influence and
.

aspirations"about 78 percent in the Wisconsin ,dater 85 percent in EEO,

and perhaps 59,percent in Lenawee County (Otto and Haller 19194 Table 3).,

Some effect is direct, though' small. Looking again at the. Wisconsin
, .

study, one' sees that, while most of the direct measurts of-sociOecononlic

background (phrentel education, number of- ;siblings,' mother's employment,

intact,',rural.background) fail,:to have significant' direct'tffects
:.

on educationel atteinlent,A.nrome-end.fether's ocCupation.do.have.such_..'..

effects, at-least for whitelmen, when student ability and pergeptions

are controlled:(Sewelland,HAuser 19750eeaisO-Sewell'et:al.:1979 for

sex comparisons). Jackson (1977)1'11:Ting 1972-NLS dati, found no direct.

effects. of parental income on college application or attendance, after

controlling for other aspects,of SES and student and school character-
.

istics. _ICOhn and associates (1974), calculating aL"pure"-income effect

(controlling for effects of availability and attractiveness of various

alternatives), actually ,found a.curvilinear ralationship.between income

and college attendance. While in their model the probabilityof going

to college was higher' for students from middle- thanofrom low-income,

families, the probability fell again forpthose from high-imcome families.

Some peoplere'speculated that family income has an effect ,

on a child's changes to continue in sghool through its effects' on capital

costs. The argument is that "Them that hes, gets," that the cost, of

.

borrowing to finance a child's education would be less for those with

higher incomes. Ihere are differences in'proportignal amount borroWed
,

for educational expenses by 'parental income.
;
-In 1976-774 aiddle income

d.

flmilies borrowed -about 15 percent,of,the cost of college; while groups.

with lower income, borrowed about 10 percent-(Froomkin 1978). Lazear
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.(1980:42), however, using 1975 data from the Parnes young men sample

found that '"with -95 percent confidence the poor face borrowing costs

that are greater than those for the rich, 'but grea er:.by'an-amount less-

than one-quarter of a percentage wiilt."

Mare (1977:41) implies, that'some of the effects, of parental

income are indirect, through affecting previous school continuation.

"Differences among the patterns of parental etatus effects is presumptive

evidence that the social psychological benefits of higher.socioeconomic

origins are most important at the highest.' schooling levele while ece-

no
-.

mic benefits afford'greeter advantages for grade progression in pre-
.

college years."

.

eLooking at the issu of money fran the perspective o

in college, Jencks and others (1972:1627163) cite itudies in which

continuing'
a

about

one-fifth of; the respondengs replied' that they dropped out of college

because they could not afford tocontinite. This, howeverl.is. not con-
,

elusive evidence of the importance of money, on college continuation since

,

financial problems may be only part of the reason for dropping out; and

those who continue may haye-money problems but find other aspects ,ofe

their co/fege activity? rewarding enough to continue. Parental^income

per se may have no effect' on .dropping. out. In 'terms of 'transferring.

ti (NOES,..1977a), most transfers are between colleges with similar costs ,(in

terms of,tuition and fees). Howevert'about a third of the transfers from

four-year colleges are fiat high -.to lOw-cost colleges, with.actually

greater peoportion:of 'high SES students making this sort of move (perhaps%'

because of an overestimate of their ability, since the more expensive.

colleges tend also to be:mote selectie).".

It is actually not too surprising that the direct effeOts of

parental ,income .are small or nonexistent.:; e. LftanciaL contribution



of-the family, to a child,is postseCondary education depends not only on

income at the time the child is graduatingoirom Iiigh school but also

the parents' willingness to contribute, on their overall economid

well- being,. on their-past,economic circumstances and expectations for

the futnre7, on the number of other children,' and an any planning:they

,hije done for their child. (See discussion in .Longanecker.1978 on the

usefulness of after-tax income for. meanuring ability to, pay for a.child's

education") Purther, given the range of costs of colleges and other

schools, parental financial contribution may affect choiceamong schools

. more than actual school: attendance, even allowing for ;financial aid.

C.

Looking at income elasticitythe change in demand for I education with

changes in incomeeconomists have found that Mere as an, increase in

clemind, for education with increasing income and that the income elan'-

deity is greater in the private than in the public"sector.- With rising

family income, there is a tendency to buy more private postsecondary

education .(Corrazzini--aet al.. 1972,_,nsing Project-Talent,data and a sample

of Boston high school students; Hight 1975, NOlfi et al.-1978). To the,

'extent that financial aid is negatively correlated with income, as is

phe tendency, ':differences in parental income- effeets are largely wiped

out. Financial eid Will be explored furthevin the next Sectionsince

receipt of fknancialaid depends id large, part ,,on the structure of out-
,

side agencies (see "also- Olson 19791' Coletnan et al.. for a direct focus,

on financial aid) . The,'folloiring- treapine some of the con- .

.

yitiona within the Family d'f efamating o -Fto a yang facts of parental income

'on 'planning and activities for after high school.
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- The Dimographic Squeeze.4.4.1.

As previously cited the nuitber of children in a family affects

.

whether parents intend to send their children to colliege (Jaffe and Adams..

--'l964,- :from 1959 public -opinion polle);- one factor that recently has

affedted the ability of parents' to contribtte toward their childreti!s

11,
eduCation is the, "demographic squeeze" a.f. the 4sido1970s. More familiesi

than ever before now have more' than one child in college (or of co/lege

age) at the same time, even thOugh family size .has decreased. Families',

with more than one-dependent- in college fulI,time.have increased from

13.1 percent of the,.total families with any children in.college' to-4540-

percent. Of families with income over $25,000, one in five has more

than one person in some postsecondary course. Nelson and others, £1978)

note that 47 percent of all filers for financial aid'in 1976-,77"had

multiple family members in college. Further, a larger number of families'

now support children in graduate school result of the xtecline;

graduate stipends (Froomkin 1978). This is likely. to ,change in the next

few years, since the next groUps of students are more ;widely spiced than

the current, generation of collegeage people. One might speculate; :howeverl

' ' .
that the Changes in family composition that lead olderonien to return

to school might haVe somk`amalleffec t on the number of persons per house

hold in school in the futUre. A -).975 Genera/ gills survey of American

families--not all of which had childrenfound' one-- fifth., to one-quarter

of they adults interviewed aspiring to continue their qwn education (Yantke-
.

lovich et al. 1975).

2.4.4.2. Planning for.and Willingness'-to Pay .

The extent, to which parents are willing to help .pay their child's

postsecondary expenses and the extent to which they plan aheaCto make
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such payment may have effects on the child's pDani for 4fter high- .school

.*

that are not' representd by income alone. Most parents say they are

. willing to contribute to their child's edncation. In a 1971 survey of
1411 ..,r, .- 1. -- . '" \

Ontario students ,and their parents, Porter and others. (1979)., f4und' that.
r. .. / 'A, .

'85 peicent of the parente exPected to. -help support- their, child, in pose

setrifidary:cduaatiOn (97 percent of high SES parents, 73 percent of idw..
sf. -

Pa;e11 ) However,- a large proportionof parents had not planned'
-

'fbr _this. expense. T..ess than 50 percent of parents in rthe-Otttario:situdy,.-

in all but one SES level (the next' to ,the highest), had made any finan=-
. . .

cial plans with respect to their' child's leaucation. At the Sallie 'time,

about 50. percent. of all students 'expected to receive support 'primarily
. ,

from thlir parents, with summer 'work the next most important, source o

fiLnding4cotaparisons with U.S. studies from the 1950s and .1960* are

t,
aPProPrikie I given the lower-, coat, of education iniCanada.- In a 1959

Roper ,study of. the' college plans 'of parents. with childkunder, 15 years
.

of age .not .#' 'college, parents .planned to pay .70 pe'roant of college

costa. However, in theiri.estiznates: of future coats, parents did not

allow for inn:rear:tee it' costs. mot:ix parenti expected to, nae a variety,

of sources :to 'finance College eipenses. .SIxty-seren 'percent Said they

would use their savings, 29- percent wpuld use current income, ." percent

hoped their child would get a, acipgarshipt- and =28 percent espected_ the

child .earn part Qf his/her way through school.' Hotiever; only 40 per=
.

cent had .a savings plan for college, with median savings of $150 a year

`Ai: the :'time fOr' the child to go to sChOol :aPproacheci; turned'" toward
" .

current income, as a source of lunaing. tor:, parents 'of lOth Eo 1.2th. 1

graders' who expected to- fp to ' &liege , percent 'planned 'to ..talca4. bare

" ...
of college costs but of current income,- with perce t of

parents of 7.4h tp 9th ;graders... AnOtnei 195 9 gurveyr , undertaken ,pty;. the



Economic Behavipr Program ofe the Survey; Research Center, also studied
.

parents financial plane and contribUtions (Lansing .1960). Again,

although most familiest itnet.i well -in advance that they would like their
.

children to attend college, only .half had funds set aside which
.,

could use to help pay for their child's education. Those who had set. :.

aside money had. -done so an average :of ten years befOret,' though there ..

was no one stage of the life cycle at which they tended' to set tip such . '
funds. Not surprisingly, families with. higher incomes and families with

fewet children were more likely to have saved. The most common form.

iii,which money was set,aaicle was in eavings accounts; or.-Sosierntternt bondi.., ..r

One-tenth had money in Comon stocks, and a few had AnVested. in' teal :;

estate. Lansing, et al. found' of increasiniprapiirtions '
_ .7 .

families salmis throush endowment' insUrancer-12 ,percenr of those with

a 'child in college` recently and 32 percent where the oldest..`child

in grades 7 dirouith 12. - A-1963 University ok Michigan -.survey (Campbell

and Eckermon .964) fbund much the same. Again, 50 percent of those who .

expected to send one or more children to college had something saved

including two-thirds of those with children aged 17 and 18. For those

who had seved,, the average saiing was .$378 (compared with about ',$2i000

estimated cost); 80 percent had saved money, from `their town income,

the rent coming from gifts or inheritince; Endowment -policies and in
,

surance, were die form of savings for 42 perieni, savings accounts for

'Percent, aavings ;bonds for 45. percent and corporate- 'Stadia for 10:::

10ercerit..1Orty percent. of; who sat'ecl:Aor' ecidiatidn: in the year
,

before :the "survey admitted that ,they..might ese..ithe money for purposes

other than education. Fdi :the.- entire' group of parents expecting to send:,
. ?H;..

.

at least one ch3.l amount of savings fork the
, . i

r;,

-



year prior to the survey was $162. Saving was least likely among those

e with the lowest income and the least ability -to finance education out

of current tyncolae.

In the Lansing study (and in another., study in Fplorida a6 about

. the same time,, which was reviewed by _Wattenbargeri 1§,i1) p iarehtal cOntri-

bnticins paid. more. than._ half of the cost of college, and 'alcholliahidis

student earnings, and other sources ,took or the relit. Howevei, ,

. .

the correlation 'betwe,en.,family income and what was spe tt ton college tots.
. .

only .3. Most parents, cdatributed somethi.hg. These 'fund,' were deri4ek

,from,,a number of sources. About half of the families irith'''Ohildren in
-

college in the fine years up to and ,iq.eluding the time '-of .the study. 'were -

able to' draw on funds set aside as,,discilised.. 'it ;one in fifveoflai ;les ,,,--
.. .. '

the mother ,took a job to help with college)bizldos, and,ini.8 4ercent of 5

u. 11-...:-
the families the4ather tOok:on'extra,,work4 ,179rt

..,1-y-fpur:perdent

reported.. --,.

that the paid for ,$pillie .out ,of ,current income by 'reducing expeitureil
.. ,

nd

or living on a tight budget. ourteen percent: of the families boirofied,
. .,

and 8:."perceriejreceived a'-gift or ,inhei'itance: In, three-tenths of the 7

families, parents : felt their contributibn -.Obtild` hive been mbre, 'but most

felt they gave What was needed. Those more'likely to feel. they couid,

have. done more were those with lower income .and no aAringm.
. .

of the families felt it 'difficult to meet, the 'cost of. education, two-

tenthi -that it was both difficult and that what.:they. had saved was inade-

quate; Borrowing to pay ior college was associated to strain,. Borrowing

tended to be by the family rather than by the student (this, was before

students tudent loan programs ),, sugges ting an acceptance,- by the iies of a

responsibility to edncate their child. (Still over half of the *students

contributed from their own savings.)



. . .

'Spaeth. and Greely.,(1.970)'studiatl the 1968 wave of a',panel atudyr :.

of 1961noliege.:greiduatesz.whoeeliarenta 'probably thought the way those
. .

interviewed in the 19,9 to 1963 studies did. These people had fairly :

high level occupations and incomes. Within this grour,'-93 percent ex-
, .

pentad all their sons tb attend College, and 86 percent, expected all

their daughters to go. Sixty percent had taken some ''concrete .

stiPs...,toward' preparing for ,college expenses, and 99, percent said they

wOuld..make some 'contributiOn. Half:reported tilat'ilteys-would pay at least
three=fOurEhti.;-:eseimating a Cost, 'of. $3.A00., Eighty:two percent said.

, .

. very high academic. standing' was of great importance in choosing a college..

gor ,their child, Orli,' imr'cent said loF.:eost was of great importance.

To .comPare student attitudes with theie parent 'attitudes, one can .turn

to the :'SCOPE' data. 4. When ilth. graders ,were' asked in 1968 if they had
.

saved for education- after high school, 25 to 50 percent (dependlag on .

edudationsil aspirations, '511,x, and s5ate) of Agile, planning to go beyond
.

high school expected their parents to take 'dire of it (CEEB; 1968).:.

Of course these stlidents:'cathe from a wider range of 'backgrounds than

'people in the sudy eof the 1961 college ,gradnates

A. ,national survey in 1969-.0f college students who had been part

of national sample of high school juniors in 1966 (Haven and Horch

.1972) showed that only 18 percent of the parents gave no aid and that

another 13 percent gave $250' or less. The average annual contribution

was $1,099. The level of parental-,contributions varied as might be .

. expected, by type oftinstitution. Haven and Horch presented' the fol7

idcraing breakdown' for parents who gave no aid: 17 percent of those w

:students in -public four-yea; achodli (26 percent for corimuters), 12 per-

'cent of Chose with students ,in.iiiivate four-year schools, 33 percenk
. .

of, those with students in public two-year institutions, agd.-.17 percent
-

. :;:. ..

4:
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of those with students at other institutions. Thepercentages of parents

giving over $3,000 were '3 perCent fOr fOur-year public' aCitools, 19 per-
.

cent for four-year private schools, 1 percent for two-year public school's

and 6 percent for other institutions. Thoughlthe, amotint of parental
.'

contribution is clearly related tg the type of institution and probably.

to oats, the direction of cautality cannot be judged from these cross-
,

sec ioiial data. Choice of institution may have been made on the basis

of expected Parental contribiition, -parental contribution may haVe-been

generally made equal, to need, or there may have been combination o

the two. (See Seven and Borth alao for a breakdown Of other. afourcee

and coati titer,of financing by type Of institution; sem, race

commuter status.)

Over the years, the proportioner,Contribution of parants to

college costs has gone down, and student earnings and either 'sources of,.

funding. ,have bac more impottant Parents on the aierage I financed

less than half of -average col e coats in 1975-76. Between 1969 and
.

1975-76 ,:lor cost increases' of about $1,100 per full-time dependent studemr;

parent/4, contribution increased only $246, so that the snare Of -College

coats by parents declined .,by 8,percent.. The share from grants. and loans

`during is period increased about 7 percent, (Froomkin 1978). '_The needs,

based nature of much aid is perhaps -reflected in 'the association of actual

parental contribution to students who do go' on-in school with parental

Froomkin (1978:260) reports that "in 1976-77 on the 'averagely

parenta,*ith incomes undet $7,500 did not need to contribute anything

to defray the icademlhe and liv,ing..costs of their dependents, Parents

with incomes between $7,500. and $12,060'contriblited an avetage Of .$748,,,,,

less than one-fourth the cost of the academic year cbutributions
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og parents with incomes between $12,000 and $15,000 increased to $1,096;

between 015,000 and $20,000,41,905; and thosewithincomes greater than

$25,000 s: year averaged $2,672," WitIrthe iAcrease.in needs-based aid,
.

many connected with the legislation and adminisbratien of finsncisl.aid

programs. have expressed concern that parents are nof planning for or

milling to make the contributions that are expectedfrom th4Md to complete
4

the financineof their children's postsecOndary"education.

Analyses of contributions from parents Of students ehe filed

for aid shed, additional light on the Contributions og parents whose

children feel the neeefo tine:1441 mid beyond their 'own earnings and
.

family support.. As Davis and :Van Dusen -(1978:36) emphasize, "In all

needs analysis systems; the key factor is the determination ofability,

rather than willingness, to pay for eduCational coati." The.financial

aid formulae generally assume that parents,, will contribute something y.,r

- 1.

and base other aid on. an, expected contribution. In a 1972 study (McMahen

and Wagner 1973)0 25 percent of the, parents contributed nothing, 10 per-
,

cent contributed:under $154 and another 11.pereint contributed $150

to. $299. -Nelson '(1,974), also' using data from 197.2-73,)fOund4arents
,

contributed abouihaif of what ,needs analysis-expected but about 95 per-
r

cent'of what; on-the average, was necessary to meet sthdene'elpensem,

atiarious,institutions. Pierog (1976) found differences by income in

whether students received expectel parental contributions: low-income.

,istudents weremore,likelY than highrIndOmi students/ o receive; the ex-

pected contribution; (These list'toWstudies are reviewed n Davis and

yin 'Dusan 1978.) A 1476-77 study' of *families who._ filed the Parents

Confidential Statement of Financial, Aid.tForm, using'aeample similar

to .that of McMahpl:and,Wegner, found tai con=,

.

tribUte. Al Nelson and his associdies,S1978)-.point out, this-sort of-

- ,

.
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selection is 'biased toward families with iowdr. income-6d fewer assets.

In fatty the sample lielson.at -al. used had-lower income and fewer assets

than the `families applying for aid in the previous TWii-(tieladu e

19781'70. Aire the mean amount'offered) by parents, accoicil.ng to the
j

needs, assessment documents;" wes $424 an am. aunt belOw that .calculated

.
either Coneensus Methodology (CM, tor whsch expected contributihn

acs $762) or',Basic Grant (BC) methodology (with mean': expected contrin

bution 04293). Nothings was offeied .by '54:3' percent, . compared with

,;`,,an' expected .spntribution'of nothing from 47.0 'pircent usitng CM-and 26-.

percent nting:.8d'methodology.,

In the-.kiflsog, at al. (1978) study, sd.11ingness to Oontribute

,varied viith;incatie as well as with assets,,.: debts., and years of schocg.

'Among di-64 44th' incomes lesi than $6,000; 80:15 pertent said they were

'Ailing (or able) to contribute °nothing. Among families with inc
,

Over-$24,000,,,. about one-sixth said they would contributfi hothing.

lies owning busindases or farms , ,two - parent families parents owning
. ,

to)tia's or other.nan.4-larm/bUsinese assets, and those with fewer.children

*more willing to contribute SOD*thing. As incomi increased,

percent.. willing to contribute what was expected decreasea, and the gap

between willingness and-expected contribution increased: 'Diffeiences

betFeen expected and offered tontribution did not.sdecrease when student

contribution'and coats were contr011ed. Also while parents of freshmen,

, were somewhat more likely than parents of.previously -enrolled studehts

to±offer something, they.weiejess likely to offer as much as expected.

.Therd were small indications that, in general, ,thoae seekintaccess for

their child(to postsecondary education were mbre to do what was

:expected, controlling for costs and student contributions, than those



whose child, was continuinp. One reason for the gap between,expected

,

and ofterecvcontributiReellasoAo with;the waY.PxOecte8:CohEribUtiOn

is cal9lated. ParentsAhoughE that-the-Way it which their assets were

trekted:in the needs calculation did natgive a realistic yicture of

i.

,their ability to ;contribute to their child s education. .They were Elope

cie4y reluctant to usp home equity to finance their Children's education.

It is not clear 6 what extent_: this gap deters students from

entering any dollege entering Ehe C017g14 of their Choice, or continuin
fY

in school, (See kis° section. III, D" in Davis and Van tr4en 1978 for a
a.

discussion Of-literature on needs analysis Students whose parenW-

cannot.or will: not contribute 'might be iii'difficulty,rdespititheaVail4:

ability of new kinds of aid. This'is one reason for the independence

issue. Some studentsargue that it is not their parents' responsibility

to .provide their edUcation and that their needs should be 44sessed:on

e-
the basis of their' personal incomes alone. It is often difficult to

.be declared,independent for financial,aid purpodes since there is a

strong presumption_in the aid prLgrams thtt faMiliesshoUld provide:for

their children's'education. This again raises the issue of who benefits.
ram postsecondary education and'who is responsible for providing it.

4:4hould students be punished for havinguncooperative parental or shOuld

%Wg let students from rich families get aid when they could afford to

pay their way?

Obviously, general economic conditions will affect family's

economic position and abili-ty to help a cbild with the costs of post

secondary educktion. In the 1975 General Mills survey of American Fami-

lies (Yankelovich et al. 1975), aspirations for a,college-education for.

the child varied with the parents perception. of



position: 53.petoint of those who said their standard ofiliving was

better than last year, 43 percent of those who said it was the same,

and'46 percent of those who said it was worse expressed aspirations for

their child to go to college: 'Overall, 56 percent of the families had

soie savings (again, not all of the.aurieyed families-hd dhillIren),

but only 26 percent saved regularly and;: 24 percent, had dipped.into savings

to meet current expenses. People feeling the Crunch of inflation (or

having unexpected expenses) may deplete or reduce any savings they have

accumulated for their child's education. In any case, only 17.percent

were saving ffr their Ohill's education while 70 percent said that tley

were saving"for an emergency (more than one answer coud be given) . -,

"'-
One conclusion of. the survey,was that Americans are" "psychologically

,ill-prepared for-hard times." lwo,decadegtOf relative economic stabil-

ity and rising affluence have created an environment in which many things

dime considered,luxuries are now taken= for granted." Fifty percent of

the AmericaWAaMilies felt'that the government has the Obligatibd to

provide each family with work and a good standard of thriiig. 'A majority,

in 1975, felt,rwhings would continue to improve .financially. Among those

who were not optimistic, about haltfelt that they had the rightto an

improved standard of living each peer, and about half felt the economic

situation was no longer under their control. The economic situation

may affect ability to pay educational costs, and attituls such as.these

may affect willingness to pay.

The chticlusions of Peng and associates (1977:6) about the effect,

of family background reinfOrce the evidence reviewed in this "last section:

. . . it is highly improbable that-economics,is the answer to
persistent attendance differentials between high, and lowSES
students. Whether:or not one chooaes to go to college apparently,



depends more upon motivation, parental,expectetions, and one'
own perception of,the,value a dollege_education,,plus the
kind of 'a'cademic preparation obtained inhigh school.- 'The:Class
factor in college access_ is the end-produCt of a host of-deficits
thatl in,Itet probably begin, accumulateaccumulaHefore a child en r4'
firwt grade.

School and Community Characteristics

.Other, actors that might affect postsecondary education. decisions

and that exert their influence before and while the decision is :being

-made, are school and community"characteristics. One way injwhich family

background might, indirectly affect a child's chances to continue school-
.

ing after high school is. by affecting the type :of schooling the child

receives- and the types of encouragement he/she teceives from peers and

teachers. At the same time, school and cammunity"might have effects

independent of family background. Most community effects will Show up'

as school effect's. There are several different ways in which the school

-might affect a student's decision.to continue,schooling,after high School:

(1) through encouragement by teachers; (2)''tbrauih Counsilinvja/ throUgh,-:
,

.

the kinds of peers a student has' (4') through the quality and'"normative

climate" of the school generally, and (5) through tracking and courses.

3.1. Teachers'" encouragement

Sewell and his associates-(e.g. Sewell and Hauser 1975) have

examined the effects of perceived teachers' encouragement. ,They found,

that the perceived teachers'.encouragement,was more affected, by academic

ability and performance than by socioeconomic origin, especially in con-

treat to parents' encouragement , and plans offriends. A parental ineame

effect orOteacher %encouragement, though small was present, however-,

and perhaps represents to a.teacher feasibility of high education for

a student. The influence of teachers, although, based on more, meritocratic.



cri tekia -than that of parents ot friends 1, leis (About veil to, three

times less)`.than the influente of parents and peers. Bewail and liaise

(197 $:105) coiralude 'that "Pat from reflecting overt or a ert

iitatiompirteachera' appear ,to be based on s.bilitj tiiid per-

- formance, and as such, make:O.-fundamental- though modest contribution

ito the equalization Of; educational opportunities.",,

.

3.2. Coun elin

Counseling, may affect both'Aapirationi and:Also intowledge'of

alternatives (ihe latter topic to,1*-discussed late). The effects of

counseling in high School eppeer. to bi'.small. unfOrtunate 'Since.

counseling .coufd bA maninniated. . Bowers and others (1977043),,, using

the tiLSZ2'datif -cdititide that, incontrait with significant 'Pthses''(suck'-

as parents)mr"high school counseling piograms shoal only slight and re-

stridied effects on postsecondary attendance. -.They definitely contribute

to students' awareness of postsecondary opportunities, but- such alfstwass

plays a relatively minor role among the_ deierminents of poStsecoudery

attendance by :most routes and to Most destinations. The exceptions are

in immediate attendance at vocational and technicai programs and, to

a lesser extent at, two, year college programs.' . ." Bowers et 'al.

go on to suggest that the potential effect of counseling could, be real

ized by having:counselors deal directly with significant others, such

as parents, in theAecisionmaklng, process. With respect to awareness

of occupational opportunities, Mott and Moore'(1976) and Parnes and Kohn

(1973), both using Parnes data, found that the number of counselors' in

the school seemed unrelated to occupational knowledge for both males

and females (as measured by a test asking for the-description of the

typical education lever and the income of ten occupations). Although

.



this-As .consistent with the results on in#luenCe.of:couns6ling on post-

secondary educational plans the measure of ,,counseling was not CMA of

direct contact, and some_of the item; on the-test.'were'rathei-esot
. ,

n studied at the aggregate and Al

the individual levels. The Wisconsin,study asked about the-plans for

college of the students' friends.. AiaLysis of these datashow ai,effect

.3f friends' plans'on the students' educational attainment"of a magnitude
.

.

... eqUal to that of the parents'idspiratiOns: 'The plans of- were,
. .. ,

,, .

.
,..,. ., ,.:. --, , ,.

affected bythe,t7tudents" socioeconomic backgrounCat well as bythe- ...,

. students' grades (Sewell and.Hauser 1975). .iiickson (1977:6.24) found

that the effect:Ofjriends' plans varied with the students' grades:

"C students Seem to be.partiallarly sensitive to their friends' and class-

mates plans: d student whose friends are mostly going to college

,

is 11.4 percentage points more likely to do,0 as, well." Alexander and

his colleagues (1979:223) list futther referenCes that support the idea'

that what a person's friends are planning to do it.impOrtant for fiat

that individual is planning to do. Kerckhoff (1971) in comparing models

of educational expectations for 6th, 9th, and 12th grade boy; notes,

though, that the effects of friends' expectations are riot apparent until'

boys reach the beginning of high, school.

3:4. Quality and "NormatiVe Climate" of `School

Il
There has been conaiderable specirlation that the average charac-

teristict of the student body, also affect achievemeta. Such'. effects,.

however, have been :;.hard to find. Jackson (1977),_for example, fOued
.,

no effect on whether a student applied to college of the-percentage of



,ajtudent's tchool' going onto college and only a ;ery small effect (leislw

than half of the effect of friender-pians)'on atiendence (19771Table;9).

Sewell and Armer11966)Jikawise found little effect Of average SEE..
2

However,- Bishop- (1917:3004f

hOod income on entering college; aiteiprits the effect as a li

Alexander and associates (1979) looked directly at,schodl :nor-

mative climate tee extracted,froM stuaent and-lei-04r questionnaires

Administered in .;twenty publichigh schools. ii:1964 and. 1965), with-the

-normative climate characterized as more or less, oriented toward acad"49

excellence., Thugh earlier research founcf.an eftect-o this variable,

A/exander at al. found that when student characteristics and friends'

plans were included in the equation;:normatiVe nlimate had no signifiCant

effect on students' educational plias. In:fact,no measure of average
, .

student Characteristics (mean sex, me an SES,,mead ab iliy) ad am effect. -4

Jencks and others (1972), in i review of research on School socioeconomic

. .

and racial imposionti e feet, reached the same conclusion: 'the school
,

.

effects are tot'there:

The contextual effects of schoolmight Italie to do..with more than

the characteristics of students in the school. The effects of differ-
.

encee in "quality" in terms of expenditdre and programa have also been

a concern since socioeconomic baCkground may affect residence in places

with schools of varying quality as measured in .these terms. Jencks at

-al. (1972), with Project Talent andHEOS da;44 estimate that no more

than about 2 percent of the difierence in educational attainment is

accounted for by differences among schools'in their resources, and that

mos. t of the apparent differences are due to differences in stUdents tha

at the time they enter school (e.g", effects of socioeconomic
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background and Jackson's results ale. consistent with this with

his measures of school "quality" being moreof aCedemic and vocational
, . ..

programs offered than'financial-resourcei: '(See Birrne and Williamson]

1972,.for a discussion ,of, the Englidh situations):

The search for school effects has been golng on for quLte a

1:4-rA

while. Ond siegument for the lack of success in this search is that the

methodology is incorrect .(Wiley 1976).' In 'contrast, Nelson (19/2) and

others (i.g..Alexander end4ECklend, 1975; Jenck6 etr,al.T.1972)j suggest:,:

that the effects of school,composition afire more complidited. At any

level of intelligence, going to .;a highstatuS:sehool mSy,increase,college'

aspirations, one predictor of college attendant lowir E ,he student's

class ran' another predictor. The two net effects may essentially canoe/

each other out. Further, Alexander and Eckland (1977) found an effect

'E:high,;Sthool status on where one Vent.ocollege: at least for boys,

gaini.to a high-status high school somewhat iincreased the.chanees of

going to a selective college.

3.5. Curriculum Placement

,
q*

Unlike the.preilious school' variablee, curriculum placement, which

impinges more directly on the student, does have an effect on the post-
,

secondary,decisions student makes (glee analysis in Alexander et al

1979). Bowers and others (1977) emphasize that not Anly.beini in a non-

.academic track. depresses, chances of collegeattendance .but also
.

being in a genera/r vocational high school curriculgm:tends
r.

'Postsecondary, school attendance both immediately after' high school and
'

a

later, and that it even hinders cqdtinuing in a program. And these'

effects appear even for attendance'at and.Continuihg in two-year and

vocational/ technical programs, the sorts of 'programs for :which: nonacademic;.



tracks might be thozight to prepare' s-- student (see also -Peng et Ott ; ::1'977)

The impact of tracking may be through-loWer. test :Scares,:lowered self-

. estieja, and differencel in peer contact.:(Alesander and 10.1411.1976)4:.
. .

-7-Jetitkil-atid---othera-(1:97241V=I58) suggest that 'for -an

20 percent of students, whither. they go on to college is determined br

where they are placed. This is "not the plain exiiladatiOn" ter differ.,

. since* in attainment, they claim, but it is "not trivial." They mines!,

that being in a cOilege .traclvincreasea;.the probability Of. SC4ng on

- :.140.1.e increasing the proportion-!.at students is college prear =.'

story, COUrsei does not increase the proportion of stildetita,

2: -,

to college., ceteris pasibus. In other wprde; if everyone were in

preparatory courses, the advantage .would ' -be'

The importance of curriculum placement has been mentioned before

ae one measure -af a;;;-student's, academic Credentials -(iliCmis,et:.al;

Jackson 1977). COmparing the effects of curriculum. (academic prograzn/

other) with those of class rank and test scores, Thomas .and.OthersfOuid-

that for male- nfemale whites itirriculiamihad the strongest net effect
..

on college acCeiss (kin an equation with SF4, and the other academic vari-

ales), followed by scholastic aptitude. For hlacks4 currictirum and

aptitude were about equally, important. Curriculum placement' was 'thus

somewhat leis Amiortant for blacks than for whites. "For those who main-

taiit- that such streaming restricts the educational options available

to students, these results suggeit that this is less the case for blacks.

But for those who maintain.; the* value *of tracking in preparing for college

'those students destined for college, blacks are less likely to benefit

from these practices thaivare.'whites" (Thomas et al. 1977:147)..,

Given the potential iiaportance of tracking for college access,

(see-discussian in MCFPE*1973), one can ask what causes placement in
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,

cite track versus another. Thomas and associates found nb.sex differencei
, -

but moderately 0 mg SES and race effects on curriculum placement.

Whites frolar higher' SEP':f-amilies were somewhat more likely to be id aca-,

demin program's; than. lower SES whites with the same ability. Among.blacks

:SES was not a strung determinant Of placement. Blacks were Somewhat

morelikely to be in academic programs than whitesof the same SES and

aptitude. Jencks et'al. (1972) found the'same thing with EEO data

Morgan and others 0479) also found Some'ffectsiof SES (fatherts edu-

ct4e, number of siblings, father's occupation) and parental values

on curriculum placement, more for whites than blacks. For= both grOups-

verbal ability is a relatively.strong predictor of placement.

None of these studies controls for aspliations, so it le possible

that students select: into academic programs liecause.oi 'their goals (which

are influenced by their SES). Jencks and his colleigite, using EEO'data

Argue that preference, seems the most, important determinant of placement,

being even more important than academic ability. In northern, high schooli,

84 percent of the seniors said they Were in the program they wanted:

90 percent of those in college tracks wanted to go to college, and 62

percent of those in noncollege tracks did not want. to go to college..

(But see-also discussion in Alexander and McDi11.1976.). However, it

is not clear to whatextent aspirations bdforeha led students to select

into a given track and to what extent aspire s are a result of being

in a given track. Experimental evidence .suggestssothe response on the

part of the student to expectations teachers ha4re for students.differ-

entially placed (see especially Orne, ch:g 5, RoSenthall'ch. 6, in.Roseni-

thal and Rosnow 1969) . ,Jencks concludes that ..SES did not playa role

in curriculumplacement, after _controlling for test snores. Differences'
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in results canine due to differences ln controls since so much of,tfie

SES effect .s indirect. In, any case, social backgroundaeeris-ta` be cocaine

in again as it ityfluenceia(aspirations and_test scores "=Which in turn

affect -Ourriculum-placement: -(-See-ilsO-Heyna7-

Alternatives open After Sigh School-- ,

The Structure of Opportunity

Whether or npt a student goes on 'for schooling beyoild'high school'

depends on more than his/her ability;_academic creaentials,"family,

school bibkiround. It, depends as well on the nature and cost:Nof

oppOrtunities open at the ,,time the otudIrktmakett.,:thi_trimsi#pq

high school to other activities. Getting a job, getting married;

joining the armed forces are some of the alternatives to going to schoo

These actilitiesr.of course, are not mutually exclusive.. urther,

the extent that they are alternatives to schooling, they-may_be'only'

temporiry alternati'ves, with a later decision to continue on to school.

Even when-the decision is to continue schooling, the location, costs,

offerings, and admission criteria of different types of schools are impor-

tent. Government policy with respect to financial aid affects the cost

of schooling for differeit,groups of students, and the general .economic

and Political climate alilhemitfects the costs of various alternatives.

Nola and others (1978:135), building on word by Kanner and

Miller (1975) and Kohn and associates (1974) incorporate this sort of

thinking into their model of post-high-school choice: "Out basic'be-
,

havioral premise the assumption that graduating high school seniors

face a set of possible educational ann work alternatives and that, among

tfiose.available; they select the one they most preferred\at the time..

We also assume that individual va;uations of alternatives 'can be thought
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of as functions?of measurable attributes of alternatives and of chari.6-:
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teristics of individual decision- makers." They'hypdthesize that the

alternatives available are college, vocational programs, full-time wotk,
-

part- time work, part-time school,;schoo military service (fqr males), and

homemaking (for females). The quality of the alternatives are measured

through' students' academic ability, tuition and fees, 'room and board

coots, transportation costs, financial aid, alternatives income, and

family income, race and sex. Some of these factors have already been

discussed with respect to individual and school characteristics.

This is an ambitious model. Alqwever4 it appears t6 be limited

by its focus on one decision out of many--that at the time of leaving

high school.' Nolii et al. (1978) recognize this limitation. One problem

with this focus is.that it does notvidequately take into account earlier

decision-making. Jackson (1977) found that over half of the)tudents

t-tidied applied to only,one institution, and that some showed up in

:college in the fall after having said in` the spring.that they had not

applied. Some choices had been made, then, by the time many of the

students finished high'school. And some people never made a decision,.

to apply ,at all. (But see also Pp. 20 and 22 in Corwin and Kent 1978,

where Henderson reports finding that students make a greater humber of

'applications.) Weathersby (in Corwin and Kent 1978) comments that "the

preselection prOcess . probably takes,place in the seVenOh'or eight&

grade, when students or their counselors decide whether the student will
-

be in the college prePazatory track. At that stage, they may have little
. .

information about the conditions that will hold in five years. At the

same time, perhaps because of the processional nature of the poitsecondary

education decision, Jackson (1977) was, able to predict 85 percent'of,

the poitiecondaryedtcational declaims wfthout reference. to exogenous
, ,

. .



liatiablessucti a institutional pricing or financial aid (79apercent
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when atipirations were ignored). (Thii may simply reflect, however, as

McPherson suggests in Cortiin and Kent, pi 44, the greater variance in

student characteristics versus institutional characteris tics ) Yet,

much of educational policy focuses on aspects of the alternatives strut-.

ture at the time of college entry.

Focusing on students decisions as they leave high school also

misses decisions made later to enroll in some form of postsecondary edu-

cation. Delayed entry to college is also increasing..: About 5 percent

of the NLS 1972 graduatirs delayed entry to a two- or four-year college.

until 1973 (Peng et al. 1977). general, the same factors leading

to college entry immediately after high school also affect darayed4 t"
. .

"That is, academic curriculum, academic aptitude,;and rank in high school

class are among the high correlates ":of college entry, whether delayed

or immediate. Also', is both situations, the influence of social class,

parents, and peers, as well alic. the level of education the respdrident

desires, all have modest but eignificant independent effects an college

attendance." (Peng et al. 1977:5)- More and more high :school students

since 1973 have-been delaying entry to college. Henderson and Plummer

978:Exhibits' 9, 10, and 25) show, that, among the fresh:nen entering

college in 1973,. -61.8 percent were entering the same year as high school

graduation and 17 percent were entering five years or, more after high

school> graduation. In 1976, 54.8 percent of entering freshmen were in

their first year after high school graduation, and 19.4 percent were

five F .aiore years from high school' graduation. In looking at withdrawals,

NCES (1977) found ,many (one-fourth to one-third) of those who withdrew

from four-year schools planned to reenter in another year while, another



ode-fifth to one-fonrth planned.to reenter' after two years.;:

StudentS are Combining,alternativis, going to school part7time. ,\Further

decisions-are-made at-each-stage of.-the_co1lege.-career---,whethef:+to-on!7:--

tinue, drop out, go full-timerdepart-time=and at each og\these stages

.''the,alternatives available, as well as prior preparation andvbackground,

have an effect. To understand the problem,oesccese higher' and Other

postsecondary education, we need to understand the whole prodess of

decision-making. The research cited, unfortunately,

information on one cross-sectionalkdecision.

is usually from

4.1. Noncollege Alternatives

'4.1.1. Employment

An cantions a/ternative or complement to college is. taking a job.

One cost of further education is the.opiortUnity cost of earnings fore-'

gone whild'in school. For some students, this cost will be too hi

to allow them to .go on. In a 1971 survey, of Ontario students who were

'not planning to continue in School, 68 percent Said,-"l-:Fant tO,,I0tHa

job. and earn money ad:soon'as possible" was1 an tMportantreitsbiThit
. . .'

'

answer was somewhat related to social class, with fewer of, thsAighest

clais vs. lowest Clist(61 Vs.:72-:Percent)iiietng:this Sa4:mportaht..

This could be related to the opportunity cost of college but might a/so

represent a-desire to be independent(Porter et al. 1979129).

Nolfi et al:'(1978) incl4ded expected annual incotae as one measure,

of"alternatives. The effeOt of-expectedwage if work'Were taken as

, option after high school was considerably larger for low-inCome than

10,

for high-income groups. However this variable, while t appears to

influence choice, had an effect which was smallicompared with that of:



cost and aid.. (See ch. 9 of No Ifi et al. 1978; for analysis of the

effects of labor market conditions on the demand, for postsecondary a

cation.) Peng at al. (1977) reported research showing that those with

higher .earnings are more likely to delay college entrance.

Duncan (1965) found a 'relationship 'betweeA 'staying in h

and-general unemployment rates. Weak market coniltiOWleaybetfaeitor,,,

n the decison' to continue with schooling after high school, to delay,.

entering such a market. Indirect evidence for the effect of employment
. ,

opportunity on the decision as to whether to continue'in.ackool comes

from leadner and Miller se (1975) finding *that among low' ability studetnts',

those'with higher ability are less likely to enroll in some pcosttieconds

education. Rafter and Miller spechlste that for this group areturn

to further education may be less than the fretturas from emplo

sidering such results, Thomas DiPrete ,(private communication) has '';suggested

that one way in'which blue-collar or-self,employed parents,affet- their

children's educational choices' is by offering .theri easy access to jobs,

4hich,reduces .search costs. and perhaps makes schooling a less attractive.

option.

In some, cases , employment could facilitate lat;sr poitsecoidary
...

education off-the-job. lienderson.and,Plummer (1978:11), point, out,,that
4

uide.r the Revenue Act of 1978 an expanded .number of employees can use

tax-kree tuition benefits provided by..employers.. Howe'ver, althoqih the

vast majority of companies have such programs, only 4 to' 1.0 Percent o

workers Participate, perhaps ecause-of lack of loloWledge ,about the pro...

grams' existence.. ,

let

More than immediate work, opportunities are isiiiolved in- decisions

about,,whether to continue schooling after high school,,.` "' Human capitalists



see schooling as as investment that should bring increased returns in

,,the form of higher earnings afterwards. Students if, they are econom:--*

ically rational, willit'decide whether to make this investment by comparing

,'.the present value of retnris to edueitiOn (udUallyvin the form of in-
.

.

,:creased post-schOoling earnings) with the coits (Thurc4 1910).

In a spring 19.72. survey ofl'otential 19727,73 collegesophomoreij

jnniOrgiand seniors McMahon and Wagner (1913):asked students, "If you

dropped: out of,schoOl today, what ;type of occupation pi job; would you

most :likely: Working.in?"--In reeponse?;'9 percent:014 professional;

28 percent clerical, 14 percent sales; 16 percent service, and 10.percent

labbrers, a distribution different from that for college graduatese

When asked why they want' to go to-college, students often spe

of career 'and earnings goals'(e.g., Cariody, Penske and Scott 1972),.

When the returns-to a college education in terms of occupational oppor--

, tunity and earnings decline, students mardecide the returns to the

effort are not worth the cost (see, far example, McPherson 1918). Free-

man (1976), for example, shows some response of college enrollments to
- .' . .

the Aectine'In.advantage of college. /For arecentAiscusaion

Of returps:to:oollege.,-see Journal of HumanBasOurcea1980.)±in con-

trasts, Bishop (1977), incorporating income for college graduates in his

modeircif tie probabiiity.of goigi on to college (using Project Talent

data), did not find returns on a college education to be important.

Choice of college might be affected by anticipation of different returns

to degrees from colleges that differ in quality. For research on this

question,, see Solomon. (1975), Weisbrod and Karpoff (1968),,and Edwin

et al. <1975)., Solomon (1975) concludes that quality of institution

does have an important impa on life-time earnings. However the
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mechanism behind this impact is still not well undetstood.(see Layard

and Fsacharopoulos, 1974).

4.1.2.. Military Service

The opportunities offered: by and pressures from the military

might affect the IdeciSion to pusne a college or vocational program after

high school. On the one hand, the military has traditionally been seen
40,L,

as offering low-cost training to those who otherwise cliould have no chance

to learn a skill. On the other hand, the political reciuirements of mill-
.

tary needs can affect who goes to college. The decline in the proportion

of men going on to college in the mid-1970s (Suter 1978) has been explained

in part by the easing of the draft. During the Vietnamese War, until

the lottery was instituted, being in college (or graduate school early

during the war) exempted one from the draft. Further being in certain

occupations, such as teaching; resulted in exemption after completion

of school. This encouraged men to enroll in schoOl'end discOuraged them

from dropping out, and it often altered their choices of schools and

majors. At the moment, with an all-volunteer army, it seems .that those,

taking advantage of the opportunities in .he military are predominately

I

black and of lower
\
socideconomic status. (See also Nolfi et al. 1978:Ch.

.9-and,LawinrIpsiein in Coleman et al. 1979.)

4.1.3.

B ng married may make it moldifficul tto go on with some form

of postsec ndary education. Further, marriage can be and can be assoc-

iated wit an alternative to continued schooling. For w n, marriage

ilk145 still) represent an alternative full-time work role d,for both

sees, marriage may be aNsociated.with a need for ilsmediate,income, with



the result that the couple takes jobs rather,than going to school.

Parental values can come ihto play here. Parents may feel that after

high school the appropriate role especially for a woman is no lonrge

that of student, but that of spouse. This-attitude has ,been' mentioned

especially in connection with problems of college attendance, for Hispanic-
,

women- (see Nielsen 1980). Beezer and Hjelm (1961) concluded that
y

as a deterrent to further-education affected women

affected low-ability students more than those with

all, however, they'found that marriage affected only

of .the high school senior population. Bowers et al. (1978) found 'that,

those who married after high school were more likely to delay attendance

than those who were single. At the same time, Davis andBumpass (1976)

document the considerable proportion of women who continue schoOling ,

some time after their marriage. Astin (1975) found that those who were.,,

married when they entered co13tege had a good chance of comOleting college

if 'the spouse provided major financial support. Being married with little

or no financial support from the spouse increased the chance of dropping

out. Astin (1977:216) discovered that women were more likely to get

married during collegel,even controlling for marriageplans af college.

entry. "Getting married appears to be one explanation for women's slightly.

reduced chances of. completing college."

Being married at the time of applying-for some form of poitsecon-

dary education may reduce the chances of receiving financial aid. Over

830,000 students in some sort of postsecondary program married.

However, those administering financial aid still find .determining married

students' need and ability to pay problematic, since they`

different from that of the "ty0idal" young, single student (see Davie

and Van Dusen, 1978:71).



4.2. Postsecondary Educational Alternatives

There is a wide variety of postsecondary educationai options,

and the patterns of enrollment in the different sectors change over time.

For example, between 1969 and 1975, full-time enrollment increased in

all parts of the public sector, especially in two=year colleges; declined

in'now6selective private schools;, remained constant at moderately selec-

tive schools; and4ressed in highly selective schools (Corwin and Kent

1977:14). What college and vocational school options are available (and

availability may be subjectively defined) should affect the choice of

whether to continue schooling as well as the decision about which'schoo

to attend. Availability may involve distance, costs, financial aid,

and selectivity. Further, itudent4 may have preferences for schools

o.

with certain special programs,4or with certain types of student bodies;

(e.g., defined by sex, race, 0 iiion).

4.2.1. Proximity

affect

costs.

Distance is one way of evaluating availability. Proximity can

availability in at°1east two ways, through both knowledge and

First, students may know more about schools in their areas, and

such schools would .be more

Second,.a nearby school :may

"available" to students with that knowledge.

cost less to attend leciuse orthe possi-

bility of commuting, of getting some setliktei (e.g., laundry, typing,

and vacations) at home, or of being in a position to find a better part-

time job (see Anderson, Bowman, and Tinto 1972). Carmody, Penske; and

Scott (1972) found that 52.2 percent of the students interviewed in 1966

said "desirable location" was-a major consideration in college choice,

while in 1969 this was alpajor consideration for 46.6 percent of the



students. This suggests some decrease over that period in the importance

of location, although "desirable location" can mean more than just prom-

imity.

The discussion of distance is often in terms of community colleges.
A'

.

The increase in educational facilities has been largely through the estab-
.

lishMent or expansion of junior and community colleges. One reason for

the expansion in this sector is the belief that it increases accessibility

especially for the nontraditional student.

Although there seems to be a correlation between college atten-

dance and geographical proximity (see review is Tinto 1971) one has

tato be careful about-inferring a relationship between a given,student'S

decision to go to college and the nearness of the college from research

showing a relationship between community, ates of attendance and, location

of a college: The general conclusion is that proximity is not a very:

important factor, when all else is taken into account. Anderson Bowman,

and Tinto (1972) for example, conclude that when one begins with measures

of ability and family status, adding an index of accessibility essen-

tially explains no additional variance. A further conclusion, however,

is that there are important exceptions to the general conclusion.

One thing that must be kept in mind is that there is tremendous

variation in the nature of the lo8a1g".college by state and region (Tinto

1971). In New aigland and the .,mid- Atlantic states, private four-year

schools dominate. In California, there is an extensive state system,

.including many junior and community colleges with'almost open admissions.

In Wisconsin, the two-year colleges have tended to be teachersJ colleges

and extension centers, with admission requirements thesame as those

for the main campus of the University. JaCkson (1977)!ound that the
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number of colleges nearby had no effect on attendance,; but did find differ,

ences by region. Students whd apply in-stateare 10. to 14.6 percentage

points more likely to attend college if they live in the North-Cent'ral

or Western states, 0.2 to 2.9 percentage points less likely to attend "

for low4com,ifthey live elsewhere. Regional differences were stronger

pared with high SES students.

Henson (in Corwin and Kent, 1978:21) looked at the choice among
1.

schools for those applying to more than ode school. Stude4ta were more

likely to enroll in their first choice school when it was closer. Stu-

dents going to private schools went-farther, but high-abiiity studenta

.went farther to both public and prixate schools. Bowers et al. (1977)

4h
found basically the same thing as Jackson except in the case of Pre-

,

dieting entry to a two-year college. Then ecofogical variables such

as proximity of schools had a greater effect than academic credentials

or disposable funds. Tinto's review includes the idea that'when students/

reside in a community with .a two -year college they tend to substitute

attendance there for attendance at schools elsewhere, especially if they

are low-ability or low-income students. Tuckman (1973), with data from

Miami-Iiade junior college students collected 'in spring 1970, finds that

the reduction in cost from being able to live at home does increase the

number of low-income students in college. Be suggests that two sorts

of students attend junior college: those who in the absence of the junior

college would have entered the labor force (probably including those

from low-income/families); and those who have an inelastic demand for

college but an elastic choice of school (including those from middle-

and higher-iicome groups). (See also Bishop .1977' for discussion of the

effects of proximity on costs and attendance.)



kohn and others (1974),looked4tAhe residency: choice
' ; 7

of the college-choice process and included distance to schoola in their

model. -They found that-the prObab'ility of- college- residency- increased-

with distance, and that it was higher, at each distance for those from

higher income families. Those from lower-income familiesichose to live

at, home more than those from higher-income families. Overall, the nega-
,

tive effect of distance on college choice was highest for the-middle-

income group. (Nolfi et al. 1978, using only two income groups, found

that the negative effect of distance on,college choice was greater- gor

low- as compared with high-income groups.) In a simulation of the effects-

of a two-year college at varying distances from the student's home on

the choice of a public university, 'going to a two-yeit school or not

enrolling, Kohn et al.' find that "the-two-year college atimulates enroll-

ment only when it,is at a distance.at which'its utility exceeds that

of the close-by univesityy" that is, at 20( tiles for the particulai

situation they simulate (1974:378). Further stepis show that ,the impact

of the two-year college on public university enrollment varies over the

distances to the two-year college.

Bowers et al. (.1977) found that "the elaboration of the two year

community and junior college system has a definite facilitating effect

on 'postsecondary education whereas the same is not true for the elabor-

ation of four year college programs. Evidently, the market for four

year education extends beyond state boundaries."

. Institutional Characteristics4.2.

Bower et al. go on in their conclusion to say, "Moreover, the

effect [of two year colIeges] is not strictly a function of proximity;

there are strong airect,effectsdr-Ehrollmeit on attendance apart from



proximity." Factors such as low admission requirements and more relevant

career programs have been brought forth as explanations beyond costs

and proximity for increasing enrollments at two7year schools (e.g.,

itaasker and Tillery 1971). These factors--selecti4itrand programs

offered--as well as characteristics of the student body, night be other

institutional factors affectiig the choice of what to do after high school',

especially the-choice of which institution to attend, once the decision

to go on in school.has been made.

Program offerings do seem to strongly affect choice.

curriculum" was a major consideration in choice among colleges for almost

55 percent of1.909student respondents to the StudentPrOfil.eiectio!2

of the ACT asseiameiLt. In 1966, the percentage listing this as a major

consideration was.53.percent (Carmody et al. 1972:25).L6irmadi at a"

comment on their results: "Of the five factors discussed in the present

reportt special curriculum had.the highest percentage of students indi-

cating 'major consideration'. It-was also the only factor with well

over half of the responses in the 'major consideration category for

both of the years studied" (1972:25). A few years later, McMahon and

Wagner (1973:27) showed 21 percent of the students indicating that "special

curriculum" was the most important influence affecting their choice of

college (from responses on a form filled out generally befdie students,

made their final choice). Kohn et al. (1974128) found breadth of offer-

ings (an index reflecting number of fields, in whcchl'a bachelor's degree

is-offered) "had a positive coefficient showing students preferred
- .

schools' offering a wider choice of possible speciali;ations. This pref-
,

dience seemo be:Stronger-in the .miadle-income-stratam than in the

high and 'low strata."-



The reputation of the university is another possibly important

factor in choice of a college.' Carmody et (1972) show a bit under

onethird ^of the studgnts in .1966-and.1969 mentioning-unational,repu-
.

tationA as a major consideration. McMahon andllagner (1973) found about

12 percent mentioning the quality of the faculty, scholastic standards,

.

and the intellectual atmosphere as the most important influence.

2
The effect of ability on college attendance might be expected

to be mirrored in selectivity as a factor-in the choice,of institutions.

Some studies'have:included 'college selectivity and "quality" as a vari-

able. Kohn et al. (1974) did find some small effects of the ability

difference between a student and the student body as a whiile on selection

of a college. College revenue per student, another possible "quality"

measure, had no effect. Jackson found that selectivity alone did not

seem to determine attendance. Only about 10.2 percent of'all applicany

he studied (193:6.2) were rejected;.3.3 percent were rejected by all

choices'and about one-third of these attended college anyway. Students

e applying to higher prestige colleges with higher aerate ACT sCOres were

somewhat more likely to attend. Higher expenditures per student reduced

School characteristics such as these explained only ahoutttindance.

rcent of the variance in attendance as compared with 23 percent of

ariance explained by background, ability, and attitudes. At the__

same ime, students did seem toweatth their abilities to schools: - The

- i

sort f° of applied to depenaed.on background, ability, and plans
. i -

'''''.(aee Sandell and Johnson, 1977,,for similavandings with respect t9

white women), but the sort of college applied to had little effect by

itselfon attendance. Bishop (1977:299), in his binomial logit model

of college attendance, found what ,tie interprets as substantial effects
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of admiseion requirements on attendance, except forkthose from poverty

backgrounds: As might be expected, the lower ability students would

be most likely to respond to a lowering of admission standards. If states

accepted all high school graduates, rather than half, Bishop's model

predicts an overall increase in the pioportion of high school graduates

entering college of .038, and of .067 for the lowest ability quartile

Another kind of schoof characteristic that might affect choice

is the composition of the student body by such characteristics as race,

sex, social background andxsligion. Some students at.least might

choose to go to'places where the average '.student is very similar to tlitim

selves or where there is the possibility of a "good" social life. The

evidence aciailable, however, indiaates that this consideration isimpor

tent for relatively few students. McMahon and Wagner (1973:27) found'

onli 5out of over 2,000 students mentioning "coed college " as the most

important influence on choice. (Of course, since so many "colleges and

schools are coedlthis aspect may not be a feature that discriminates

among schools to any great extent.) Such factors might be .more important

with respect to parents' attitudes toward different options, However,

Spaeth and Greeley (1970:83) found that only 10 percent of the college

'alumni they studied listed "the college gives a good religious education'

. .

as .very desirable for the college their (oldest child of the same.sex,

espondent would attend: 34 percent indicated this would be either

v orisomew at desirable. The proportion who would like their child

toairend a'School with studee is of the same social background was 5

percs'
Okor

very desirable and 35 percent for very or somewhat desirable.

In conte 77 percent thought it was very desirable that the college
I

g
e

give a go genyral education, and 48 percent indicated that it was very
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clearable that the college give goodcareer training. Parental attitudes

with respect to student body,compositioa could be more important.in sub-

groups of the populati.on that feel that they are in at minority position,

especially th e thatnegatively ction out-marriage.

4.2.3. Cost aob,Financial *Aid

It could be that one reason tosr&the rather small direct _effect

of parental, income on college attendance at there is no uniform

price for'postsecondary education. Postsecondary education has a range

of costs, and, fur the net cost of any particular option may be

deCreasekby'st . aid. Students might tend to choose

postsecondary, s oa the,baSis of their costs, estimating

what they. e part ,;on the basis of family income.

. If thigilWere t institution and family income. Would be07,

related, perhaps more than 'parental income and attendance per se. This

relationship would be attenuated if there were a relationship betweed

receiving"financial-aid and parental income. When one would expect at
.

least low-incOme students to choose their institutions (and whether to

attend college or other Tool at all) on 6ebasis'of the net price,

whiAt would be affected by the receipt of financial aid. OnelItight ex-

pect,the effects of cost (total and net) and of financial Aid to be imporl

taint for both attendance and choice of where to attend school after high

school.

Attitudinal data do not support this expectation to any great

-degree (Carmody et al. 1972). For example, among .19.69. studentsjresponding

to the Student Profile section'`of.the ACT, 13.8 percent said that "low

cose.was Ak major consideration in college choide, compared with 37 percent

giving this response in 1966. In 1969, 25.8 percent said that an offer
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of a scholarship or other aid was a major consideration, up from 18.7

;

peicent in' 1966 (although in the earlier year the question was only.about-.,'

a scholarship Offer).- Tizi-tiath--Yearsii'br,th-e1iiifilactOts exatined as

important for college choice (distance, curriculum, cost, scholarship,

offer, and national reputation), the factor of scholarship offer received`':'..

the highest peidentage in the category "no ieporgance. . Attitudinal

data, however, are notoriously unreliable.

family income, ability, receipt of aid,

Therefore, we turn to studies that more

of costs and financial aid on decisions

4.2:3.1. Cost

. Above, it 'wes\uggested that educational costs -and parentalancome

might be related. Jackson (1977) found that, net of financial aid and

.idistance the total cost of the institution to which a student applied
-1

did depend to lame extent on family income,' as well as on parental SW,

lUtther no cantiOli for

directly examine, the effects

about postsecondary education.

student characteristics, and location. Also, although multiple appli-

cations by the same student tended to resemble each Other, there was

more variation in cost among schools. applied to than in quality .of the

institution, perheps because students were not sure of getting the finan-

cial ped they needed to make a, given type of school affordable. Although

,Jackson found that some college characteristics affected attendance (though'`.:

none affected application), he did not find Lost among.these factors.

Ile.concluded (1977:6-15) that "cost per se has no consistent effect on

whether students attend college once students decide how costly a college

they may apply to. If cost has a significant effect, it is to guide

students' decision* Where to apply rather than their decision wheresto

-attend and therefore. perceived cost is the,(unavailable) variable of

RR



inte*est.": st had a,aignificant effect Only.for middle-income students

who tended not to choose high7cost,institutions1.- This result. is

tent with the idea that.it is middle-income parents whe.have more trouble

' financing their children!s eduCations.

Looking at aid applicants and donapplicants, Munday (1976, cited

in Davis and Van Dusen,1978:124) found results consistent. with Jackaan''A..,.

He found 'little relationship between choice and college costs and family

income for either group. However, educational development -(as meaiured

J.by test scores) was shoMn.to ha4 a moderate and consistent relationship

to choices of college; \students 4)6 had higher scores tended to choose
.tbk

colleges that had higher costs." Cost will affect the choice of where

to attend given application, only if more than one application is made.

Henson (reported in Corwin and Kent 1978) examined this situation.

found thit for those applying to pUbliO schools, the highest abilay

students, tended to go to their. first-choice schools Mien-they-were rela

tively .cheaper, wlhile, for othet ability group;,'Cost hadt/no.eifect.-°,

(In this study, schools among which the student would choose, in order,

were recorded in 12th grade. The extent to which attendance matched

choice was determined by looking at data on students when they were

freshmen in college.) in the private,sector, however, the higher. ability .

students were unaffected by price differences, while etudents from the

bottom ability level'were.more likely to go to their_firstchoice schools

when they were cheaper (pethAps because'of the association between cost '4

-and'selectivity).

r;..

Various simulations have analyzed the relationships among family

income, cost, and attendance.. Kohn et al. (1974) included tuition cost

and a term quadratic in tuition in their model. This latter term was



r,

to cqmpensate for their inability to include wmeasure of financial kid

with the rationale that high-tuition colleges are most 14ely to offer

As
aid. Tuition-costs-were-fouilTto have-the-greates negative effect onv = 41

_

college-going fdt the lowest income group. This effect was smallest

for the highest income group, and intermediate for those from middleV;

income-families. The effect of an increase in tuition was steepest for

lowincorie families, less steep for middle-income families, and least--
e

steep for high income families. The negative effect of room and board

costa, for students living on campus, was higher for those from low-

andoiddle-income homes. (There are. some differences in the resnits

when North Carolina rather than Illinois data are used.) In another

=del iiMulating choice of pOst-high-schooi activity,; Nolfi et al. (1978)

shOwed that the negative effects of tuition costs depended-on the length

of the program chqsen:; The negative effect of tuition costs was greatest

for prograis lasting less than a year, least for.programs lasting between

one, and two years. They suggest that thid variation might be related'

to the expected returns'fram the differenatypes of programa, with the,

immediate returns from the one- to two-year programs perhaps the greatest,

assuming that these programs are closely tied.in t*. o job opportunities.

The effects of tuition.costs were much greater for the low-income as

compared with the high-inCome families. Living casks', .though,viid not

differ in their effects by family income. Bishop (1977), using Project

Talent data, found that,tuition t'the minimum -cost college available

to the student had a major effect on attendance but that'there were dif-

ferences by both ability and income: extremes of the Ability distribu-
.

;

.tion were least responsive to differenceS in fuition and those

p.from low-:income and moderately'high income families were moat responsive
4



.to differenCes in tuition. qp,the basis of this, Bishop suggests that
wo,aiding the

poor,will_raide attendance In
postsecondary education more

than' aiding the able.. ..

.Tuckien (1973), looked at the effects of the-presence of onp typ,
.of 'minimum-cost" racial: junior colleges. His results lave already

been discussed in connection with the effects of dis.tenc 'which may
represent costs of livintat home

versus livimgvien,camius.
Although

he shows that families with incomes of $7,000 and over receiNied 75 per-.4.-
I

.
u

;cent of the savings
aiilable to parents.from children's being able to

attend junior colleges and live at home, thiswas
in part because thiS

group had mike children in school. He concluded that the presence of
a commuter school

affects .the ..attendance of students from low-income
,

hotes.

stk.

Jackson and Weathersby (1975) summarize their

of cost' on individual demand for higher educatidn
as follows; (1)0 individuals from

lowincomeufamilies,responl,more to
cost changes in higher education than do individuals

from middle-'or.$
high-income'fimilies; (2) at any income, increasing costs,decrease the
proportion of individuals attending institutions of higher Oducitton;

; .90(3) a change oV$100 in the cost of
higher education will, otIllhe aver-

ature on the impact

.

review of the liter:

age, induce a change of 2.5 percentin enrollment in highereducition,
under 1974'conditions. In sum, cost has some effect, more-for those
with lower incomes, but the effect is`riot a ver *le One.

(See also
,Hyde's excellent 1978 review which reaches the sa conclusion.)

c,-
0-,

The effects of cost changes seem to vary byeducational
sector

well Anothef general finding has beenitat the income elasti'city
df'demand forhigher education is greaterjkin the private than in the

4
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public sector. Increasing family.income has been. a factor tending to

increase the private share of the higher education market. However,

the decline in undergraduate private college enrollment relative-to that

in public institutions can be attributed to-the rise-in private-versus

public tuition, which has swamped the income effect. Cross-price el-
,

ticities have not been a big factor-in distribution across institutions

(Corazzini et al. 1972; Hight 197 ;. Jackson and Weathersby 1975). Con-

/
siderable ailention has been given to the effects of :the tuitiom,gap

(the 4 erenkin fan 'between private and public sector tuition)
)-.

.

erson 1978; C n and lent 1978). Middle-income

posedly" face a wider income gap, relative to the ability.

than low-for high-income families. In terms of a high- versus,

income dichotoriyrrthere has been a stronger tendency for high-income

ilies.to-sulortitute public for private .education, since the higher

income etudents- are less sensitive to prices in deciding whether to,7

,

attend, but sensiti,ve to prices in deciding where to attend. Policies

that try to raise attendance by cutting tuition across the board would

be expensive-and not very effective, since most of the students affected

would have attended college anyway. The effect of such a policy would

-te more on the distribution among colleges and other sorts 'of institu-
,

. .

Lions 'Iliyde 1978).

Some concern has been expressed about the changes in the costs.-

of higher education in relaticn.to.those.n.family inCome. Discussions

, .

of the "middle-income squeete%ften assume that it is more expensive
b 1

O.,

' .

in relitive as well as absolute terms'to educate chiLdreiknow. f such that

those west very,high incomes or assured access to financial aid are

increasingly at A di4dvanogie. The evidepce on this is not clear.
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The after-tax incomes of families with dependents 18 to..24 years of age

grew at' about the same rate or slightly less rapidly than college costs,

fram'1967 to 1976. This comparison can be nisle Longenecker (1 )

points out the difference between after-tax incam 'and discretionary

income. Discretionary income, he says, has risen faster than. income
.,: .

per se. McPherson (1978), in contrast argues that, while the cost of

private edutation may not have ,risen, as a percentage of t come,

the cost of private & laticn may have risen relative to

one might buy. However, Magarrell (1979)-rePorted in the.

4
Higher. Education that, in 1978-79, college cost increases-fell-below

the general rate of inflation. One might then coditude with Longenecker -41!

(1978) that there 446 no evidence that'ehe financial burden of 'sending

children to college has been increasing.

4.2.3.2. Financial Aid

ac, vernment policy, at least recently,

the cost'of education not by affecting family

has focused aglAanipulati4g

income le .g , throdsh

tax structure) or tuition costs (e.g., by institutional subikdkes) but

through,, financial aid to the student. Leslie and Fife (1974:652 comment

that "The financing of higher education through students is a recent

though major trend in American high education." The 1972 Education

Amendnehes "established,a new national.polkcyfOe&inancing of 'higher
4 .

education: grants to stUdentsire to hgkahe new thrust (plus new emphasis

on' loans ), and institutions were 'to get proportionately less aid directly

from governments." The criteria for aid, the naturePof the aidpend

the amount of aid are*all subject'to policy decisionsend are all possible

facpors affecting access to poitsecondary education. The susceptibility

of these: 4actors

discussed, makes

to policy decisions, in contrast with the other factors

them, an important set of variables to investigate.
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Both state and federal governments are involved in these decisions.

Under the United States Cqnstitution, it-is the responsibility
of the states tdsvovide for theAducation of their citizens.
The ttate exercise i this responsibility with, regard to postsecon-
dary education by appropriating funds to establish and *rate

. institutions and support financial aid programs which help stu-
dents pay for the costs of education. Althoi4h the states still
provide the largest amount.of financial suiport to postsecondary
education, the federal government, in the general public interest,
has gradually increased its role and contributions.- Federal
contributions are made through special purpose and categorical
grants and loans to institutions and through direct financial
aid to students (Davis and Van Dusen, 1978:92).

The criteria for participation

determine the possible effects arid- can have on

in different aidprolzams will

the income=access reds-

tionahip, on, the ability-acoess refationship, and

can make. Aid will significantly dhange the income-ac

ofily if.ai8-isIbased on need. Until the 1960s, the f

-
gave student aid on the basis of merit or past action'

veteran or contributing to social security). Aid 'based,

'means of equalizing access rather than insurintaccess

merit 'was part of the War on Poverty.

The idea that poverty or need justifies federal help for college
students was strengthided in, the early11460s, when the civil
rights movement, the war on'poverty., aWthe long-standing quest
for federal aid to higher education came_Aogether in a string
of new programs, notably the college WolOnzudy program (1964),
'educational opportnnity grants (1965), and a second set of partly
subsidized guaranteed loans (1965). In addition, the Social
Security Amendments of 1965 extended benefits to student depen-
dents (and survivors) of workers covered by social security.

By the mid-1960s the lineaments of federal student assistance
were reasonably clear. Three broad categories~ of people could
look to Washington for help: the poorl.who could not otherwise
afford to matriculate; those pursuing particular disciplines
and professions that the government wanted OD emphasize or ex-
pand; and federal "dependents" of several types, ranging from
army veterans to American Indians and the children of social.
securityrecipients (Finn, 1978:60).

Lo 1.cee, students.

relati ship

rr Cimiiittex
, -'''_T.'"""

Thejasic iducational Opportunity Grants Program (BEOGP) (initiated

in 1972) is a continuation of the emphigis,an needs-based programs.

\r')
O
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The ,Middle Income Student Assistance Act (IIIISAA) passed in 1978, extended -

the benefits_ of federal needs-based financial aid programs to middle-

income families.

For needs-based aid, there must be a determination of need.
9'

Parental contrpution relative .:to that expected under various methods

of calculating need was disoussetk-An an earlier section. The failure

of some parents to-'make,tht.expec ted' contribution matter :Of concern

to policy-makers, a concern that raises the issue of whether Curtfirr0.-'

needs analyses are, actually giving a good sense of "need." At the same
(1/4

time, there has* been a fear that liberalizing the needs schedule too

much might result in a de orupid that could not be met. ( See .,sec-

.

tiou III. B. in Davis and Van Duseu 1978 for references on needt anafys is

issues.)

AlthouselOme federal aid tends to be needs-based, more is not.

But needs-based student aid constitutes only a small portion I:

of the total federal and 'state commitment to higher educatipnl,
At the federal level, need-based assistance totals about $2:5 Is.

billion, .and there is probably about $1 billiotrbof spate' student
aid money targeted on the basis of need. In addition, however,;
anywhere from $15, billion to $1 billion in state subsidies havi

' nosneed orientation 'Whatsoever, and federal programs suc as

Veterans Administration and Social Security grants (neit r of
which is need-based) total about $6 billion (Frandis.p in Corwin
and >Kent 1978:59). ,

..r.

4

The magnitude of need-based versus other types of aid would affect he
e

size of any effect of "aid" as a general category on higher education'

access.

The requirements?of' aid. can also affect such things as choice

-111
of ins 4t,40:on , either *directly, by making it easier for stispt toby

,;

e their aid at ,one type of institution versus another, or indirectly,

by subsi ,one type 'of school .versus another. 'Here there seems to

011 a. di f f eren en aid iprograms adthinistered through the staves'.

and through the etal 'government.
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e student financial aid amounted, liOn in 1978-
and helped 1,242,000 students. . 'though inStitutional.

aid is heavily weighted in favor of theq001# Sector; state
student aid is more helpfU1.4o the independent:sector. While
only 13 states offer direct-001So private institutions, 47
'states conduct student aid4Orograms, only 4 of which are restric-
ted to students-at public institutions. . . . A survey conducted
by the Illinois State Scholarship Commisdion illustrates the

ortance of student assistance to the independent sector.,
e Commission estimated that without state student aidwpriiae-

nstitutions in Illinois would` lose nearly 18 percent of their
enrollmsat= (Olson, in Coleman et al. 1979:151-152).

Thereits also been concern that aid requirements and administra-

tion/work-to thedisadvantage of students who prefer to enroll in prOgrans

lasting two years or less rather than four-year programs (e.g., articles

cited in Davis and Van Duset 1978). A further issue has been the die-

crimination through aid criteria against students attending less than

full-time. Social- Security and Veterans benefits both require that one
a

be a full-timi student and "While vtudentsid opportunities for students

attending half time or more were improved by !4ISAA, studenEs,attending
Liz

less than half time still are ineligible for federal student aid." (Olson,

in Coleman et al. 1979; see Olson for further discussion of policy issUes

with respect to federal andtstate student aid.)

Given thddiversity of aid. requirements, who actually receives

aid? As BEOGs have taken ,care of segincreasing share of theelpeds,of

A

lower income students, other aid (e.r.,,Supplemental BdOcatinhh4 Oppot-
,

tunity Grant Programs, Campus Work Siudy)has.been channeled to students
. -

with pafents in higher income groups. Dependent students whose parents

had incomes of $15,000 di.more received little SEOG'or CWS aid in 1974-

s.

75. By 1976-77, the same groUp claimed 8.9 percent of all SEOGs and

f5.4percent of all MS grants to dependent students (FrooMkib 1978).--

It has been argued that loans will not be used by low-income

students,-psrhaps bpause of attitudes rejecting indebtedness (Yankolvich

74
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1975; Porter et al. 1979), perhaps because of problems in dealiig with

financial institutions. On the other hand, Froomkin (1978) has argued

that middle-income families of European ethnicity are also averse to

debt. Olson found that lower income students were less likely than

middle- or high-income students to borroM large amounts,Tettais because

costs associated with the schools they had selected. Yet

. i

and minority students were more likely to particiiate in

of the lower

lower income

federal loan programs. Minority students (black and Hispanic) were

slightly more likely to

by institutions) rel

private lenders) tha

1972 data). Davis

use National Direct Student loans (administered

ative to Guaranteed Student Loans (administered by

n whites (Olson, in.Coleman et al. 1979 Itein S

and Van Dusen (1978:52):cite

done in 1968 that found that lower

than middle-income students to get

in t it aid packages.

one study Itylelrlat,

income students were more likely

loans and work, rather than grants

Peng et al. (1920 summarize a study by Biccobono et al.:

Just over a third of the NLS students who enrolled in some form
of postsecondary education, in 1972 received some form of aid
other than family and personal support. About half of the aid
came from Federal soutces. . . . Those from lower income fam-
ilies, not surprisingly, were more likely than students from.\
higher income familiei to receive both non-Federal and Federal
aid, but particularly the latter. Ability, on the other hand,
was positively related to receiving noM-Federal aid for four-
year college *ntrants, while negatively relatft to receiving
Federal aid. That is, more students in the lower ability quar-
tile received sqme foreof Federal support than those in the
upper ability quartile. This is probably the result of the cor-
relation between ability and SES: Those with greater financial
need (i.eil;low SES) have lowerttest scores.

Jackson concludes with respect to his work tfith-a model ptedicting
-

amount of aid received (1977:6.13): "Few of the eifects are large--for.

example . . Black and MexicanrAmerican students receive an.avettge

of $94 more did than otherwiidentical average students; studedts in

i" .75
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academic track receive an average of $30 more aid than otherwise iden-

tical students in'-other tracks Students applying only to private colleges

receive an average of $82 more aid than otherwise identical students

applying only to public or religious schools. In sum, Aid (Same or Total)

is no more strongly related to background, achievement, and attitudes,

than any other college-characteristics." (This analysis includes those

receiving no award and those not applying for award but Jackson. reports.

that excluding those with zero award does not change the results.)

10
.

Financial aid, therefore, does not seem to, be. an imfoortant mediator

of the effeCts arlipCmily economic position on postsecondary schooling
--2,,

decision, given its law association with economic position. It is still

possible, however, that aid has an effect on college access and choite.7

iirde (1978:36-37), in his review of the literature the effects oeL "

tuition and aid, finds that two general results of research on these

effects are as follows: "The fir;t is that a large proportion of aid

reciinents say they would not attend without the aid." But"Second,

the effect on eniollment of receiving aid is less than the effect of o
,,4

a -change in tuition."

Receiving aid seems to have at least some effect on whether a
A

student goes to college or university at all. Leslie Fife (1974)

did a survey of first-time state grant and scholarship recipients in

-411
four states, with additional information an students from a fifth state.

They found that; on the average, 42 percent saickthat they would not
.0 4

have been 4bld to attend college"without aid. (See Corwin and Rent 1978

fleca brief discussion of the validity of such responses.) The average

amount of aid fora state ;seemed related to the percentage of students,

in the state saying they would not have been alle to attend without the
. .

grant or scholarship. At the individual le4e1,°-the correlations between

rt
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amount of aid aid Wing aid was needed to attend at all was about .22.

There was some individual relationship between t!ie amount of aid offered

and attendance, but a small one (R2 of about .05). Consistent with Leslie

and Fife, Jackson (1977), using the NLS 19/2 data, found that receiViig

some aid "increased the likelihood the average applicant,would_attend
v, 4

college by about 8.6percentagepnints. This effect was somewhat .larger

for low-SES students, those with poor grades, or those from North-Central

states. Surprisingly, once the offer per se was taken into account the

amount offered had little impact." Other studies have also failed to,.

find an asso ation between amount and type of aid and matriculation

(Davis and Dusen 1978:124 -125). Nolfi et al. (1978), however, found

that student enro nts were responsive to presence, level, and type

of aid. Jackson went on to show that when it came to deciding between

two colleges receiving some financial, aid had .a large effect. "Here

financial aid had an apparently larger effect: a college offering aid

was over 20 percentage points more likely to bp chosen by an applicant
4., 0,

mthan others admitting the applicant but offering no aidlontrolling

. .

other differences. This large effect was mitigated by the fact that ' I

applicants rarei-y received aid from one college but not from others'

admitting them. Amount of aid was still not significant."

Receiving aid is also, related to type.of college chosen. Aid

seems arrow the tuition gip between public and pr school'' for

6

low-income students. /n,same cases, given the structure of financial
40

aid, what might seem the least expensive option (e.g., a community col-
.,

liege) is actually the Ai st priced option when financial aid is in-

cluded in the calculation o net cost (Corwin and Kent 1978). Vackson

(1977)found the amount of aid was correlated with college cost, but,.
P
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ng? for other variables, there was a smell effect on college

0 , A
from receiving some aid, not from the- amount received. Leslie

and (1974) found thii.aid'recipients:were somewhat more likely to
,

to-private collegei,than all students as a grodP. They.pOinted

o this 114 especially remarkable given that these recipients are probably

loss likely to have chosen private colleges to begin with. They were

less likely to go to two-year schools and more likely to go to univer
.

sities and small institutions. Self-reports of Aoices also indicate

that students who would otherwise have gone to public schools were able

r
to go to private schools with the aid. Peng et al. (1977:6) also report._'

studies where it was found that

were .much moreilikely to .repft
s.

aid *an were students enrolled

"Students entering four-year colleges

receiving both Federal and non-Federal

inAwo-year institutions." Looking just

at.fegeral loanprograms, Olson (in Coleman et al. 1979:310) found "that
I

a larger; percentage of students at independent,

40 A
institutions than at pane, less-expensive, or

do, in fact, make use of the two loan programs."

expensive, or four-year

two -year institutions'

(See also Tierney 1978.)

`Vogl: (1973 oited in Davis and Van Dusen 1978:124) looked at

the thoice not of -type of institution .but oil full-time

attendance at:i commvnity college and found that

It more likely.thWa- student would be enrolled full-time. (Of course,
.

versus part-time

receiving,aid did make

one neeis to renothiber, students who prefer to attend part-time are

,

often not eligibli;for aid.)

Receiving aid end 'type of aid could affect continuing in a given

program as well as. the initial attendance choice. --Kohen Nestel, and

Atarmas (1976) found that having scholarship aidswas one, positive signi-

ficant factor predicting coOfetion of freshman -year for young men.



Juniors and seniors ho

those without ,a schol

were also.more likply than

given year. Astin (075) dis-

covered dint studtnti ,'Only loans 'especially men, tended more than

other students to drop out of college. Using savings and the GI bill

also tended to increase the chances of dropping out. Students with

scholarships and grants had a slightly increased chance of completing

college, as was true for those with work-study (especially those from

middle-income families). (Hyde 1978 reviews studies that show grants

more effective than loans or wark in stimulating initial enrollment.)

Astin found that any type of aid'Oad more effect on persistence than

0

did any aid package. NCES (1977:875 also found that financial aid was
a

a significant variable in relation to withdrawal from a four-year school:

4L"there was-a slightly greater withdrawal rate among non-financial-aid

`.recipients after SES and aspiratiOns were considered (37 percent versus

33 peroent). Mewls and Van Dusen (108:125) report,on'd ional

studies.
./

1975)likanchfield (1971) had results consistent with

and "Kinsey (1972) reports that financial aid was very important to the

'success of minority poverty students at Michigan State University. .Urinder

(1972)finds that aided students at Austin College hid higher ptrsistence

rates than non-aided studeits." put, "Five studies find no significant

*AN

relationship between financial aid-orIneed and liptention or,persiatince°
tiiik

in college'. (Barber and Caple°1970; Harris 1976; Russ 1973; Selby 1973;

Sutton 1975). The Harris, study (1976) indicates that dropouts had less"

financial need than those who remained in school." A survey of students

who left the University of Chicago elso found thaefinancial problemd

were noethe predominate reason that students-gave when they withdrew

(University of Chicago 1979).

I .
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Davis and Van. Dusen (1978:1257126) conclude: "The research

findings do not4conclusive;y indicate that financial aid consistently

affects student access, choice, or retention. About the most that can

be said is that aid helps accomplish-these goals some instancei

ramie students. Further study is needed n -which the many, variablest

affecting access, choicew.and retention are isolated and accounted for

in the research desigh." They further report (p. 15) on Crssear

why this might be the case: "Gross (1966) suggests that one se

impact ok aid programs is limited is because ;leis- real purpose11

enhance institutional survival; not to assist financially handicap

students. tibia argumenst may have been less true in. the 1970s, but be)

releVint again in the 1980s as the available student-aged population

and the proportion of this population going to college decline.] Others

suggest that the effects of financial aid are limited by'a lack of con-

sistent and coordinated policies and programs (Fife, 1975; Owen .1970);

by a lack of,adequate p ram funding (Bloss et al., 1970).; and by a

lack of. institutional. support (Walkup and Hoyt 1975)" The CSS Student

,Advisory Committee (1976), after a series of public hearings in seven

stltes in 1975 -76, documented many of these problems .frOm the 'perspective

of the student, and offered suggestiont for change.

This section has looked at the ways in which 'the alternatives

open to a student leaving high school affect the decisions the student

makes about Whether and where to continue his/her education. In general,

t:qese factors seen to explain less of a student's decision than family

background, student ability, and schooling experience. This is even

true for costs of further education and financial aid-. Such results

are fiscouraging, if one believes that policy toofil'fectively increase

4

80
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access.to postsecondary education must work.through such factors

are, exogenous to a student, his/her family, and school. As Hyde (19

18) points out, though little research has been done to? deteriine the

cost of working through factors that at first glance seem outside the

range of policy intervention,, such as"teSt scores. At tfte same time,

too, attention should be. paid to tHe'extent to whidh.it is problems in

the operation of policies directed at manipulating the cost of alternatives

a student faces rather than the nature of the policy per se that.inhibits

their effectiveness. Some of these problems have just been listed;

In the next section; the research on one possible probleminsufficient

information dissemination--is examined.

0

. Knowledge of Alternatives

The link between alternatives available to a student and what

he or'she deciades to do is the kno4ledge that the student and his/her

}Barents have of these opportunities. Much of economic theory starts

from the premise that the consumer (hereof education) has perfect knowl-

edgyf the produOiS_among which he/she chooses. It is not clear that

situation exists in the case of postsecondary education choice.

To the extent that it does not, we'hypothesize that some students choose

the option that is not the "best" one. Given the role'of parents in

planning for and .encouraging the student in his/her plans for postsec-

ondary education, the knowledge the parents hold is also important.

suspect that those with better knowledge are better able to realize their
gio

ambitions. At the same time, given the preselection of options that

seems to go on (Jackson -1977)f it is difficult to analyze 'the relation-

ship between knowledge and behavior since one could argue"that people

do not seek knowledge about a range of alternatives once they have decided

\\
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on a particular option. Jackson (1978) suggests that 'the cis ion to

seek information parallels the decision to select &liven college or

type of college. , Only longitudinal, data would allow us to sort out the

effects of letter information from the process ofpreselection.

"Research, on the knowledge young people have of educatiatnal 'possi-

, bilities ana of 4t 4 world of work indicates that they have s fairly

YVslistic view of possible attainment. Grasso and Kohn (1977,"ising
4 ,

the Parne data) fOund that aboUt three-fiftlwof the young men:not yet
f

finished with high school in 1966 had educations). goals congruent with

their occupatiOl, goals. For those with, nodeongruent goals, the usual

situation Vas
(

that of 'holding° educational goals higher, thati those needed
,

to attainAccupational goals. This study did not support tie idea that

those in higher ;grades as compared with those in lower grade's had a better

idea of what ,education ent with what occupation. Kerckhoff (1977) however,

found that' older American boys had a more realistic view Of their pr able

.

educatiO api:nalachievement than younger boys. By their sen year, stu eats

may be well aware of the limitations oip their achievemiut sulting from

the process of decisloo
.,
ng and influence that c4me befeie. With

Ni

-0,1'.,'
_,4pect to information ',,abOur-° the range of ;occupations one, fill,

. .

Mott and Moore (1976, using the Parties,. young women data) end Parnes and

iCohen (1973, using the Perms young men data) found tea, aeleast, .

hapa reasonably high knowledge of the 'worid''of work: For men, knowledge.
AV

of e world bf- work had an independent, eff r7 litafr otcupational

location and wages, while for women, onfi, -enlo#,bl "' the knowledge

of the world of -work score even mai4eally 844.1::.;Lint in predicting
. .

.

...v.,4,-w

,
&

o

Although recent American studies on Parents' and students',,knowl-

v

edge of postsecondary education costs and sources of funding are scarce,

'82
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there is some evideice that neither group his,much information oh such
r

1959 Roper poll (Roper1959).foUnd ,that A8 percent'of

ants of children less than 18 years of age and'uot in.college had = 4

definite idea of college costs. The other 52 perbent gave a median guess

A$1,450) that was reasonably close to actual costs. AL the same

46 percent of those. who aid Ockt-exiect their child to go on to co/lege

of the child's-ability, motivation, and so on),leads to a failure to

of expeltations of higher education (which :might/ be based wperd,ption,

said it was because of money. clear to what extent the.ligk'

,0

4:4.!

search foreknowledge.. The Campbell aid Ecke (1960Isthdy dolma$1.

_few years later-also found realistic perceptions of costs among parents.

However, this study does notreport how many parents gave no answer.

Moore (1973, cited in Day' and Van Dusen 1978:50), surveying parent '

participants at fine= al aid nights in New York, found that "only me.?

fourth of the parents had received fihancial aid inpimation from guidancl

counselT and that most had made no plans, -for college expenses." And
":

those res lts are from parents who were actively sting.knowledge...

A tudy thatotsh ds mine light_on t e interr tionship's among

anowledge, social t ass, and student, abilitYqs

that donewin 1971 ario of high school student's in grades 8, 10

and 12, and of parents o a random subsample of students (Porter, Porter
0

and Blishen 1979). P.This surciey fo nud tiat 50 percent of grade 10 stu-
- 40

- dents, 41 percent of grade 10 parents, 33 pgicent of'grade'12parents,

and student's

1

. .

and 26 percent of grade 12 students did not know the range o the average

fees at Ontario institutione.' Parents of 10th graders and grade 12 stu-

dents and their parents were about equally, likely' t.o know the correct,.

range, 35 to 40 percent. Those who, gave incorrett answers were more
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likely to 'overestimafe than underestimate costs. k. (Other stuclieb. have

-1 ::..,,,g.:4-1t.

shown some underestimation of other college-Itiated costs, 'hough.' See
0

Corwin and Ket 197B.) Those actually p/anning to 40 on to university

were somewhat toralknoWledgeable: 62::percent 'of grade 12 siUdenti and
.

55 percent of parents of grade 12: students planning to go on knew the

..correct ranged:it average fees; holiever, among grade 10 students 'planning

.5"

furtherApcation after high school,. bnly ode-fourth knew. There were
OU4 .

,,, .
. r

.
1

ences amont grade 12 students going
-

on to university by social

'f4j class. Sore of hose to whbm. coats might be expected o be molt iMpOr-

,tent (those in the low-SES group) knew the arrage range, is, compared ''

.those in higher .groups.. 01.0f course,', there may well, be something-

of a vicious circle at Aperk. At the lower en4 Of the class stvucttre

unive*
SOt

.Wieeu as impossibly sive. -Sinaenta ielect their ciptirsep
.1.0,11t

anyet acheiveMint levels for themse e preclude them

from going on to Vniver8ity. , They pay li et to :the. inform*-

*bp
tion about coipseViLieh might auailable,.' s# 89. continue in ignimance 7,
,

It-isignii this brightest and ihe high achiev 8114e hage brolcen outs. of

the ciide, have set theif8siOtt op untverSityeAd are better informed
t

about the costs and means bf f' bi c i n g . i t " . (Porter et-al: 1979:110-41).

Under the d6cario syit
--

., . financial aid,' loirenis area expected
...

o contrib
6

Most parer
JP.A4

willing to do so, including almost

two-thirds those who were cting their dren to go fo work.

However, a large proportion di'd-nn i' know how much they were prepared

to spend: ,37 percent of those who wanted- -their child' to go-.to university

and around 40 percent of those, who expec ed. their child to go to ecommun-

ity college did not know how much they would spend. Higher proportions

of parents with igh-achieving chitdreiiid know,ho0- much they would



spend"Aust the.bnes for whom4oing on in school, was most probable.

EVen g parents Who had. made some plans (40 percent), 36 percent

ilpt w much they would spend. As Porter, Portery_ard Blishen

stifles hese Otonsistencies might,be the resu t eithe of real un-

certfint7 Apt future plans-and i5tions ialve e e child wo

be living at home or not) or of giving socially acceptable answers that

break down Whon detailrare requested.

aWhen asked about the Chances of getting finanCfkli.aid;7among
&, ,z

those in the fitaryear prollrain (i.e., those who ,world take grade 13 and

therefofebteligibl-e fOr-00ersity) with grades of,60 or higher (55
4 44(

being a C. Afaae)t approximlity:40 to 60 percent of those in'grade 10

4 ala

and 20 tc(30percfntbf 14. 12 thought their chances of getting
-,.;,. 0 ,

finandial ltd were not'go (W4Theiellas some tendency for thbse from
L_!..

....,
,

.. ,.... ,

°'-'qt

-

lokr SZS backgrounds'ttP,think they Conid,liget aid. glis is a gc..

. Alk ,, igath 6 ' . . i .

''...

v, since the:Ariteribn_for aidrrin Ontario is need, but s:than.half of

i''. -,7,1 ., * .-N.7.-,,; 'S ,

' iid theirgrade 10 studenti'and their pairrits knew this.. tt.:A44er ; tw4-thirds
. t ,

... .

of the grade 12 students and 55 percent WNheir-parents realized that.,

- any itudeniAo had need zas eligible for financial aid, somewhat

more of theparents of the highest ability students did know tae.cri-

terion used. High proportio, 'students in both hsgrades ,did:noeknow

h they could expect from aid (relative to total .costs).,
41.;

Seventy-five percent of the grade 12 students and their parentc-11
wp,

knew aid was available, but there was less knowledge agrg>those in the

- lower grade, a timeophen deri'sions were being elide. The most knowledge

able were from lower BBB groups. Withrespect to written materials

on opportunities for education, 85 percent of.grade 10jarents and 76

40.

percent of grade 12 parents had not read anything. However, 75 to
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80 percent of the lower SES students plamung to go on had read some-
,

(thing. Still, it is not cleat Itt happened to the stqdents not planning

to go on , whether the 30 to 40 percent of ''t .s grOup whirled no

the materials*Might havemade different plans with gore information.

A large propoqioh of studentseAhd theii faiilies at both grade

levels did not even4maderstand

,requirements. For exalaP.4,

:Z..)

the .system of higher education and its
fa Y
of the grade ;16stuipnts.did not

know from which gradeone cowl

percegi did not..know what high

enter an Ontario *University. About 50

sihool ptograms.weri accepted.

In general, this survey showg some learning: those who are more

immediately faced with the postsecondary education decision know more about

what is.avaikable. Also; to some extent, :those of high ability 440- from

. A
low SES-=the groups most likelYto use and to need such information

are more knowledgeable ahput costs and ouroes of funding. Parents-and
,

1

, IOW1- ...
v ,--,,v -

st6dents umrep, on the av
.

erage, i equally welI4informed,',0erhapi/k
ci

At.

reflecting some interaction .in theprocees of. getting info da, though,

in the earlier grade, par is tefide&to bave.a slight edke,with respect

toy information. Th Wv f information in general, however, was lower

. .

than would be expected for rational decisionr-msking with respect to the ti

important area of-education. To some eAeltothose most likely .to use

an option knew moseaboUt it. It is not clear whether -this information

resulted in the decision (many studentsat leastad read aboUt educe-

tional opportunities) or resulted from it.

We have not been able to find k survey comparable to the ario

The range of postsecondary scho ng alter-

natives is narrower in Ontario than in the U.S. gener y and the costs,.

are lower and-More uniform. Atihe same time, a smaller proportitof

>14*

one in the 11117a4d States.
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versitns seen as a

thesituation in the

9

scattered evidence of lack of knowledge and Concern about this lack on

the part of U.S students and their families in addition to the studies
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on to university than in

more elite activity. It

U.S. would be than

the U.S., so goini to uni-

iW thus not clear whether

in Ontario. There is some

already cited. Various studies have fouMd that studentgvunderestimatt

the total costs of college (OEEB 1976), that they give "money" as a reason

for not 40ang on, and that about 50 percent pf all students technically

qualified for aid do not apply. (On the other hand Carroll 19.79 reports

at even students in college delving aid cannot accurately report

osts and aid amounts.) `,mother concern is that those who need the infor-

_
mation most do not get it. ;4,t least among seniors in the NLS72, Mime

do not appear to be differences in knowledge of=loan'programs among stu-
i

dents by plans, educational goals, or family SES (Olson, ,in Coleman et

la. 1979). Approximatery0tW:fifthilo one- t'hasd= of students said

did not know abourIthf1 an plan at all. However,, itr:is difficult to

gsentAngle not.usinig h an frorelack orknowitedge about it '

the rwodaimensions were tombinetint one :question. Thete haat O.
.ftv

,concern that students do not know whether-teir will have ,aid. at

they have tclselect a school, so that ihey,Oke the choice of where, to

apply on the basis of tuiti5 and other costs rather than net costs.

Hyde (1978:37) suggests this as the'reason(;$Kat the enralment respo

to a.changelin tuition is greater thaithat for aid: students are sure

of tuition costs but unsure of .the availability of aid. earn:(1980)

speculates that earlier information'on eligibility tor aid miggt influ-
.

ence at least some students of lower academic preparation to enroll and,

.further, to influence some students to shift from two-y ar to four-year

..'
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.school, with perhapsr an overall closer matching of students to

One', recent complaint is that there are long=delays in notifyingtutions.

students of receipt of aid, especially in some states, -'so that the deci-
.

sion even of where to go may now be mtae without good
%It

net cost (although Leslie and Fife, 1974, report that

enhblarship winners,"knew hey were receiving aid" or

on receiving bef re,4iaking their decision). Thos

eb,/
out aid, even after i 6 tifying a need fOr It may ave

to c6mplete school (Carmo y et al. 19,2; CEEB 1976).
4 - - B .

beA.survy y Willet (1976) illustrates thft. ftoblems stcielitiii4t
v

.

have in getting information. She wrote.to sevent9=s6en colleges and,
,

information about

90 ,percent of their

"were counting

e who enroll with=

less dhance.

universities in the Boston area, asking for information about costs and 1
- ;es*

financial aid. A large number-0f ichools did not reply at all. 4he

ones,that di reply dicnot give an accurate pitture of the types 'og

aid -thfty could offer., The researcher found, that fnr sbidents to get

;'suffici.,ent detail o costs: and aid they, wOuldCbave actually to-apply

evenLbe idmitte 4gliitheschool. SIEB,(1976),repo'rts Some of the

-

reasons given by4ndtitutions on 4CeiiiforMiti* is,ncst available.
-

-

These include the ,fear that "the truth willecare:thet
. .

is too complicated to COMmunicate, thatpoliciesare not cleareven to

the university-itself, that they cannot handle more students. A survey

of prospective students dohe by.CSS in connection with the project to

.

improve. communication about:costs. and financi id found that students'
v.

.
asked-fOr More iformation''about general'cost 'how and when they

. were to),e paid rather than for detailed'info
Ot

of financier aid. The suggestion froM

Lon about various kinds

:4projece was ehat general'infor-
J et

nts could begin planning en4ikmation nee ;0 be available early so pa



students would realize the feasibility or college if they were oapreist io

in school, with more detailed inforNation later. As of 1976, :Section

493k of the Educati4 Amendiients of 1976 reguires that institutions re-

ceiving,federal ait funds ifovide information about such programs. It

' is not clear to what extent such information'is available and accurate.

,TheCSS Advisory Committee (1976:22), after a aeries of public 1

SAP

'hearings in given states in 1975-76, concluded in part, "Choice is also

predicated onanother4myth within the fimanding debate--tge myth-tof
, 1 4

' .

perfect information:.: 4..efUnfOrtnas,t4ly,, this argument assumes that

f. ',:. 1..*
-4 ;° .tfo

.all participants enjo# equal information eboutlfinanciag'possibilities
0 ,, .-

and educational alteMbativesc however, the goal of equal information
1 ,v_ - t --- . ry

- ,4z...... c .
,, it-

,Tmain a distant objecti;e." TheypliaCiuss problems arising from knowl-
, ,. ,,,,,, v Y. 4

r

edge gaps wirh. respect t th access.apd persistence. Problems wit,
,

nancial aid counseling can lead to later problems as well.'_Olson Sin

Coleman ral. 019)f9F.eximple,.founa,that those who had not discussed
sa

lr ,.that

the terms: and. condition* of their student loans With someone were more

4kelylo,default, :Ingenerall there is little direct information on
, .

.

the link between informatiovand-attendance, retention., andA.ater achieve-

9 v.'"
meat. To get an accdrate,loictures we need longitudinal' fiata,

*
including

data from those who da not go an inatedia)tely gab 4ome imsg: oRdary

education program.

Summary

Thii

.4w

literature review hausurveyed the research on the influ-

. G

ences on a student's postsecondary education plans and activities of

the student's characteristics, of the family's socirconomic position,

and of the par n a attitudes, of school and community attributes, of

the nature of school and non-school alternatives open to a student after

- ;110"
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high school and of knowledge spout postsecondary education and gillpfial

aid. The focus had been on thefamily'S effect and decision-making sifter

filth iphool, but the o
1

erufactoms have been examined as the conditions
-

under which family decision-making occurs. ff,

1r

Student4characteristics, especially acadc ability, were

found to havea large impact on grip atudenei educational plans,and activ-
e

ities. This is not surprising, given that pursuing highoF.education

requires a solid base 'from previous sdh ing. However, family tbcio-
,

economic background is also an important set of variables explaining

educational plans and attainment. The nature of thisbeffect, though,

is not clearly understada. Patents' attitudes and values, as well as
7.4

their objective socialiposition, seem to be involved. One definite

finding is that the effect of family social position is more than an

effect of family income. Family income, net of other factors, tends

to have relatively li le influence on what a student does after hi

school. Outside during the high school and earliegyears,
e

the school' socioe amposition and "quality seem to have .Attle
44,/,

effect, lthough, the plane of a stud'ent's peersa and the trackshe/shero

. c.
Il-

ls in do influence plans and attainments.'
C:

There is au intuitive belief that money is a big barrier to

higher. educationalcattainment for some 3tudents.4. `Given- the lack bf
6

effect of parental incpme on educetioniI plans and activities, ip way

reasonable to shift attention "to ehe nature of coats of iffOirent typet .4P

of activities after higOrschogl. Takinta job, getting married or en-
a

terin ,:military may be alternatives or complements to ontinang
.

in school after high schoOl. Purusine these other act' y in-

directly indicate that the cost of furthlr eduction

high school is too high. FUrtheripenAgi

ter
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affect the netcost of education; for example, being married may make

it difficult to get'financial aid, or having been in the 'military may. .4

qualify one for special aid. Although some research haiincluded exam-

ination of these alternatives to sthooling, most work has not fully

explored the implications of such.activities for thercost of-sohooling.

Looking directly at research on the, effects of educational, cost

and aid on educational behavior led to rather weak conclusions. Direct

costs do seem to be more important for, low-income than for high income

students. Yet the direct cost of an institution is not generally one

of the main factors in choice of a school, perhaps becaude lauchA, thee

choice about where to go to school after high school has already *en

(.0

made by the time a student applies to colleges.
1J

Financial aid might

be thought to attenuate the effects of costs, yet the conclusion with
0

respect to aid's impact ifthat it is sotetimes important to some stu-
.. .

dents. In general, the impict of aid' on a student!.reatlioe of whether
as

and where to go" college is less thin that ofaost. ,The review o4 f

the research suggests the need for more comprehensive treatment of costs
it 4r 4

and alternatives as they affect students' decisions for activities after

high school.

In the final section ofsthe review, research on the effects of

-knowledge about educational opportunities and aid was sought% Although

the Canadian stU y by Porr et ' suggests that.pthis may be an impor-

tant area to examine, little hapbeen done on'this topic in the U.S..

. .

Whalp-rieltheLbteiodO indicates that the amount of information parents

an chill ren have abou po tsecindary -education may be too low for rational

4making.

th ia gport, the results of this review
e

n tor the analysis of the parents 'survey
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PART arid ,DESIGN: HIGH OL AND BEYOND PARENTS SURVEY..

,1

Introduction

The importente of family ,bac Fund for a student*. choice

what to do after-high school is a recurrent theme in the preceding lit-
,

erature review. The choices students make at this stage in the lifecycle

are important--educationalPattainment continues to affect levelslf status

and income received later, in the world of work. To the extent that

parents influence the nature and quantity of the education their childXvtAlh.
1110'

receive, parents have indict influence on these later-ittainments.
iar

Governments at the various levels are interested'iu the determinants-
.

of educationil decisions, since governments can more easily intervene

to prevent edgcational inequality than .later occupationfl inequality

(Hauser 1975).- As the .literature revi mikes clear, the ways in4dhich

parents' atc4:tudes, beha and ao bb'ex4c4Position influence a
t. flot

student's planning and b 4frimany. -The dail froth theperellts
1,

survey of High School and Be0nd will enable researchers to eAtokore

more depth the nature of the effect of family background on a child's

postsecondary education plans.
.

Of particular interest with respecto future policy decision's

are the parents' willingness and abilisttrtt filepciall.T support their*

child's activities after' high school; Federal aid programs expect that

parents flwill make a 'reasonable" contribution' to their child's pdstsecon-
1r er

dary education. et, it is not known to what extent paients will not

or ca'nno uch contributibns, and to what,extent these contribulne'

a.
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- for their chi1d, their knowledge about the costs and requirements o

post ndltryleducationi and teir Plannrng for such activiti. Nor is

itely knewn-An what-extent such parOvtak-attitudest_knowledge,

for action affect their child's chance to enter and codplete

,
ferent types of postiecondary,edUcation.

Astheli(terature.reviewindicates,the data have not been avail-
,

Able to answer these questions. Previous studies have gathered detailed

-financial data from parents of students who have applied for aid and
, -

.,-,

have gathered detailed attitudinal data. (incVUding imr4e tions'of parents'
,,,-

attitudes) from. high School students gaarally. They have n't combined
4s-

,.-.

. detailed parental financial informatIon- aid sttitudinallgita with date
4

0 0

,perceptions. Because thefr.= students on their abilities, plans

parents survey of

combined ,with the

for analysis that
*

High School and Beyond wil.1 rovide data that can be

data from the student s

will fill in many-gaps

It wk open.the way

knowledfe,abOt the procf

74/ess by Which students. and- thei fadilies,da

life after high school.

Unfortunately., the idatt that will be

rithness# have a serious, limitation. There will be no possibility*Of

gathered, despite their

4.

real longitudinal analysis. As the preceding review peatedly aN,
ing

a

emphasized; postsecondary plans are made as adresult of a long prOcesal':".

one that begins before,thsenior year in high school and continues

beyond it. Data from parents will be eolleot04,0nlY for a subsample

of parents of seniors, without special ate4ition to the parents of stu-

dents who wilt be.surve7ed again in-the follow-ups. We will therefore

miss the chance tqusee what changes occur in ,rents' knowledge of post-
.1)

secondary options as their child gees closer to the end of,high scheol;g,
,ir



(changes that the Porter et al. (1979) study suggeits 'do occur) a

weomiss the chance to see how students' decisions to delay unive

entry (sieciilons more students_are making) interact with cha es in

parents-attitudes and socioeconomic situation. Indeed, as currently

funded we will not be able to determine mhat the relationship. is between

'parents' input and students' behavior, as contrasted with'planafor after

high school, since only.a relatively few students in the fellow-up will

be those whose parents are4urveyed.

The cross4sectional nature of the data has serious implications
,

.,;1

for the sorts of policy inferences that can be made frost it. Assume,

.41/4

for example, that one'is using regression.analysie. The input to the

regression program' is a correlation matrix. Corielations give no hint
: .

in themselves of the direction of causality. The reaearcher,thereforel,

hypothesizes the causal ordering. Say he/she, assumes X causes Y. Finding
Da- .

an effect of X on Y might suggest manipulating X to 'bring - -about a change

.

in Y. Parental knowledge of financial aiAptioni might\pe foundttO
,

affect a s en 's plans lor college.. obvious.policr,implication

is that increastneii:tents knowledge of available financiiltlAid woruld

11" t14
possible that the relationshipincrease college attendance. Yet, it is

is spurious, that both variables lire the result; f tench earlier decisions,

4 .

and that m7nipulating one does not affect the ocher.. Thee analysis wilh

cross-sectional data thla could not give stiong4videnalitthat providing
,' oz

financial aid information earlier would affect the enrolldent deciiALOW);,.
40 .

. 4
Obviously the extent,to which this is a problem will depend, in part -Y.*:AT

at least, on the researcher's ginntion. Furtherl even data On all

the high school-ye,p- would not necessarily go far enough back to find

the real sources'ofpostseCondary plans. However, having date'over even
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a few years enables one' to get, some Idea of the ways in which sets-Mir

variables changepand of which variables seem to change before others.

There arel cbt.Ka44 forms,of statistical analysi tsat enable

one to specify for cress Tonal data models with reciprocal causation,

which when estimated suggest the relative, strength of the causal paths

in'the_ two directions. Unfor pinately, nonrecursi've models.seeti to be

a
very sensitive to the way in which the estimation procedure is Act up

tothe choice of instrumental variables).- Despite thiOu.stourecur-
.

sive models shOuld be used to explore the relationships between parents'

14%

and,atudents' plans, .attit.4016, and actions.;

. *.r

tila the following aections.of this design repdit; various .stageiu,

"4!),.. in the analysis are juggeeted, in very, roughorder. Behind these sur,ges-
.

t, tions is a conceptual naideI.A4ch as _Figure f. ,This *del, while showing
-.4

4 causal ordering, is a preliminary-.one. ,it remainetto be tested., Far

the moment, it provides a way of organizing 'the concepts invo4ved,inan
. .

'ana is of postsecondary education decision-making. The ultimate depen-,..
4

r'den104ariable is the student's choice of what to do after high school.

'.. This decismn will involve more than simply the parents' influence, but
1

the focui here is on the Otrents' contribution to the'decisiOn. One
4A

l:,,. in which the analysis could proceed, however, istby predicting various

outcomes with parental data alone and then with both parents' and students'

data to get a aense.ofythe magnitude of the contributio3o4-pamlpts and

,

famill:4Ackground..to educaiional outcomes.,kThe suggestions that follow

focus, aspects,, of the family-student interaction: parents' aspir-

'`,5atione ctations-f:r their child; parents' knowlidge abdut 'post-

secondary tat. parents' planning for and willingness' to contribute

to their cid's,e46c?itionaqer 4igh school4,and parents' ability to

Make the Contrlitbiiions they
.
are expected to Maketheir "needP F.



Parental

and Family
.harlierprigtien
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2. Parents' Aspirations .and Expectations.

The literature review showed consistently that parents' aspir-

ations and expectations for their children affect the child's plans and

actual attainments. Generally, the data have come from students' reports

of their perception of their parents' hopes for them* Kerckhoff' (1971)

results show a less than perfect association between.such perceptions

and the parents' attitudes. The parents survey will make available parents'

reports that can be compared with 4e stu4ents'. reports. One piece of

analysis to be done dill certainly be:replication of earlier studies)

of effects of parents' aspirations on,their,child's plans, using the

parents' reports.

The determinants of- parents' expectations and aspirations have

not been fully explained, although Sewell and his associates in a number

-of papers have included students' perceptionp of their parents! aspir-

ations and expectations for them as intervening between family socio

economic status- and child's ability and later outcomes. Given the

arguments about the differences in values by socioeconomic class,

will be important to see to what extent values concerning higher edu-

cation and lifecycle activities vary by parents' education, occupation,

and ethnicity (and sex of the child), and whether such values in turn
1.

affect the parents' aipirations and expectations for their child. (And.

here too, we will be able the parents' presumably more accurate

reports of their socioeconomic position rather than the students'. See

Bielby.et al. 1977 and Mare and Mason 1974-on the reliability of chil

dren's reports'of their paients' SES.Y Further, to the extent that values

related to higher education rather-than perception of the child's, ability

.4
seem to influence the parents' expectations aid aspirations one can talk

98 L
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about barriers within the family to the child's continuing education.

One research finding is that most parents want their child to go on in

school. It will be important to identify any subgroup for which this

is not the case.

The difference between expectations and aspirations and between

occupational and educational aspirations and expectationlght give

clues as to (1) whether parents are aware of the levels of educatIon

required to get certain kinds of jobs and (2). whether parents have hopes.

higher or lower than they think art reasonable for their-children. (Barri-

ers to fulfilling aspirations can be explored with data on the

ability and on available knowledge and,resources).

Comparison 'of the students' ,reporta of their own aspirations

and expectations and of their perception of their parents' with the

parents' reports will provide evidence on (1), the validity of the Stu-

dents' reports, (2) the strength-of communication between parents and

child, and (3) the congruence between what the child wants to do and

what his/her parents want him/her to do. Direct questions are asked

about the last two points, as well.

By looking at parents' aspirations and expectations, then,

one can:

o Replicate previous work on the effects of parental aspirations
and expectations, using parents' reports

o Discover attitudinal barriers to high aspirations

Identify subgroups. that do not have high educational and occupa-
tional aspirations for their children

o Find out to what extent parents know about the work world and
its requirements

o Discover which'parents see the greatest gap between what they
would like for their children. and what they expect and why

o Find whether parents communicate their goals for their child

to their child

99
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alysis of aspirations and expectations should inform policy on infor-

m tion dissemination and on counseling focus.

The variables are operationalized as follows:.
$

I., The ultimate'dependent variable here is child'aplans. Iadi-
cators of this are available, probably most reliably from the
student survey. ,see'cA. 5 in- Coleman et al. (1979) for reference

. to the specific qUistiou numbers. On the parent questionnaire
(using the pretestself-administered version--see Appendix A),
parents Teported their child's plans for the fall after high
school in Q. 13. Questions 8, 39, 41, and 42 ask for more
details about schooling plans.

2. Parents aspirations and.expectations, which are the dependent
variables lor most of analyses in this section, are operation-
alized as follows: Q. 4 gives educational aspirations, Q. 6
educational expectations-, and Qs. 7 and 8 give occupational
expectations in open-ended and precoded form (no occupational
aspirations are given). Pretest,results from both parents and
students on'these quest ns may enable a choice of one or the
other of the'twQ questi forms. Ideally, Q, 7 would be retained
since it potentially pro ides more detail. Question 9 gives
a retrospective history of college expectations for the child.

3. Determinants of aspirations and expectations can be measured_
as follows: ,

9

a) Socioeconomic position of family: Q. 43, respondent's edu-'
cation; Qs. 52-54, respondent's current job; Qs. 55-56,
respondent's job five years ago; Q. 60, spouse's education;
Qs. 61-63, spouse's current job; Qs. 64-65, spouse's job
five years ago; Q. 70, age of respondett; Q. 72, number ,of
dependents; Q. 73, number of child's sibillings; Q. 75, ethni-
city; Qs. 76-77,anguage use; Q. 7,-household possessions;
Qs. 79-83, information on housing debts and assets; Qs; 85-88,
income, assets, and debts.-

rception of child's ability: Q. 2, child's high school
program; Q. 3, child's grades; Q. 5, child's aspirations;
Q. 10, child's ability to complete college; Q. 11, whether
the child is, a hard worker; Q. 36, whether the child would
be accepted at different types of schools.

c) Values with respect to higher education and other activities:
Q. 17, feelings aboUt the.child's plans; Q. 18, ideal age
for marriage, etc.; Q. 19,s-reasons for going on in school;
Q. 40, factors in choosing Ochool; Q. 44, whether parent
feels\ he/she has had enough education; Q. 46, attitudes
toward. women and work.

to.

d) Plans of students may affect.parental aspirations. This

causal connection should be explained as well as that in

the reverse direction.

1°0



4. Communication channels and influence.

a) Indirectly, this would be measured from compariso6 of stu-

dent's and parent's perception of the other's feelings,

including Q. 5 (how far in school do you think your child

would like to get) and Q67-4-,--3;71 and 8.

b) Direct measures,(from parents' points of view) include:

Q. 15, have you influenced your child's plans; Q. 16, how

much have you talked with your child about plans for after

high school; Q. 67, how much the'spouse has indlenced the

'child's plans.

3. Parents' Knowledge of Postsecondary Education

As the literature review states, knowledge is the link between

options available and the individual's decision-making. With respect

IF
to postsecondary education, to make a rational choice among alternat

one should know at least three things: the range of schoorIng'options

available; the direct costs of different types of schooling (including

living expenses); and the availability of aid, which will affect the

net cost of attendance. Ideally,.a student will attend an institution

that best suits his/her career aspirations and ability. Choice among

suitable institutions shotglOgbe based on reliable information about the

net cost (i.e., total cost minus any financial aid). To receive finan-

cial aid, a student (and/or his/her family) has tocnow of the program's

existence, criteria for eligibility, and application procedures. Further

families who are aware of the extent of their expected contribution to

the student's education may be ones who have planned for and encouraged

their student's plans for further education. Those who expect too little

from financial aid may discourage their child from planning for further

schooling,' while those who expect too much may fail to plash ahead to

make the.financial contribution that will be expected of,them. Parents'

general knowledge of postsecondary- education options may.affect their

1 ui
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encouragement of and expectations for their child's education; Or their

.

aspirations for their child may have led them to search for informatibn.

A third possibility is that those "from higher socioeconomic backgrounds

know more about postsecondary education to begin with,. because of their

own alumni status (representing both their own participation and receipt

of continuing information) and because of the sorts of informal networks

in which they are located. In this last case, kreafer knowledge of post-
-

secondary education may explain some of the difference in college atten-

dance by hocioeconomic group, butas a result oft general. culture associated,

with being from a certain strata.rather than a result of 0 search for

.knowledge.

One justification for federal aid programs is to ensure that

students are able to choose to attend iametorm. of postsecondary edu-

cation aad to attend the type of program from which they will best benefit,

regardless, of, family income. Yet, as the literature review made clear,

there is very little information available'on'wbether parents know about

aid programs or the range of institutions ,(with their differing costs

and programs). The most exten4ve'dataaviailable on this topic are from

.Canada, whic has a different financial aid and_ postsecondary education

structure. parents survey can help fill in this gap lor the. United ,

States. We will have data on parents-of students planning to go directly

on to college, planning to go to college at some time (as indicated by

their educationaL expectations) but not immediately after high school,

planning to take some,other type of training, and not planning to con-.

tinue their schopling after high school. We can thus examine in cross-'

section the extent to which preselection of post-high 7school options

is accompanied by a limitedsearch for information: Do those who do

192
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at plan on further education have less knowledge about various,aspects

,of postsecondary education than those planning to continue? Do those

planning to-continue have the informattouappropriate to their choice

at the end of high school? Unfortunately, unlike the Porter et al.th1979)

study,the parents:survey will'not ensile us to disentangle the direction

of causalij, beyond what can be done with nonrecursive models. We will

not.be able to tell, foi example, whether parents' knowledge of post-

secondary education increases over time (as we could even with data from

parents with children in different grades), nor will we be able to tell

whether a lack of knowledge on.the part_of parents inhi its their own

and their child's' aspirations or is the result of them.

The sorts-Of issues that can be explored with the parents survey

data are:

o The extent of knowledge that rtlients have about.the selectivity

of postsecondary institutions, about costs, and about _financial

aid programs (andsthis can be compared with student data to see
how evenly knowledge is distributed throughout a family)

o The relationship between knowledge about postsecOndary education

and family socioeconomic background

o The relationship between a student's .p st-high school plans

(including application for financial aid) and knowledge about

postsecondary education
. /

o The relationship between parents' aspirations and expectations

for the child and their knowledge abOut postbeCondary education

o The relationship between the parents' understariding of financial

aid and costs andtheir planning for their child's education

o To soMe extent,-the-sources of information about postsecondlry
Ilieducation

o The effects of different sorts of state efforts to disseminate
information'which might be analyzed with the addition of state

level ,data'to the data set. The student and school data might

sAggest him. Parents-with children. in different 'types of special

programs.vary, in their knowledge about post secOndary'education

(e.g do parents of children in special federal programs know
more or less?).

1U3
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The variables are operationalized as follows:

1. The central variable in this stage of the analysis is knowledge
of postsecondary education. Q. 23 asks generally about knowl
edge-of coats, although it requires that parents know of a specific
institution of each type (which may result in missing' information
for parents who know,the general range of costs for, say, a commun-
ity collbge, but who'do %not know the name or location of a specific
institution). Q. 27 and 28 ask for an estimate of the child's
living and schoolihg expenses; These can be compared with esti-
mates of the costs of different, sorts of situations. Q. 31 -33

ask about knowledge of specific state and federal programs.
(There may be problems here with parents knowing about a program
in terms, of the source of aid) for example, hrough a bank or
through an institution, rather than in terms f the name of the
program.) Q. 10, about the .child's ability to complete college,
and Q. .36).0out the Possibility of the' child be..44 accepted
at different sorts of institutions, combined wiih.data on the
child's grades and test scores, can provide a sense of the extent
to which parents' understand the chances that their child actually
could get.into some postsecondary education program. Q. 41 and
42 will enabie us to control for actual acceptance. Q.'35,
eliciting a response to various statements about financial aid,
also shows the sort of understanding parents have about financial
aid-

2. Socioeconomic status, student's plans, and parents' aspirations
have already been .discuased. Q. 34, about whether the student
has applied for financial aid, can be used to see the extent
to which those who do .plan to use aid have more .knowledge of
it.

3. Planning for postsecondary education will be discussed in the
next section.

4. Sources of information. Q. 35 has.as one statement, "We have
not,been able to get much information on how and where to apply
for financial aid," that might indicate that parents are search-
ing for information without much luck.. Q. 30 asks directly
whether parents have tried to get information on financial aid,
and, if so, where.!.,

4. Planning for and Willingness to Contribute tb a Child's Education

.The literature reviewed showed that parents, even those expecting

to contribute to their child's education, do not plan for such expebses.

Why is not clear: Lack of adequate knowledge about the costs of schooling

and what financial aid can contribute could be a factor.

section suggests that this relationship be analyzed.

The previous

neral lack of
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financial planning, particularly in an era of generaliy increasing inns-
.

tion, could be another reason. The General Mills study demonstrated

that only about a quarter of American families save money for the future

without dipping into these funds for current expenditures. One might

expect such general financial sttitudes to vary by a family's socioecon-

omic position and income. As Lane (1972) hypothesized, those with an

experience of an unpredictable future might also be less likely to plan

for the future. Attitudes specifically about who is responsible for

postsecondary education could be yet another factor affecting parents'

planning for and willingness to contribute toward their child's educa-

tion. Again, the General Mills survey showed a large proportion of

American families felt the government owed them an increasing standard

of living. Thisattitude might extend to expecting the government to

paylfor their child's education. 'Parents who feel that more should be

done for students in the person of their child may be reluctant to take

responsibility for providing the necessary funds for postsecondary edu-

,

cation. Of course, some parents might not be able to contribute to their

child's education. Others; however, might be .willing and able to sacri-
.

fice for it, for example, terms of a wife going to work, a husband

taking,on extra jobs, or parents refinancing their home. (Remember that

one argument over the reasonableness of needs assessment had to do with

the extent to which parents saw their homes as a liquid asset.) Some

parents might also be willing to go into debt to help provide their child

with an education.

Once again, the direction of causality is not clear.. Parents'

lack of planning and motivation to make a financial contribution to their

child's education may result in a child not planning to continue his/her



education or planning to go into a two-year or vocational'program rather

than a four-year program. Or parents may adjust their planning to their

perception of their child's plans. We do hive a retroipective measure

of whether parents expected their chick to continue schooling at dif

ferent grades. Further, we have some information on the parents' own

experience in financing additional education after high school. Parents

who themselves were helped by relatives might be more willing than others

to help their child, essentially holding. the belief that.each generatidn

helps the next. A parents age may, also indicate the sorts of experiences

be/she has had. Those who were of college age during the Depression,

for example, might have had a hard time themselves financing postsecon

dary education (perhaps to the extent that they did without. it). )ITbey

might be more (or less) willing to help their child than those who did

not have to face the bleak situation of the 1930s when they were ready

for college.

With the parents surveydata, ona'can expkore the following:

o The extent of family planning relative to expected costs

The association between general attitudes toward saving, borrowing,
and budgeting and planning for a child's education, controlling
for the child's plan$

The ways in which planning attitudes generally and planning for
college vary by socioeconomic background and economic history

Attitudes-toward who is responsible for funding postsecondary
education, and whether they seem to relate to planning for a
spcific child's education

o The extent to which parents seem willing to sacrifice in order
to contribute,o their child's further education

o The affects of the parents' own life experiences *1 their atti-
tildes toward financing of postsecondary educationand actual
contribution to it

Knowing which parents feel respOnsible for their child's further education

and how they plan to fulfill this responsibility may help in planning

1
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and explaining programs that involie parents' contributions toward their

.child's achievements. It is also to the political a4 n'tage of those

administering piOgraMs to develop sense in those affedted by any pro-

,
-

,gram that it is Administered fairly and meets the needs of its clientele.
. ;No

The variables are operationalized is folfows.:

1. Here the central variabie.is'extentoT Tamily planning to meet
.the- expenses Of postsecondary edudetion.- This will be used as

part of the explanation of'the student's plans and will be ex-

plained in terms of the prents" sodiOecOnomic status, attitudes,
experiences, and,perceptions-of student'i-plans: Q. 24 asks

.about specific actions parents might have taken.in anticipation
of their`childrS postsecondary education expenses .(e.g., starting

a savings account). Q. 25 asks when parents began to set aside

money for. their child's education after high school. Q. 26 seeks
information-about how much has actually been set aside. .Q. 29' '

'is on-.the, w4vssin-which parents expect-eXpenses:to-be met.

2.. Attitudes: toward saving, borrowing, and budgeting. Question 47

asks under whatcircumstances the parent feels it.is afright

to borrow. money .'(with "to finance children'seducAtional:expensee"

one option). 48 measures general attitude toward
Q. 49'haA the respondent indicate whether he/she usually plans

spending, and, if so; how.

3. AttitudeowardYfinancing post-secondary education, Q. 20 asks.

directly., "Who. should have the main responSibility for the colt.
of education beyond high school?" s 'about who should

receive financial aid, anclQ 22 how federal aid sho ld

be provided.'

4. Ability,to contribute to .child's ation. 'Moremill'be said
about this in the ;next section. Parents' 'perception ciftheir.
abil4y.to-help.finance their. thild's education could be affected

-_by the extent. to-which theyoverspen't their income ((Z 50). which

might be an indication of .some extraordinary. problem (Q., 50..

current employMent status and current" employment ofmApouse (Qs. 52'

and 61). could also indicate-special-financial problems..if one

the other is unemployed. Comparison of the 'respondent't-current
.occupation with that five years,'-ago (Q. 54 versus Q. 56) and

ofthe'sppuses -current wittiliastOccupation,(0. 63 versus Q. 65)
migh;,#idiOa;e'whether-the-family has been:experiending.upward
or downwi0 mobility,Hor-the addition of: income ftom a second

-Adult working for .pay:. 57 and 68casking for employment history

in terms of the thild'sSchooling,,also. measure, to some extent,

the stability of the pareniseMployment. 'Qs.' 79-83 and)35-:.

88 give current income,;.Assets,'Sne'debts.
'a

Willingness to sacrifice:,!Aialreidymentioned,-Q. 47 asks
whether'the parents mould take out aloan .tukinance their chilld's

education. 0.84 asks whether and under Whit circumstances the



parenti would refinande their home or' take out etecond mortgage
to-help with their child's eddcation. (1% 58 (for the respondent)
and Q. 66 (for the spoure), askinglor;wOk plena five years
-item nos might tell us whether` a woman has gone to work outside
the-h6m4,Or a man delayed'retitement toprovide.extra income
to helpiSOpOrit child. Unfortunately, there is not a direct
Adestion 'but,.whetherthe. ,parents, could or would`, reduce other

expenditur to contribut,to-their child's furtfilik--schooling.

Ability to'Contrititte and Expected.-Contribution
o

For 'aid bated on 'need, thacedures used assess need can.

criticalltaffect,the abiliti of Some'etddents to continue their edu-

cation after high ,tchool. This-was discussed in the literature review.-

. .

One of the major reasons far the parents survey was the collectionof
a

.

incoTeraSse!r, and debts'information-from'parents of students who had

a
4

,

not applied for aid, of those idiao were notplanning to continue schooling

as well as from parents of those who had applied. ;With data from the

parents survey, it will be posiible to estimate the contribution,that

be apected from the parents of-those who are not planning to use

fitancial, aid. It will be possible, in this way, to see whether there

are ge numbers of students eligible for aid who are not planning to

use it, perhaps to the detriment of their further education. We Will

be able to compare eligibility for aid with students' and parentS' re-

sponges about why they hate not applied for aid and why the student is

not going on in school to see whether lack of knoWledge about aid is

a barrier. For parents whose student is applying for aid, we can compare

the parents' estimate of the amount ih* will spend on their child's

education with that expected fran_them under different schemes for. esti-.

mating need.

There have been complaints about the failure of needs analysis

to make into consideration the actual_financiil situation of the, family..

We will be able to. examine the family's employment history and perception

4
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of their financial situation in the previous year to try to explain dis-

crepancies between' expected and actual contributions. Nelson et al.

-.
(1 a) explored the 'determinants of under-contribution for parents whase

stu nts applied,for studnt aid. We.can now look at over and unde r-.
)

,

. ciitr bution for a sample( ,of those whose children are planning-on con-
, .

tinui g in school but not\necessarily4with aid. ,

Y 4 t

The supporting statement,for the' pretest instrument suggests
A

using the data to simulate the, effects of palicy'cha.ftei

It is frequently necessary to be able to simulate changes in the,-
procedures for computing expecte& contribution for planning purposes.
Examples of policy issues that will haveto be analyzed are: How
will aggregate need for student aid change--

a. if home equity is excluded fram the computation,

b. if all assets' are eicluded from the computation,

if the family maintenance allowance is-increased, from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics low to moderate standard,

if family incame is deflated by the rate of infaltion,. (NCES,

OED, NORC, 1979:7-8)

With respect to the need for financial assistance, we can answer

'questions such as:

o Whatis the distribution over all families of high school seniors
of eligibility for aid and of eXpedted parental contribution?

ere seem to be groups that under -us the financial aid pro -
.g ms; and, if so, do the students frolic' ehese-groups seem less

li ly to plan on continuing in sChopi

How large is the gap betteen what parents expect to contribute.
to -theirchild's education and what they are expeCted by-the
aid programs to contribute?.: What Are the determinants of this
gap? (

o What would be the results of various simulated changes on policy'
witk:respect to financial aid?

, .

The variables are operational/zed as:folloWs:.
. .

I. .Faciors,.that.go into ,calculation.ofneed would include: parents'
assets,, debts, and income (Qs. 79-83, 838X.; number of dependents
and of other children 'in school (Qs.'72-74); marital status and
age (Qs. 59, 70); student's income (Qs. 12,..29). (See the aid
forps inAppendix B. ,Medical and dental expenses not covered.
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by insurance, casualty and theft loss, unaimbursed elementary
and high school tuition are items mentioned.in the aid forms
but not specifically in the questionnaire. Also, we need to
add again the question on number of'peoplein the household.)'

2. Parents" anticipated' contribution. Q. 29A (along with Q. 26).

3. Reasons for not using financial.aid or not continuing in school.
Qs. 35 and 37.

e

4._ Other-aspects of the parents' financial iituation. See-previOus_

section.

_These suggestions- for analysis-do not exhaust the possih1e uses_

Hof the parent data 'In 'combination with the student, school, and other

data,, the survey permits replication and extension of many of the sorts

f studies reviewed in the literature'search. The analyses listed d-hete

are perhaps the most unique and pressing to be performed with the parent

data set. They are the ones that should make the most contribution to

decisions about information dissemination and financial aid planning.

8. ,
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t

Form Approved
FEDAC NO. S 46
App. Exp. August, 1980

BEGIN DECK 71

Thank you for participating in HIGH SCHOOL AND BEYOND. Your partici-
pation will help us learn more'about the experiences of high school'
students and their plans for the future.

All information which would permit identification of the individual
will be held in strict confidence, will be used only by persona engaged
in and for the purposes of this survey, swill not be disclosed or
released to others for any purposes except' as. required by law.

it

s,

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Parent's Name

Child's Name

\

Prepared for
OVAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS

by
THE NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CF.HTFJ1.

NOES FORM 2408 -25

1.1

fr*

01-05/

06/R

0/1



%.

This questionnaire i7/authorixed by law.20 DSC 12248-1.

. The Federal' Privacy Act of 1974 requires that each respondent be informed
of the-following:

1) Solicitation 0f inforiatiOn about the respondent as detailed in
the-questionnaire_is authorised by Section 415.of the General
Education Provisions Act as amended (20 DSC 1226b).

. -

Disclosure, of this information by the respondent is subject to
no penalty for. notproviding all or any part of the requested
information.

3) The purpose for which this information is to be used is to pray/de
statistics on a subsample of parents of a national sample\Rf stu-
dents as they move out of the American high school system into the
critical ars of early adulthood and relate these statistics to
,pOstseco dary educational costs and financial aid and other factors
on the ed cational, work arid career choices of young adults.

4) The routine sea of these data 11 be statistical in nature as
detailed in in Appendix ll'of the Departmental Regulations
(45 CRP 56) published in the FEDERAL REGISTER, Fol. 40, Nt.196,
October 8, 1975.

11.3



GENERAL-INSTRUCTIONS

-PLEASE READ EACH QUESTION CAREFULLY.

It is'important that.you follow the directions for responding to each kind of'.
question. Here are. some examples.

(m= oNA)

What is the'color of your eyes? (CIRCLE ONE)

Brown 1

Blue 2
If the: color of your eyes
is green, you would circle the

Green CD ,number to the right of-green.

Another color- ... 4

(CIRCLE ALI:THAT APPLY)

Last week, did.you do any of the following? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

See a play

Go to a movie

Attend a sporting event

(CIRCLE'ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE)

1' If you went to Ai movie and
attended a sporting pliant last
week, you would circle the two

cD numbers as shown.

Do got plan to do any of the following next wepk? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER q)i EACH LINE).
, , -.t. virmtrrarirj

a. Visit a relative 1 2 CD
If you plan to have dinner at
a friend's house, do not plan to

b. . Go to a museum 1 CD 3 visit a relative, and are not
sure about going to a museum next

2 3friend's house week, you would circle one number
(10

on each line as shown.

c. Have dinner at .A

Sometimes you are asked to filltin an answer--in these cases, simply write it
in on the line provided.

Some s have instructions following the different responses, telling you
which n to answer next. Please follow the instruction next to the answer
you ma therliis no instruction; just go on to the next question...
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This first series'of questions-is:about-your child's education up to this time and
how you teel about it. When answering the questions, please think about the child
-*lose name is written on the, cover of this booklet.

.4p

, 1. First of all, how satisfied are you with the education your child haereceived
up to now?

Very satisfied 1

Somewhat satisfied 2

Not satisfied at all 3

08/

2. Which of the' following best describes the high school program-your child was in
this last year? CIRCLE ONE.

Generpl program 01

Academic or college preparatory
prbgram

Vocational or technical program:

02,

Agricultural occupations 03

Business or office occupations 04

Distributive education 05.

°Health OCcupations 06

Hams economics occupaiions 97

Trade or industrial occupations 08

Industrial arts 09

Don't know 98

09-10/

3. Which of the following best describes the grades your child has receivedso far
in high school?

Mostly A's (anumerical average
of 90-100) . 01

About half A's and half B's (85-89) 04 02

Mostly B's (80-84) . 03

About half B's and half C's (75-7r 000 04

Mostly C's(70-74) .1 05

AboUt half C's and half D's (65-69) 06

Mostly D's (60-64) 07

B.

Mostly below D (below 60) 08

Don't know 98

11-12/
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The following questions are about your child's plans for the future.
.

4. Haw far in school would you like your child to get? CIRCLE ONE.

01

02,

03
04
05

06

.07

08
09
19

DECK 71

13-14/Less than high school graduation

,High. school graduation oily "
Vocational, trade,' loess than one year
or'business school Between one and two years
after high school Two-years or more

Some college.....
Finish a two-yeaeprogram

College program... Finish a four- ott five-yearprogram
Master's degree or equivalent .#

Ph.D., M.D., or equivalent 41011,41.01114,0041

. You have indicated how far in.school you would'like your child to get. Now,
indicate how fir in school you think your child would like to get. CIRCLE ONE.

Less than high school graduation 01 15-16/

High school graduation only

7

02

Vocational,, trade, Less than one year ... OOOOOOO .,.. 03
or business school Between one and two years 04
after high school Two years or moie, 05

College program...

SOme college

(

06
Finish a twoyear program 07
Finish a four- or five -year program . 08
Master's degree or equivalent 09'

Ph.D., M.D., or equivalent 10
1.

6. As things stand now, how much education do you expect your child will get?
CIRCLE ONE.

Less than high school graduation 01 17-18/

High school graduation only 02

Vocational, trade,
or business school
after high school

College program...

Less than one year 03
Betireen one and two years 04
Two years or more 05

Some college

ir

06
Finish a two-year program 07
Finish a four- or five-year program .. 08
Master's degree or equivalent OOOOO ... '09
Ph.D., M.D., or, equivalent 10
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7. Write in here thename of the job or occupation that you expect your child to
have when he/she is 30 years old. Even if you are not at all sure, write in
your best guess,

19w21/

22-23/

A. Do you expect him/her to be self-employed, or will he/she probably be working
for someone else? CIRCLE ONE.

Seli..TeMPi0Yed--0.-0.0,00.0***0'0060-0

Working for someone else

1

2'

1.1

24/

8. What kind of work will your child be doing when he/she is 30 years old? CIRCLE
THE NUMBER FOR THE ONE THAT COMES, CLOSEST TO THE KIND OF WORK YOU EXPECT HIM/HE
TO BE DOING.

CLERICAL OR SALES, such as secretary, sales clerk insurance
agent, mail carrier, real estate broker

CRAFTSWORKER, such as baker, auto mechanic, plumber,
telephone installer

FARMER, OR FARM MANAGER

TECHNICAL, such as draftsman, medical technician,

01

02

03

, 25-26/

'111. computer programmer .. . 04

HOMEMAKER OR HOUSEWIFE 05

LABORER, OPERATIVE, OR SERVICE, such as construction
. worker, machine operator, truck driver, barber,
practical nurse, janitor 06

MILITARY OR PROTECTIVE SERVICE, such as career officer
or enlisted person, police officer,. guard 07

PROPRIETOR OR OWNER, such as contractor, restaurant
owner,- small business owner 08

MANAGER OR ADMINISTRATOR, such as sales or office
'dagger, school administrator, buyer, government official. 09

PROFESSIONAL, such as dentist, physician, lawyer,' scientist,.
college teacher, minister,lpriest, rabbi 10.

OTHER PROFESSIONAL, such as school teacher, accountant,
artist, registered nurse,

NOT WORKING

engineer, librarian, politician. 11

. 0000 ' I 0.'.

117.

12
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9. As far as you remember, did you expect that your child would be going on to a
college or university . . . CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

Yes I No

when'he/she was in,elementary schocil . 2 1 2 27/

B. when he/she was in middle (junior high) school 1 2 el" 28/

C. when. he /she was in the tenth grade 1 2 29/

D. when he/she was in the eleventh giade 1-- 2 30/.

10. Whatever your child's plans, do.you think that he/she has the ability-to
complete a four-year college or university program? CIRCLE ONE.

11 Yes, definitely 1 31/

Yes, ppobably 2

No, probably not

No, definitely not

c

Not.sure

3

4

8

11. All in all, would you describe your child as . . CIRCLE` ONE.

a very hard worker

a hard worker

ioMewhit of a hard worker 3

got a hard worker

hota-very hard worker at all

lo

32/
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12. What is yourhild doing this summer? CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.

Looking for work 1

Working, part-time 2

Workilg,

Taking vocational or technical courses
at a trade or business school

Taking academic courses at a community
or four year college ..

Traveling, taking a break 6

Other (DEbtRIBE)

I

ar

3

5

7

f
33/...

34/

35/

36/.

37/

38/.

39/

13. Below is a. list of things that your,child may be doing this fall. For each type
of activity, indicate if you think yOur child wi1l be doing itlull-time, part-
timer or not at all this fall. CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

A. Working
4,

Full-1 Part- Not at (Don't
time 1 time all know

1

Be' Entering an apprenticeship or on-the-
job training program

C. Going into regular military service
(or service academy)

E. Taking a vocational, or technical course
at a trade or_ business school

1

1

3 - 404:

3 4 41/

2 3 4 '42/ .

2 3 4 : '43/

F. Taking academic. co ses at a junior
or community coil e

G. Taking technical vocational subjects
at a junior or community college

H. Attending a foar-year college Or
university

I. Other (travel., take a break)

1 2 3 4 44/

1 2 3 4 45/

1 2 3 4 46/

1 2 3 4 '47/
4

14. How certain is your child about what he/she wants to do after finishing
high school?

. Very certain '1 48/

Fairly certain 2

Fairly uncertain 3

Very uncertain .. . ...

119
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15. How much have you influenced your child's plans for after high school?
CIRCLE ONE.

Not at all

SomeWhae.-. . .....

A great deal

Don't know 8

DECK 71

49/
. ,

16. For each time period mentioned below, how much did you talk to yo child
about his/her plans for after high school? CIRCLE ONENUMBER ON EKCH LINE.

Not at
all

' Some-
what

A great
Aeal

A. In elementary school 1 2 3 50/

B. In middle (junior high) school 1 2 3 51/

C. In the tenth grade 1 2 3 52/

D. In the eleventh grade 1 .2 53/

E. In the twelfth grade
. 1 2 54/

17. Haw do yourfeel about your child's plans for after high school?
Do you"...,nCIRCLE ONE.

approve of them? 55/

disapprove of them? .... ." 041PO 2

have mixed feelings about them? .3

have no particular feelings about them ?. 4

120
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18, At what age do you expect your child to . . . CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

Age in Years:,

Don't Rai , '

asbAct already
to do. :don* .Under ...

this :this. 18 18' 19 .2.k 21 .22 21.

$. 'Get married?
.

..01 " 02 .. 03

D. ;lave his /her

first child?
61 02 03

.

C. Start his/her
first iegular
(not temporary)

. job?

01

.

02
''0

D. Live/in his/her
own home or
apartment?

01 02 03

E. Finish his/her
fulltime
education?

01.. 02 03

18 19 20,'21. 22 '23
,

ii: 19 20 21 22 23

18 19 20 21 22 :.,23

1

18 19 20 21. 22: 23

18 19..20 21 22 23

24

24

25

25,
. .

26

24

,

27

27

7

211

28

'-' 30 or
29 more

.. .

56-57/29 -- 3

AV
24... 25 24 27,.28 29 e.30 58-59/

11 '

24 25 26' 27 28 29,' 30' 60-61/

24. 25 26 27 28 29 30 . 62 63/

24, 25 26 27 28 29 30 64 -65/.

9. Below is a list of reasons for goineto college. Kok impOrtant do you think
each ler CIRCLE ONE NUMBER, ON EACH LI$E.

A. Training for a good job

Very
important

Somewhat Not very
important important

Not:

important

-B. Learn how to make one1
own decisions 2

C. Chance to meet 'someone who
,

will make a good husband/wife

D. Learn how to be sociable and
get along with people

a,

2

.E. Increase understanding of ,

the worldand oneself 2

F. Develop interest in good
books, music, and art

66/

68/'

69/

70/

The next series of questions is about the cost of education beyond high school.

20. Who should have the, main responsibility for the .cost of education beyond
high school? CIRCLE ONE.,

,Students

/Parents
6tate or. lOcalgovernments

The,. federal. government

121

72/
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21. There has been much discussion of who should receive financial aid for education
after high school.. Please indicate to what extent, you agree disagree with
each of the following. CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

Agree Agree Disagr Disagree
strongly somewhat somewhat strongly.

A. All high school graduates: who
want it ,should receive financial
aid for at least two yeirs' edu-
cation after high school,

B. Intelligent students should
receive financial aid for
schooling even if their parents
can afford to pay for it.

C. Financial aid should only be
given to students whose-parents can- 1
not hfford to pay for schooling.

D. A special effort should be made
to see that members of minority

1groups receive financial aid
for education after high school.

E. Financial aid-for schooling.is
best given to students through 1

Werk-AStudy Programs.

3 4

2

3 ' 4

4

07/

08/

09/

10/

11/

22. Please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with each statement about
the federal government's part in financing education beyond high school.

The federal government should . . . CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH LINE.

A. have a national student loan
program covering all schooling
costs.

Agree Agree Disagree iDisag ee
strongly I somewhat I somewhat strongly

B. provide funds to school only,
not to individual students.

C. give financial aid to the states
and the statesoshould decide how
to give it to parents and students

D. allow parents to deduct tuition
expenses from their federal
income tax.

E. provide financial aid to colleges
to help create jobs for students.

ii/

13/

14/

15/

16/

1 2 4

1

1

1 2 4
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23. For each type of school listed below, write the name and location of a school
you know about. Now for each-school, what is the lowest amount you think
it would Cost to attend that school full time for one year? Think about
tuition, fees, boas, and living expenses. If you have any idea,lit all,
give your. best gags. CIRCLE on NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

Schooling expenses would be .

ENTER NAME AND LOCATION OF ...

A. a public junior or community

college

Less
than

$1,000
$1,001-"42,000

$2 001-
$3,000

$3,001-
$5,000

$5,001,
$7,000

47,001-
$9,000

More

$9,000

't

18-got

B. a state four-year college or__,_--_.
university 2 5 6 21/

22 -24/

Cpb a private Our-year college or
university y 3 Ak 4 25/

26-28/

D. a private vocational or
trade'schooll 4 6 7 8 29/

30-32/

E. a public lkcational or ,

trade school 2

123

6 7 8 33/

34-L.36/'
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24. Have you done -any of the following in order to have some money for your
child's education after high school? CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

1Yes I Not
A. Started 'a savings account 1 2 37/
B. Bought an'insurance policy 1 2 38/
C. Bought U.S.- Savings Bonds 1 . 2, a 39/ :,

D. Made investments in stocks Or real.estate 1 2 40/-
.

E. Set up a trust fund 1 2 41/
F. Other (DESCRIBE) .' ', 1 2 42/

I

256 When did you first begin to put aside money for your child's education beyond
high school? CIRCLE ONE:

HaVe not put any,money aside 1 43/

Before he/ihe was in .elementary school 2

When he/she was in.elementary school 3

When he/she. was in middle. (junior high) schOol 4

When he/she was in high school A.

A-
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26. How much money have you put asid1e for your child's future educational needs?
CIRCLE ONE.

None 017 44-45/

Less than $1,000 02

$1,000, to $3,000 03

$3,001 to $6,000 ei 04

$6,001 to $10,000 05
,

$10!001 to $15,000 06

More than $15,000 . 07

27. About how much money do you expect your child to spend on living expenses (such as
room and board and clothing) next year? Include expenties even if they will be
paid by a scholarship or loan. (But don't include tuition or other schooling
expenses.) CIRCLE ONE.

Almost nonehe/she plans to live at home 80.11.11110. ,01 46 -47/

None, for otherxeasons (DESCRIBE:

). 02

Less than $1,000 03.

$1,000 to $2,999 04

$3,000 .to.$4,999 05

$5,000 to $10,000 ..., 06

More than $10,000 07

28.
.

About how much do you expect your child's schooling expenses will be next year?

Include expenses for fees, tuition, books, and On on, even if they will be paid

by you, a scholarship, or a loan. But don't include the costs of room and
board, or other living etpenses. 'CIRCLE ONE.

None, 01'

Less thanc$500 02

$500 to $1,000: 03

$1,001 to $2,000: 0. 04

$2,001 to $4,000 '05

$4/001 to $6,000.... 06

More. Xhan $6,000' q67

48 -491
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29. How do you expect your child will pay for his/her living expenses and schooling
expenses (if any) next year? For each source listed below, indicate how much
money you expect he/she will'receive for expenses between June 1979 and June .1980.
If you are not sure, make your best guess. CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

Under -I $500-
None

I $500 I $2,000
$2,00 .

$4,000 J$4,0001
Over

A. flis/her parents or
other relatives 1 , '2 3_ 4 5' 50/

B. His/her husband /wife 1 2 3 4 5 51/

C His/her earnings, savings 1 2 3 4 5 52/

De.. A scholarship 2 3 4 *5' 53/

E. A loan 1 2 3, 4 5 '54/

F. Other (Write in here:

1 3 5 55/

30. Have you tried to find out about possible financial aid for education
after high school for your child?

56/.

Yes. ANSWER A

'2 GO TO Q. 31No

.A. IF. YES: What have you hone ? -' CIRCLE ALL' THAT APPLY.

1) Talked with high school guidance counselor. 01 57-58/

2) Talked with college counselor or representative .. 02 59-60/

3) Talked with my bank's loan officer 03 61-62/

4) Talked with,vocationalpr trade school Counselor 04 63-64/

!O Read, U.S. Office of Education material ..... ..... 0 ..05 65-66/

6) Read other books, pamphlets on financial aid 06 67-48/

7) Other ,(DESCRIBE: ) .. 07 69-70/

L.
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31. Below is .a list of 'programs that provide loans for study beyond high school.
For each program, indicate how much you know ;bout it. CIRCLE ONE NUMBER
ON EACH LINE.

4 .

A. National Direct Student Loan Program

Nothing.
A

little
A lot

08/

09/

10/

11/.\

12/

13/

B. Federal, Guaranteed Student Loan PrOgram 3

C. Health Professions Student Loan Program 2 3

D. Nursing,StUdent Loan Program 3

A state student loan program 1 2 3

F. College or university student loan programs 1 2 3

G. Regular'bank education loan' 1 2 3

32. Below is a list of programs that provide scholarships, fellowships, and
grants for study beyond high school. For each program, indicate how much
you know about it. CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

A. Basic Educational. Opportunity Grant Program

Nothing'
A

little

2

B. Supplemental Educational.Opportunity
Grant Program - 1

C. .Veterans Administration survivors'
-benefits or direct benefits (GI
LBill compensation or pension)

D. `ROTC Scholarship Program.
.

1 2.

S. Social Security: benefits (for students
age 18 to 22 Oho are children of dis-
abled or deceased parents 40°

2

F. Health Professions Scholarship Program

G. Nursing Scholarship Program 1 2

H. Law Enforcement Education Program

I. Veterans Administration Dependents
Educational Assistance Program 1 2

J. A state scholarship program 1 2.

. Scholarship programs fir specific
colleges or universities

Scholarships from private organizations
or companies 1 2

A. lot

3

14/

15/

'16/

17/

3 18/

'19/

3 20/

21/

3 22/ 7'

3 23/H

3

3' 241:

3 25/
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33. Below is a list of.programs which provide an opportunity to earn money while
going to school or enrolled ina,training program. For each program,
indicate how much you know about it. CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

1k;

A. Comprehensive Employthent and Training Act (CITA)

Nothing 1 ,A
little

A lot

-3

B. College Work-Study program"., 2 3

C. COoperative education prograMACo-op Ed.)' 2 3

34. .Has you child applied for financial aid for his/her.educition beyond high
school? CIRCLE ONE.

Yes

sNo,'.but plans toapply ,,... 2

No, and;-itoes not plan to apply

29/

3 Which of the following 'statements about financial aid are-true for your family?

CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.

A. Child will be,able to earn all the money he/she will
need for schooling beyond high school .. 30/

B. We can pay for the child's further education without getting
any outside finances . ' * a .. e 2 31/

C. The family does not want to go into debt for schooling 32/ :

D. The family income is too high to qualify for a

E.

loan or scholarship

m child's high school grades are not high enough'

33/

to qualify for a loan or. scholarship ,34/

Y. My child's test scores are not good 'enough to
''qualify for a loan or scholarship . . 6 35/

G. Student's from our ethnic group have too much difficulty
getting .a loan or scholarship .. ........ . .............. 1 36/

H. Too much paper work is required in order to take
out a loan 37/

We haye not been able to get much information on how'
and where to apply for financial aid 38/

J. We do not see any way of getting enough money to let

the child get more education 4 39/

R. Other sources of outside financing for the child's
further education are available to us 40/

41 -49/.R .
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36. As far as you know would your child be accepted at . . . CIRCLE ONE NUMBER
ON EACH LINE.

a nearby public junior oollege 00600011 1

B.' your state, university '

One of the best private colleges

D. a well-known vocational or
trade school

i. 2

2

501

51/

52/

'53/

37. Which of the following might interfere with your child going on to school
or a training program this fall? \CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.

A. Has 110 desire to do so

11., Can get a good job-without
further schooling- 02

. Has low grades in high school . 03

. LeCie money for schoOliig Q 04

g. Has,family responsibilities

4% Wouid rather get married.

- -,,
G. Wants to get practical experience ,first . . 07.

05,

'06

H. Licks tpa. high School courses needed
for Iurther schoOling 08

I.

.

Is, tired of'being 4-student 09

J. Entering the military, service

K. None of the above . .11

54-55/

56;47/

58-58/

60-61/

64-65/

66-67/
..,

68-69/

70-71/

72-73/

BEGIN DECK `74

17-08/

...- ,,

.

. Al things,atand-4040 youezpect,your-child to have some kind of
schooling ors- training'. this CIRCLE ONE

yes, for sure ,.......; ..... 01
..::

,,,. TO Q 39',

Yas.,Alayba. Oi ,
...

....,

_

,;...,,, ., .... .,.. ,.; 03 :-.,-.... $KIP.TO (.1,;.'43
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.39. Concerning. the school Crtraining program yoUr child will attend, is it

most likely to be... CIRCLE ONE'NUMBER'IN EACH GROUP.

A. a 'four-year college or universtty--

OR

a two-year junior or community college--

OR

another type of school or training program? 3'

,B. a state school or training,program--

Other public school or training program-- 4

OR

a private schoollir program?

C. in thii state--

OR

in another, state?

40. How imporiant-tO you are each of the following in choosing a school or'

training program for your childtO attendt ,CIRCLE ONE NUMBER .ON EACH LINE.
.,

Not Somewhat I Very

important important important

A. Expenies (tuition, books, room
and board)

B. Availability of financial aid -,

such as a school loan, scholarship
or grant

C. Availability of specific courses,
or curriculum

D. Reputation in
academic areas

E. Social life

F. He/She would be able to.get
away from home

G.. His Her friends plan to attend
, -1

H. College AdMission standards
not too high

I. He/She would be able to live at
home

J. He/She would, be able to return
home frequently because of the
nearness of the school or_program

A religious enviroumentf.

1

3

,
Et activitiesactvities
(sports, music, Irma, et c. )

1 0

11

14/

-

15/, ,

23/,,

24/

25/
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41:: gas your child applied for admissantO eiOr vocational or trade echo°

training 'or apprenticethip program?

A.

-
Yes 1 e,ANSWEH, A

2

Has he/she been accepted' by at least one schoOliryprogreml

No ... 2 ''

DECK' 74

or

Yes

42. Has your child applied for admiiSion to any College or university?

Yes 1 ANSWElei

No

Has he/she beep accepted by at least 'dile college or university,.?:

Yes .....

No o oo .-

The next series of questions are about your-educatOnal' and work experiences

and your feelings and attitudes about various money'matters.

43. What is the highest level of education you have completed?

i:

Lass than high school graduation

High school graduation only

Vocational, trade,
or business school
after high school

C/RCLEONE

27/

;28/

Less than one year
BetWeen one and two years- .. 000 . o .4... 04,

Tye, Twirl or more, : 6 '. i 0000 OD'
. 1

Some
/

college e 06'

Finish a two-year program. 07

Finish 'a four- or five-Tear program 08'

Master's degree or equivalent 09

Ph.D., HDijor equivalint .,,. 000 10,
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A
44. As you look back, do you feel. that you got about the right amount of education?

CIRCLE ONE. '

DEC[ 74

No, I'Iot too much' .. ... .. .

No, I didn't get enough

Yes, I; got the right amount

32/

. If you received,some schooling after high school, other than ob or company'
trainins, how did you pay for it?. CIRCLE ALL TEAT APPLY.__

A. Haven't -had any other schooling

B. My parents-paid for- it .. . .. 2

C. 10 earnings 40141 savings s 3

C. I.

E. .'A acholarahip 5
F. A loan 6

G. , My spouse's 'earnings and savings 1

- H. Employer paid for it 2

4

T. It was free (EXPLAIN:-

) bs

J. Other (DESCRIBE:

4

46. Row do you feel about each of the following statements? CIRCLE ONE
EACH LINE. R. '

A. A: working mother of pre-school children
can be just as good a mother as the
woman who doesn't work.

-3?t,

34/

35/ .

36/'

37/.

39/

40/

4,14.

42/
43-49/114

ER ON

AgreerAgree
I strongly strongly

50/

B. It-is much better foveveryone concerned if
the man.isr-the aChiecier outside the,hoMe:and
the women takes care of the home and family.

Women are much happier if they stay at
home and take care of their children.,

D. If anything happeoed to one of the'children
while the mother was working, she could''.
never forgive herself.

/ 4 53/

Z. A pre - schoolchild is likely to suffer

if hie/her mother works.

13
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47 Peop le have many different reasons for borrowing money which they pay back
over a.period of time.

Would you say it is all right for someone like yourself to borrow money .
C/RCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

I
r.

DECK 74

Yes . NO

A. To cover expenses due to illness 1 55/

B. -To cover the expenses of a vacation trip 1 `56/

C. To finance the purchase of a fur coat or jewelry. 57/.

D. To cover living expenses when income is cut 1 58/

E. To finance children's:educational expenses
59/-

F. To finance the purchase of a car 60/

G. To finance the purchase of furniture ..... 61/

H. To pay bills which have piled up

Which of the following best represents your feelings about saving money? CIRCLE

0
ONE.

One does not have to save; if things get
bad, things will work out somehow

One does not have to save if you are
covered by health and accident insurance

One should save mostly for old. age, with
a little in the bank for emergencies.

One should save for old age as well as
for Many.other reasons

One should always be concerned about
saving whatever the situation may be 5

Other (DESCRIBE)



ua 1 No f

49.
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Do you regularly try o plan how you will use your money? .CIRCLE ONE.

Yes , 1.. ANSWER a, ,-

_ -

No s . 2' CO TO Q. 50- -

A. IF YES: Row do you usually plan? Would you say you 4.

CIRCLE ONE.
c

plan for easentials,(bills, food, etc.) and
spend what,is left without planning '1 6

plan for essentials (bills, food, etc.),
spe o what -you want without planning,
an put left in the bank OOO . OOOOOOOO 2

plan for essentials (bille,foodir etc.) end savings
and then spend what is left without planning

plan all the money in advance (for essential
bills, food, savings', entertainment, etc.)

50. For the last year (1978), did you (as a family) spend more money than
you made?

Yes

,.No

1

2

51. Have any of the following causedryou financial problems this last yeat4(1978)?
CIRCLg ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

A. Layoffs or inability to get a job

B. Extra expenses due to/having children

Heavy expenses due tO health problems
or. accidents

D. Heavy ,expenses due to other factors (DESCRIBE)

C.

E. Poor investments /....

F. Any other reasons (DESCRIBE)
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52. During the past week, were you working? CIRCLE.ONE.

Yes, working full -time .....

:Yes, working part-time .. ..

No, I 'have a job, but was not at
.wrirk because of temporary illness,
vacation, or strike

No' t. .

A. IF NO: What, wereityou doing? CIRCLE ONE.

Unemployed, laid off .looking
forwork

. EEOWDECK-75'

ANbWER A

Retired

It school 7i, 03

Keeping house (full-r-time), ,4

Something else (EXPLAIN) 5

08/

i3. Have you,; ever held:a regular job (include self-employ nmet)i CIRCLE ONE.
1

Yes 1 ANSWER Q.'54 09/

NO 2 SKIP TO Q..58

5 Please describe your present or-most recent job.'

A. _What kind of businiS4 or indusiry is (or was) this? (For example: retail
store, tanUfacturericstate or city government, fallming, etc.)

(WRITE IN)

What kind bf job or occupation do'(or, did) you.have in this business Or
industry? (For example: salesperson, auto mechanic, police officer, mail
carrier, farmer, teacher)

(WRITE' IN)

C. What are (or were) your main aCtivitieh or duties on thi job? (For example:
11, selling cars, keeping accounts, supervising others, operating. Machinery,

finishing concrete, teaching grad, school)

'(WHITE' IN)
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55. Now we would like to know whatryou were doing five years ago. Five years ago,
were you working? CIRCLE ONE..

4 Yes, working full-rime

Yes, working part-time

No, had a job, but I was not at
work because of temporary illness,

"' vacation, or strike

:GO TO Q. 56

3

-No 4 ANSWER A

A. IF Whatwere you doing? CIRCLE ONE.

o Unemployed, laid off, looking-
fOr.vork ... . .

Retired

In school

Keeping house (full-time)

Something else (EXPLAIN)

16/

SKIP TO Q.5

56. Is this the same kind of work ai the job you hold now? CIRCLE ONE.

1)

Yes 1 go TO Q. 57

No 2 ANSWER A

IF NQ: If this is not the same kind of-work as the job you hold now,
would you please describe this job below.

What kind of business or industry was this? (Fort example: retail
efOre, manufacturer, °state or city government, farming, etc.)

(WRITE IN)

2) What kind of job or occupation did you have in this business or
industry? (For example: salesperson, auto mechanic, police officer, mail
carrier, farmer, teacher)

(wRhm IN)

.3) What were your main activities or duties on this job? (For example:
selling cars, keeping accounts,, supervising others, operating machinery,
finishing concrete, teaching grade school)

(WRITE IN)

136

:17/

18-20/

21-22/
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57. Did you usually have a job during the following periods of your child's life?
CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

A. When he/she was in high school

Did not
work

Worked
part time

Worked
full time

23/

*24/

,25/

1 2 3

B. When he/she was in elementary school 3

C. Before he/she went to elementary
3

school

58. Do you think you will be working five years from now? If you are not sure,
give your best; guess. CIRCLE ONE.

Yes, working full -time

Yes, working part-time

No

26/

59. What is your current marital Status? CIRCLE ONE.

Married 1 GO TO Q. 60

Widowed 2

Divorced
3 SKIP TO 69
4 Q.Separated

Never'married 5

27/

60. What is the highest level of education your husband/wife has idompleted?
CIRCLE ONE..

(a .0.

Less than high school traduation i
01 28-29/:

High school graduation only w'i 02.

Vocational, trade,
or business school
after high school

College program.s..

(

Less than one year 03

Between one and two years 04
Two years or more 05

(Some college 06
Finish a two-year program 07
Finish a four- or five -year program 08
Master's degree or equivaledt 09

Ph.D., M.D., or equivalent 10

1 3 7,,
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61. During the pastjtweek, was your husband/wife working? CIRCLE ONE,

DECK 75

Yes, working full -time 1 1

Yes, working part-time

$0, he/she ,has-a job, but was not at work
because of temporary illness,

GO TO Q.

/
63

vacation, or strike &&& AO 3

No 4 ;ANSWER A

. IF NO: Whit was h4ihe doing? CIRCLE ONE.

Unemployed, laid off, looking
for work 1 31/

''Retired 2

In school ev--- 3

Keeping house (full-time) ..... 4

Something else (EXPLAIN)

62. Did)u/ahe ever:hold a regular job(include self-employment)? CIRCLE ONE.

-Yes 1 GO TO Q..!;1

No. 2 SKIP TO Q.66

'32/

63. Please describe his/her present or most recent job.

k.

A. What kind of business or industry is (or was) this? (For example: retail

store, manufacturer, state or city government, farming, etc.)

(WRITE IN)

S. What kind of job or occupation do (or did) he/she have in this business or
industry? (For example: salesperson, auto mechanic, police officer, mail
carrier, farmer, teacher)

(WRITE IN)

C. What are (or were) his/her main activities or duties on this job?
(For example: selling cars, keeping accounts, supervising others,
operating machinery,'finishing concrete, teaching grade school)

(WRITE IN)

138

33-35/

36-37/
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64. .Now We would liketo know what your current husband/wife was doing-five years ago.'
Five years ago, was he/she working? CIRCLE ONE.

Yes; working full-time

Yes, working part-time
GO TO 65

No, hid a_jobl.but not at w9rk
because of temporary illness,
vacation:, or-strike ...... .

No

IF NO: What was'he/she dding? CIRCLE mg.

Unemployed, laid off, looking
for work '

Retired .°

In school

Keeping house (full-tiMe) 4

Something else (EXPLAIN)" 5

4 ANSWER A

s.

SKIP TO Q. 66

38/'

.39/

85. s this the same kind of work as the job he/she holds. now? CIRCLE ONE.

Yes. 1 GO TO Q. 66'

No
r 2 ANSWER A

A. IF NO: If this is not the same kind of work as the job he/she holds 'now,
would,you please:describe this job below?

lc

1) What kind of business or industry, was this? (For example: retail
store, manufacturer', 'state or city, government,, farming, etc.)-

. (WRITE IN)

40/

2) What kind of job or occupation did he/she have in this business or
industry? (For example: salesperson, auto mechanic, police officer, mail
carrier, farmer, teacher)

(WRITE IN)

3) What were his/her main activities or duties on this job? (For example:
selling cars, keeping accounts, supervising others, operating machinery,
finishing concrete, teaching grade school)

(WRITE IN)

139

41-43/

44-45/
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66. Do you think your husband/wife will be working five years from now? If you
are not sure, give your best guess. CIRCLE ONE.

Yes, Working full time 1

Yes, working part time 004 ******** 2

No

UCK 75

67. How much hai your husband /wife influenced your child's plans for aiter.
`high school? CIRCLE ONE.

Not at all

Somewhat 4 e OOOOO . O

A great deal

Don't knaw.

47/,

68. Had your husband/wife usually had a job during the following periods of your
child's life? CIRCLE ONE EMBER ON EACH LINE.

A. When the child was in high school

Did not I Worked I Worked
work part time( full time

1

B. When the child was .in elementary school

C. ;Before the child went to
elementary schOol

48/

49/

3 50/
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VThis finaseries Of questions it about the present situation of yotrand-your family.
We need this information in order to compare your answets with those of other
people who take' part in this survey. And remember, this'information will be kept
private and it will never be used with your name. '

69. Are you male ofemale?, CIRCLE ONE.

Mile

Female

51/

70: In what year were you born?

52-55/
Year

'71: OMITTED. co TO THE NEXT QUESTION.

56-61/R

72. Altogether, how many people,are dependent upon you (or you and your husband/wife)?
Count everyone who receives one-half or more of their financial support-from

.

you or your husband/wife; but do not include yourself or your husband/wife.

TOTAL NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS
62-63/

(Not counting you or your husband/wife)

73. How many sons and daughters are there who are older, the same age, and younger
than the child named on the front cover of this booklet? Please include step-
sons and stepdaughters if they live, or have lived, in your home. CIRCLE ONE-
NUMBER ON EACH LINE.

Sons

Five
None One Two Three Four or,

more

a. Older 0

b. Same age 0

c. Younger OOOOOO

1 2

1 2

1 2

3 4

3 4

3 4

64/

65/

66/

a.: Older 0 1 2 3 4 5 67/

.- Daughters . '13: Same age 0 1 2 3 4 5 64/.

c. Younger 0 1 2 3 4 5 69/
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74. How many of the children referred to in Question 73 will be in school beyondhigh school--a college; university, or vocationat,,tradi, or business school--this fall?

DECK 75

None

One ** OOO OOOOOOOOOO

Two 4 A 2_, ,'-

. :

Three 3.

Four or more. :,...... :4, . .:.

75. The following categories are used to describe people. Which-category would you
use to describe yourielf? CIRCLE ONE.

American Indian or Alaskan Native OO . OOO .. 01 11*72/

Asian or Pacific Islander (includes: Chinese, Japanese,
Filipino, Korean, Vietnamese, Pacific Islander,
Asian Indian, or-other Asian) 02

Hispanic or Spanish:

Mexican, Mexican-American, Chicano 03

Cuban, Cubano 04

Puerto Rican, Puertorriqueno 05

Other Latin American, Latino, Hispanic.or
%

Spanish descent 06

Black not of Hispanic origin 07

White, not of Hispanic origin
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76. What laugUage do the people in your liome usually speak?CIRCLE ONE.

En ish, 01 07-08/

Spanish Q2

Italian ' 03

Chinese 04

05

06

Greek 07

Portuguese: ... ..... .. .... 08

Other (SPEET.CY),

09

77. What other language is spoken in your home CIRCLE ONE

No other 01 09-10/

English 02

Spanish 03,

L

Italian. 04

Chinese ; 05

French

German

Greek

06

07

08-

Portuguese 09

Other (SPECIFY)

1,13

10
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18. Which of the following do you have in your home? CIRCLE ONEHCODE FOR EACH LINE.

Have
Do not
have

11%. Tape recorder or

G. Record player

H. Color television

I. Typewriter

L.' MOre than 50 books

A. A specific place for children to study 1 2 11/

a., A daily newspaper 12/

C. Dictionary I 2 13/

D. Engiclopedia or other reference books , 1 2 14/

E. Magazines 1 2 15/

cassette player .4. 1 2 16/

J. Electric dishwasher 1 2 20/

K. Two or more cars or trucks that run ........ 2 21/

1 2 47/

1 2 . 18/

19/

22/

As you know, we plan to keep in touch with your child and thousands
of high school students like him/her for the next few years and to see
how their plane worked out, how they have- changed, and what they would
do differently if- they had to do it over again: An important part of
this study is to see that happens to children from different backgrOunds,
especially those from various income groups. It is important, therefore,
that you complete this last section about youi financial situation.:
In most cases, we do not ask for exact amounts of money but only for
ranges of income. This information will be sufficient to place you
and your family into one of many income groups representing all families
in the United States.

114



79. Do you uwn or' tent the house, 'apaitment condominium,,,of mobile hoie in which
you now, live?

Own 1- 'GO TO Q. 80

,,Rent 2

Other

.

SKIP TO Q. 85

-32- DECK 76

23/

80. -.How much would the house, condominium, apartment, or mobile home in which
you now live sell for right now?

24-29/

. Do you or anyone in your family owe any money on the house, condominium,
apartment, or mobile home in which you now live?

132. About the mortgage, loan, or land contract on your home. If.you have more than
one mortgage, provide information about the first morgage only.

A. How much of the principal do you still owe on the
mortgage, loan, or land contract for this dwelling?
Please enter the.amount you still owe not counting
interest or charges on the loan.

's

B. WhatNias the amount of the loan when you first
borrowed the money? If it is a refinanced loan,
please enter the total amount after refinancing.

C. In what year did you first take out the loan? 19

D. What is the interest rate on the loan?

7

31 -36/

37 -42/

43-44/

45-48/
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83. Do you have a second moitgageon your house, condominium, or apartment?

Yes 1, ANSWER A 40/

NO 41041 GO TO Q. 84

A. IF YES; How much of the principal do you still owe
on that mortgage? Please enter the amount you will
owe not counting interest or charges on the loan.

50-55/

84. A. _Nave you considered refinancing or taking a second mortgage on your

home to help pay for your child's education beyond high school?

Yes

, No 2

B. Suppose you were given a chance to refinance or take a second

mortgage on your home to help pay for your chiles education beyond
high school under the following interest rates. Would you refinance

or take a second mortgage if the interest rates were ...

a. at current average rates in your area

b. at a rate 3 percentage points less than
the current rate in your area

c. at the rate which you took out the first
mortgage or loan

Yes./ No016

1 2

1 2

1 2

56/

37/

58/

59/
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For this fir1 section on ylbur financial situation do not write down the exact Mount
of money, but only fill i the code letter from the-53R-Eilow that comes closest to
the right amount.

;For example: Suppose you and your husbandMfe received $1;250 in dividends
in 1978.

1) From the box below, $1,250 is between $1,000 and $2,999.

2) The code for an amount between $1,000 and $2,999 is D.

3) Write D in the box to the right of dividends.

Dividends

For those types.of income that you do not have, Write in the letter ."0" in the box.

IF YOU ARE NOT SURE ABOUT THE AMOUNT FOR SOME TYPES OF INCOME, PLEASE ESTIMATE.

None 0 $7,500 - $9,999 G $50,000 - $74,999 ... 14,.

Less than $100 A $10,000 - $14,999 .... H $75,000 - $99,999 .... N

$100 - $409 .. B $15,000'' $19,999 .... I $100,000 - $199,9994:.4
$500 - $999 C $20,000 - $24,999 .... J $200,000 - $299,999.. R

$1,000 - $2,999 D $25,000 - $34,999 .... R $300,000 - $499,999 . S

$3,000 - $4,999 E $35,000 - $49,999 .... L $500,000 or more .... T
$5,000 - $7,499 F

85. About your incoie.in 1978...

A. How much did you receive from wages; salary,
commissions, or tips from all jobs, before
deductions for taxes or anything else?

B. How- mush, income did you receive from working
on your own or in your own business or farm?
(Net income, that is, income after expenses)

Letter Code 1) .

07-08/

09:40/

86. About the income of your.husband/wife in 1978...

(IF A ONE PARENT FAMILY,CHECK BOXED AND GO TO Q. 87.

A. How much did your husband/wife receive from wages,
salary, commissions, or tips from all jobs, before
deductions for taxes or anything else?

B.- How much income did your husband/wife receive from
working on their awn ar in their own business or
farm? (Net income, that is, income after expenses) ,

11-12/

13-14/
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87. For the following types of income pleise use the code letters listed in the in-c
on the previous page.

If a two-parent family, combine the income of you and your nusband/wlfe.

Do not include'any income of your child(ren).

For those types of income that you do not have, write the letter "0" in'the box

.Letter .Code;.

A. Dividends

S. Interest

C. Trust funds

D. Rant

E. Royalties

F. Social Security

G. Pensions or annuities

15-16/

21 -22/

23724/.

25-26/

27-28/

N. Other retirement pay 29-30/

I. Unemployment benefits, or strike benefits

J. Non-taxable gifts or inheritances

K. Child support payments

. Alimony.

N. Foster child payments

N. Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)

O. .Supplemental Security Income (SSI)

P. Financial help from relatives

Q. Roomers or boarders

31 -32/

31'.34/.

37-38/

39-40/

41-42/

43-44/

45-46/

47 -48/
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. FAMILY FINANCIAL SUMMARY

p;cx 77

88. When filling out this summary of family finances, consider the assets Apd,debbs
of iod ancibyour husband/wife but not those of your child(ren).

In completing this section, do not write down the exact amount of money,but
choose from the box below, the code letter that comes clOsest to the right
amount of money.

I
For those types of income that,you do got have, write, the letter "0" in the hdm.

o

IF YOU ARE NOT SURE ABOUT THE AMOUNT FOR SOME TYPES 0 ASSETS AND DEBTS, PLEASE
ESTIMATE.

r"

None 0 $7,500 - $9,999 G' $50,000 $74,999
Less than $100 A $10,000 - $/4,999 ....

-
$75,0b0 .- $99;499 N

$100= $499 $15,00 - $19,999. .... I $100,000 - $199,999 . P.
$500 - . , ... $20,000'- $24,999 .... J $200,000 - $299,999 . R
$1,000 -;:$2,999 $25,000 - K $300,000 - $499,999,. S
$3'000 "- $4,999 $35,000 - $49,999 L $500,000 or more .... T
$5,000- $7,499.

Item

Assets

Letter,Code

A. Amount in checking account

B. Amounts in savings accounts or shares:

1..0-Bank (include certificates bf deposit)

.2. Saitngs and loan association

Credit union

C. Approximated amount invested in U.S. Goyeinment
Savings Bonds

D. Approximate -amount invested in common and preferred
stocks and mutual funds

119

49-50/

dr-, 51-52/

53-54/

55 -56/

57758/

'.5960/



88. ContinUed
Assets

Item

..

-37-
BEGIN DECK 78

(Continued)

IA**r CodP

E. Amount invested in other, marketable securities
(e.g., other bonds or commodities)

Y. AmoUnt of principal piid off to date on land and
real estate (ot er than home of apartment)

G. Ca4h value of life insurance policies

H. Cash value of pension plans

. Value of livestock and farm equipment

Vilue of business

Debts

Item

. Amount still owed on:

1. Land and real estate (other than home or
apartmani)

2. .Livestatk and farm equipment

. Anto,l-con

Letter Code

4.. BuelleSs

aBunts, etc.)

B. Debts on personal property (e.g., unpaid balance
on furniture, other credit e

C. Amount owed to friends and relatives

07-08/'

09-10/

11-12/

19-20/

21-22/

2324/

25-26/

27-28/

29-30/

D. Other personal debts (e.g., finance company loan,
bank loan, credit union loan, etc.) 31-32/

1 5 o
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REMINDERS
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that col Otherwise, the computer may read the erasure as your answer.

3. Make sum t your name and address are acpuraiety waved on page 1 so that ACT, the Basic Grant Program. and the

colleges programs can contact you.

4. Be sure you considered for all the money for which you qualify. II you will be an undergraduate student an 1980.81, apply
fore Basic G 'You should also apply to each college, you are considering. See question 75.

S. Don't losget 10 gn this form and to have your parents sign it II their tntormatlon Is given.

4. Keep the FFS In uclion booklet. You will need to refer to il later.s
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COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE OF THE COLLEGE BOARD

WHAT IS THE FINANCIAL AID FORM/
The/Manna/ Aid Form (PAP) Is a document wed collect Information
for deterniining a student's need for financial aid. You submit the PAP
the Cater 5dmiarship Service (C55), an activity of the Colley Board,
where it Ii analysed. The Information you report on the FAF is confidan.
dal and Is sent only to the recipients you indicate.

The CU oats not award Mandel aid: rather It evaluates your financial
ability to copulae* to the costs of education beyond his school.

The FAF may be used to apply for
the Basic Educadonal'OpporoanityGrent Program
many statr scholarship and trent programs
',uncial aid administered by colleges and other institutions of edu.

.. cation beyond high school -

The decision to award financial ski rests with the individual Imam
dons and prorates, whidi directly inform martin whedier or not they
are eligible for financial aid. Some Of thaw may alai request coniPkition
of separate Bnancial aid applications.

WHO COMPLETES THE FAR.
Tice MP is completed by wenn, in behalf of their dibbles. and by nu.
dents who are applying for financial aid for the academic year 197940.

If you answer Wes- to ANY part of Items 13.14. or 1$ for ANY of the
years Indicated, your parents MUST complete the parents' section
(llama 17411) of the FM. Refer to the definition of "'parents" In tfie
instructions for Completing the PAP.

Even If you answer 'Tao- to hems 13; 14, and 1rfor all years. the
Institution you are applying to may require parents Information. You
should follow any specific instructions you receive from the 1/11104160n
Of prograrn.

When parents' information Is required and your parents are separated
or divorced, Items 17.415 should be completed by the parent who has (or
had) custody of you. Information may also be required of parent's pros-
we spouse, if any. See the instructions for Completing the FAF.

Students information (Items 1.16 and 49 and following) should be
completed by all 'students..

WHEN SHOULD THE FAF BE COMPLETED/
The FAF sharld be completed after January 1, 1179. mall this form as
soon as opinion, preferably at least one month or more before the
earliest anemia aid deadline for the institutions and program you list
to receive the FAF
. Do net file this FAF after March Ur 1988.

it is not necessary to delay filing the FM until the 11711 U.S. Income on
return is filed. U die 117$ return has not beereffied, estimate amounts
you expect to report on the return.

WHAT PROCEDURES ARE FOLLOWED
TO ENSURE ACCURACY/
It is ,important that you provide accurate and complete information on

PAP. Failure to do so may jeopardise your request for financial aid.
,-Dif you use the FAF to esabilsh Misibilicy for federal student financial

itt:unds, you should know that any person who intendonafiy makis
statements or misrepresentations on this fort's is alibied to fine, or

bemprlsonment. oft° both. under prowsions of the united States Cern.
Cf44-

it to ensure accurate repot-ringer data on the FAF. the CSS may
uthoriutton to, obtain an orfi al copy of the parents' or Stu-

dent' U.S. Income on return from the Internal Revenue Service
send any income tax returns with the PAP to the CSS. Your

au n and any tax returns obtained by using the authorization

are confidential and are not sent to institutions and propane. Some
institudons and programs any request that you send a -copy of your
income on return to tMni.41 so, send It directly so the requesting in.
sdation. Failure to provide requested documentation may result, de.
nia of akL

WILL THE CSS SEND AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT?
if an Institution or mums is listed In Menai, the C55 will send you an
Acknovriedgmott when processing of your PAP has been completed.
The Acknowledgment Includes an Additional College Mequon CAM
form for you to submit if you lam want copies of the PAFsant to Milieu.
dons or programs not originally lined. The fee for ACt prolamine Is
$3.50 for the first institution Or program later designated to,mainir
copy of the PAP and $2-10 for each additional one,

WHAT IS MY CSS ESTIMATED CONTRIBUTION?'
Your estimated contribution is the amount of money the CSS Calculates.
you and your family are able to provide for the expenses of collate or
other education beyond high school. Lads institution or program has
final responsibility foe determining your 'contribution. Ibis figure may
differ from the 134S estimated contribution.

The CP estimate is provided as part of the Acknowledgment and is
sent with explanatory material. If you want to receive the report of CU
Estimated Contribution, add $1.03 to the processing fee and check the
appropriate box In Item 112.

WHAT IS THE FEETOR FILING THE FAR
The C55 processing fee is 54.73 for the first Institution or program dent
noted to receive, copy of the MP and S240 for ads additional one. If
you are requesting the' report of your CS5 Estimated Contribution, you
should Include an additional ft* of S1.00.

The fee covers the costs of analysing the FM and sending copies of
the PAP and the analysis to institutions and programs. Pleas* make your
check or money order payable to the College Scholarship Unice. Do
not send cash.

.There Is no amp for using the PAP to apply for the Basic Eduadonal
QpportuniraCrant MOGI

WHERE ,TO MAIL THE FAF
Mail youriCompleted FAF in the attached envelope to the appropriate
C55 office listed below.

coasuscnounnoninsoreics on couscasesonospersavia
Saw ree 11m31111.

, .

Primenn, Ni NMI Orsvaildary. CA MIN

IP YOU 1.111 INT VIVO UV' IN:

Allabansa Si. Nerttenpolake NM Mute AK Nebraska .. NI
Cane Zane , . GI New /111.111,.. an MONV:1101 Nelda NV
COMmOsCial.. CT Now York.... NY Samoa AS New Magic. aiM
Oolamans .... DI riordiCameis. NC Mean AZ North Ogee NO
Patna Cl ONO OM Ananias AK . °WNW% .. OK

Column* .. OC hmeMenie . m California CA Orogen ... OR
Ronda ft. Reno Om .. PR Colorado .... CO Senn
Gonda CA Merle Mend JO Cum 6 CU Tema

.

miliaria IN Some Cambia. SC Noma NI Taw Territory
Kentucky .... KY Termaree ... TN Idaho 10 lanannell.
Louisiana ... . IA Venison VT Illinos II. Norsluon ."
main, Ml Virgo, liimdo Vt 10 IA. Mariana. and
Maryland . .. . MO Virrn41 VA tiaras KS Groom is.1 IT
messMusets MA Wall Virginia .WV MIA11013 MN Utah It
Michigan ... MI Wisconsin .. WI MINoun MO Waininston .. WA
misilunNi MS. miaow. ter %Woven' .... WY
11 whine you Me Item hued above. sand your FAf tattle CSS oniev in PrhiCaton.
NS,' a
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BASIC EDUCATION.A1, OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM

GENERAL INFORMATION
The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BLOC) Program Is a Federal
student aid program designed to provide financial assistance, In the
form of a grans (which need not be repaid) to those who need it to
attend colleges and other Institutions offering education beyond Mill
school. The amount of the BLOC is determined according to your own
and your family's financial resources. It is animated that pants will
range from $200 to $1,100 during the 1979.10 academia year.

This hammy be used to apply fora IlOG aitclior for financial assts..
tante from insiinations. states, and other programs. As a result of coat!.

tingthis form, you may be found ifigibleto receive BEOG manna-.
period of enrollment Weaning July 1, 1979. through June 3IIA

1910.
To use this form so apply to the BLOC Program , you must check "Yes"

M Item 83 and file the FM siter January 7.190!, The= will forward the
main, information to the BLOC Program at no cost so you, The
deadline for receipt of this form for purposes of applying to the BE=
Program is March 75.1310.11 you want. in addition. to have the CSS send
copies of this FAF to institutions and programs, you must enter them in
teem $1 and enclose the aratelate fee.

STUDINE EUGIBIUIT
YOu will bet elleible
carder -,..

i. You Sim
f0011.

2. You will be
may,* an
for

3. You

you eMet test of the following

by means ot this

e course at
kdatutions approved

degree from any

thoirsthationi for
Mem S. .

5. You reiwavt4 )6kss- MEMO of NOG par
v_

for ilve yens"4"Varftit°.onlywhen thevinlition the program ol study
*Ming to a .batheia'a degree to be '0 to fie* yews In 04 44
required your entoinvent in a remedial cows* of study meant
you were unable to complete the regular-program in four academic
years.
Wittrin via weak Mee you MIN this tom to the CSS, you will receive a

Student Eligibility Report (SR, front the BLOC Program. The SER is the
official ootiticabon at your eNgibility for a BEOG and must be presented
to the school you will:attend to determine the amount at your grant
When you receive' the SER. arefully read and foliowthe instructions It
toreros.

BLOC SPECIAL- CIRCUMSTANCES
If you experience a dramatic change in income from 197$ to 1979. you
may be eligibie to apply bra BEM based on estimated 1979 income
rather than actual 197$ Income. For fUnhe7 details regarding your Mei.
bility-to apply for a BLOC in this manner, contact your high school
guidance counselor oe financial aid and 'ask about the
SLOG Supplemental Form.

".1., ,
.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
If you would like to receive additional throats tion on the BLOC Pro-
gram, as well as general information on student financial aid, . please
write to: BIOG. Box M. Washington, DC 2304. Ask for a copy of the
Student Guide.

.
Nona TO APPUCANTS

. .

INFORMATION COLLECTED ON THIS FORM
FOR BASIC GRANT PURPOSES
Sabsection (en31 of the Privacy Act of 1974 (S U.S.0 332a) requires that
an agency inform each individual whom it asks to supply information:
(1) the authority 'whether granted by statute, or by executive order of
the President' which authorizes the solicitation of the information and

cs whether disclosure of such information is mandatory or voluntary: (2)
the principal purpose or purposes for which 0**h:formation is intended
to be used .3o the routine uses which may be made of the information
as published in the Federal Register: and (4) the effects, If any, of not
providing all or any part of the requested information.
I. The authority for collecting the requested information is section ,

alltbia) of 'Title IV "A y 1 of the Higher Education Act of 1965. as

amended (20 U.S.C. 10700M23). Applicants are advised that, mein
as noted In paragraph 4, the disclosure of the requested infonnation
is mandMory.

2. This Information is being collected in order to calculate a student's
eligibility bides under theIII0G. The eligibility Index Is one of the
three factors used in determining the amount, If any, of the app14
cant's BIOG.

3. The "routine uses." as defined in 3 U.S.C. 332a(.3(7), which may be
made of the Inkimmion collected are: An applicant's smite. address.
social mouthy number, date of birth and eligthiiity Index will be pro.
vided to the institution of higher education which the applicant WI
cams he or she is Mending or will attend and to the State scholar**

of the applicant's state of legal residence if such en agency has
an with the Commissioner of Education permitting It to

suds information. Such information will be used by the Slate
in coordinating Its program of student financial aid wills the

OC Pasta*. Ferthermone. on request, InfOrMiliOn may be pro.
witted to members of Cotigress who inquire on behalf of a student
who Is a constituent or. where appropriate, on behalf of the Wares
of the student. In addition, the routine Wes listed a Appendix B of 43
CFR Sit /fey be utilized.

4. Applicants mum pro** inforination for all of the *Boras hems in
order to have their spoliation for a BLOC award processed: Items
14, 2, 7, IL 96, 1345. ID, and the Conilication and Aushorawion
section. In addition, if the appbcant answers "Yes" Wane question

. for any year In bona 1343. then Items 14. h A (1978t. 171 51971),
r197111, 20 (19751.'21 119716, 23, 24, 26-20. 30.33. 4043, 45,. and 6.71
must be completed. If the applicant answers "No" mei mars andel:
questions in Items 1343. then items 49 MAIL io (19711). S2 0970; 53
(1976, 3741 (1971), 044 me. ism. 74A. 74, 75 and 76 must be
compieted.

Students need not ample* hails.. SA, 63 (hnstitution dodoes), and
however. antionetins these items will facilitate the adihinistrationoi sate
studentassistenal propane. Failure to answer kern $4 tsikbemonsid.
wed a "No" response to that kern.

Pasporwres to all other Items are voluntary with regard to the NOG
Program.

USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
Section 71b) of the Privacy Act of 1974 fU.S.0 522a) requires that when
any Federal, Slate, or local ethethment agency requests an individual to
disclose Ms or her social security eccount member, that fedinclual must
also be advised whether that disclosure Is mandatory of voluntary, by
what statutory or other authority the number is solicited. and what uses
will be made of It. Masan*, applicants's,* adeisectshat disclosure of
their social security account number DUN) is required as a coneation
for participation In the BIOG, in view of die practical administrathre
'difficulties which the program would encounter In maintaining
adequate program words without the continued use of the SSAN.

The SSAN will be used *verily the identity of the applicant, and as an
account number (idermilled throughout the life of the ;rent In order to
record, necessity data warmth. As arg identifier, the SSAN Is used in
such Parson *chides as: determining Program efigibUityt artifyine
school attendance and student status; mama rug payments wider the
alternative disbursement system: and verifying grant pennons.

Authority for requiring the disdain of am applicant's SSAN is
pounded on section 75.30) of the Primly- Act, which provider that an
agency may condnutt to require disclosure of an kdividwl s SSAN as a
condition for the granting of a right, benefit. or privilege provided by Law
where the agency required this disclosure under stanneor riguladons
prior to January 1, 1973, In order to verity the Identity of an inclividgal,

The Office of Education has, for sworn years. consistently required
the disclosure of SSAN numbers on application toms sod other math
Lary BEOG documents. (See section 411(b)(2) of Tide IV A 1 of the
Higher Education Act of 1963,43 amended GO U.S.0 10701(b)Q).)

In addition. it should be noted that the social security account number
of a parent of the applicant is also requested. Parents are advised that .
disclosure of their SSAN is voluntary and failure to provide it will not,
affect the applicant's eligibility for a BEOG award. Parent's SUN will be
recorded only on the application form itself and will not be maintained
in any other system of records. lts use will be restricted to a sample of
cases which may be used for further verification of information reported
on the application by the applicant andror parent*

ti you are not applying to the BEOG Programrtovision of your $3.4N
is optional; however, because many of thche 0 complete the FAF
have similar names, the SSAN is most helpful. and often critical, in
assuring proper identification of an individual student bY the C55 and by
institutions and programs using the Mi. You are, therefore, strongly
encouraged to include your SSAfv if available.

2110 UPAPPAS 11141 !WM. .41../.
.
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